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150 Meals for $1.00
It Saved my Child's 'Are.
-When my child waa born.
the &seer ordered one of the
other lest.. she ate that un-
til abe nearly diet 1 bad thme
doctors. who said the trouble
was Indigestion, and ordered
the food changed to Lactated
Fool It saved my child's life,
and I mire you many than
foe it I regard your Food r
Inveluable, and superior to all
mbar artificial food for babies.
Mee A 3. Baarrium,
Memo. Sam
16 Indiana Place
FOR INFANTS and INVALIDS
THE PHYSICIAN'S FAVORITE
Poressiesover. Liii,rzpIrn=aitzta tvalitagm
BABIES CRY FOR IT,
INVALIDS RELISH IT.
Perfectly Nourishes a Baby with
or without the addition of mile.
Three SI2011. 25c. 50c. 111.00.
A valuable painfelet on" The NutnUen
of Infants and heeleis," for.
It Has No equal.
"We are tier In our nur-
sery teintaining ferty lufatitai
your Teemed Fest, and find
It far ',leerier to all other feed
which has been ire dining
the past ten year. that I te.,
been visiting terrace. The
Stetere of Charity, who Dare
charyo of the institution, re
haa no agree
W. L Ds Ceram, M. D., „.
St Joseph's Foundling Asylum,
Cimennati, Ohio.
WELLS, RICHARDSON & CO BURLINGTON, VT.
II. G. AHEflNATIIV C LONG
.A.13e1r1xertku37 &Mat:mime
Successors to ABERNATHY & CO.
Central Tobacco Warehouse
No 220, on North Mole of Ninth Street, ni•e ttlifire from Depot.
All tobacco eoneigned to its lii rVeriVe Mir PrrietiP 
Ai tor floit, both Ia
sampling and eelling. Stables and querteris for Nome and teamstera.
Grr.E3k1CTICI-3C1211617V
%TM-W=1_13M 11
A -eor, 4-0, ['elves W • •e"ti
57 Franklin S - moo Clarksville. Tenn
I. oKIINDON. C.it. if A 1.1.4 J. le moo ARO,. , twit I,. NA on.
Herndon, Hallums & Co.,
'rob EL 4:3 iEa.lsxxxexci.
33.A.SS=r1' cgz CO_ IROBT. B. WITHERS, Cen'l Agent.
"WRECKERS OF HIGH PRICES." GRANGE WAREHOUSE
'88  THE GREAT '88
TENNESSEE FAIR,
WEST SIDE PARK, NASHVILLE, TENN.
COMMENCES SEP'T. 22d, AND CONTINUES SEVEN DAYS.
THE Mt ILIPINGS
HONE
The Great Nellie Burk,
I 01IIHNATIoS
et Bareback aid Chariot VAMP.
else hi Ureyboonits wilt give s:
most thrillieg exhibition each day.i
HAVE SEEN ENLARGED AND *IV/iitt




 AAAAA dT LIT1110
A [KO /1 • 1. y,will glir• three
Ballooi ascensions. consisting of
ha. loon races, balloon ascensios with
trapeze perform encee and Parachute
descent From the Clouds.
2 RACES EACH DAY
siseme et tele beet Treatise( alma resicieg Heroes
 tie 2 RACI1S EACH. DAYS
ellIeCeweetry Wave bean Entered ailed will be he
re
It will be a:together the best Tam ever held in this Ceuntry
. The largest display of Stock ever known in this section will
 be there.
Half Fare es all Railroads.
G. Y. F0130 , Presiden
Accommodations for 4o,000 People Have Been Made.
For catalogue address, C. H. GILLOCK, Secretary.
Pr, Dian & Wall,
(Successors to PYE & WALTON )
will occupy this space with inter€stiI3gtnl.tt9r,
as soon as they return from the Eastern mar-
kets, where they are -slow buying goods.
WATCH FOR THEM.
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA,
(Pomaded by Taos. Jere Basun ,
5e.5400 of minis assrissai• begins Oct. 11•E,
I
Thetvi are NI sv-honle Orem instrustion
Leleseere Screed, A wriceliew•, I  evieweireg,
P1,erweee. lfedieeme and Low. I heir ef 11O.legy
La...pertinent+ •II thoreughly
eq• uitesel Loom on eimmed and healthfel.
t'ely ta, IA11,1k.falZ!relitairmen of Faculty.
P. a. e alveeelty ef V•., Ta.
-
Hopliwille llhi&lot
FOR TNt EDUCATION OF Yount MEN AND
SOY:.
Instruction Is given in English, Latin,
Greek, German, Higher Mathematics
and Book-keepIng. the next scholastic
year will begin Monday, August 27th,
1888. For full and definite information




Pall stastoe will open • UOPST TT. lasts, with
a fell fustrty epeeist rates to pupils 
desiring
to enter the charms In Elocution, II time. Art






 5 T 0 .11WAGON SCALES
kw 1.....r. 14.i 11.ort • buol
s
Tars 11..wo .04 Boom .•
S e 0 nd
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C7711.0111ina1 • A gent
HOPKINSVILLE, KY
LL l   KENTUCKY.
Female (C-Lorka...ggig-
THE BEST EQUIPPED SCHOOL rook





THE. NEW RINGER AUTOMAT
IC
(Single Thread). It Huns with a 
Breath.
THE NEW SINGER VI
BRATOR,
More modern, lighter running and simpl
er
than any other.
THE NEW SINGER WWI 11.1
,ATOM,
Scientifically and mechanically perfect
.
OFFICES EVERYWHERE.
THE SINGER MANUFACTURING CO
MPANY
203 Main street, Hopkinsrille, 
Ky.
CLARKSVILLE, TENN.
Cash advances on Tobacco In store. or in the hamla of responsible f
armera awl dealers. All
Tobacco ineurel while in store at the expense of owner, except where t
here is Oi, Atie.1.14..., and
then withotu written orders not to insure.
ERA, C, 413.1 7 45 on miff cox- wra c)i:o am, c co
Than any house in the Western t ountry.
Itiondeitul Prices
Never before in the history of Christian counfy has there ever
been such wonderful sales on Furniture as are daily seen at
CORI Clarli CO SI furniture Palace.







(. red i tors 
Al their cash payments.
It is a wonder how honest goods will _talk, and low pricks
triumph over a windy, wordy puff, which bursts like a bub-
ble. It is,
In stock I CI.... AIR.= I Ft few profits.
In styles I In l
ow yfricee.
In salmi l'-'111.3"I'. In 
high quatitity.
You should go early and see their
Woilderfill Si001 EA Wonderful PrEgs.
They have the largest and best selected stock )f Furniture
ever brought to this city. PRICES are the lowest ever
heard of before. They are cut down so low that competitors
are bewildered anti
WONDER HOW IT IS DONE.
SMALL PROFITS AND QUICK SALES IS OUR MOTTO.
Do not fail to corns ?VIII see the EYE OPENERS 
and ei 'I ORCHERS
they are offering to Woriclearf.a.1 Inee.yern at Wex
i.ac Inv Pricees.
C. R. CLARK & CO.
1\4Curtis re ref 74-.1/01. PriCten,
NINTH STREET. 
HOPKINSVILLE. KY.
Jed- MC. l•7413.80Zi.. X'.
 W.=41:12.2141r.
Formerly of NELSON *31511'.Forme
rly of D &RN EY A IlUall.
INT=TootlEOINT (St =teL6li•
DMINT===
Tobacco and Grain Commission Merchants,
RAILROAD AND ELEVENTH STREETS.
1Ve give pereonal attention to Inei ection and Sale of eery 
llog.liead of Tobac-
co consigned to me
Liberal advancement made on Tobecco in store. All
 Tole:eyes ineured at cost of
owner mikes written inetructione to the contrary.
T. IL HANCOCK It. B. COOP Elt. W
 I. IR \See 11 I. li • 1 , .1
Hancock, Fraser Sc Ragsdale,
"PIR.01='17..I=CDIrt.F.e.
MAIN ST. TOBACCO WAREHOUSE,
CLAKKWVILLE, TENN., HOPK
INSVILLE, KT.,
Ti se tang Exeltamge. to 
& ii Main street.
T. B. HANCOCK, Salesman. W. 
F.. ItAlisli.11.E,  salesman.
W. J. ELY, - leek-keeper T. B. 
FAIRLEIGEI, Beek- keeper.
Special Attention to Sampling and Selling 
Tobacco. Liberal Advances
Made on Consignments.







The Fent BRANTS ituctrn Is eseantal watemeef, and doe tee you de
is the heniest Norm. The new IN; 14.11 Lie 81.1CDAR le perf,t C.400f eoet,
ea.d cowry the elm,'. Iladd:e, Beware of 11111tet.ona 1104•44 A,411.11fle .thw't
Drawl" trad.-merk. F!,.4tratealCetalorwefrea. •.J.1 or., Dueton.4.1...
CENTRAL UNIVERSITY,
MEZZO 1NT =,
Full Faculty. Twelve Departments of 
Study. Healthy location in the heart of Blue 
Grass
egi on. Refined feel holl.ltai.te commnnI
ty. Melerate expenses, $ Iso $re A 
temilanee
last 111:4111..11 23:1, from 20 states. Next 
Session °per Sept. le less. For full tub o iiiate•n
and 4,•Ltalogue. Apply to L. H. BLANTON. D. D
.. C-IANCZLLOR.
STATE COLLEGE OF KENTUCKY
EIGIITEEN rnonssons AND INSTDUCTORS
Agricultural anal Mtehinical. Scientific, 
engineering. 1' Illusive]. lgormal S•hool, Mititi.ry The-
atre. Conine-nem and Preparatory t muses of Study.
-COUNTS' APPOINTEES; IlEcEI
VED FREE Or TUITION.-
Tall term begins Severn ber 12. lets. For catalo
gue anti other information address
JAMES K. PATTERSON, Lexington, Ky.
11,1 eeteisee eisermevii e. :4
.S,1 1114111.
ItIKINIIrl.Jp .44 pgt* •••.111.1
01 1UVW111•111.1 pus Xers
mao au semi
Austu none at Asia riot U1 11 1
• aq 01 UOjWil. 041.1. 1444.at
1.4.j Sf...o.44 S 4.44,1 )11111/1180!Idde01,
i,.."Ii•14 i PV.ii 4'41 01 No.) V
H a a te_L V 0
losiiimui Sum
• to,'
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 . The BUYERS' GUIDE Ii
issued March and Sept.,
each year. It is an ency-
clopedia of useful intor-
mation for all who pur-
chase the luxuries or the
necessities of hie. We
can clothe you and furnish you with
all the neoessary and unnecessary
appliances to ride, walk, dance, sleep,
eat, fish, hunt, work, go to church,
or stay at home, and in various sizes,
styles and quantities. Just figure out
What is required to do all these things
COMFORTABLY. and you can make A fair
estimate of the value of th a BUYERS'
GUIDE, which will be sent upon
receipt of 10 cents to pay postage.
MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.
U1414 Igiotfigan Avenue. Chicago, ill
A BOLD STAND
Clevelioo's Lotter of Acuptaoce
An Able and Statesmanlike
Document.
Trusts Denounced and Tariff
Robbery Condemned
NO " ( RAW FISHING," BUT A
STKAIGHT•OUT,
Unanswerable Tariff Reform Argument
).1tESIDENT MEV/CLAN-b.
The following is the full text of President
Cleveland's letter of acceptance:
"Wesitisorost, Sept. 8.
-lion. Patrick A. Collins and others, Com-
mitter, etc.:
et.iiNTLEMEN-In sAdreeting to you my
formal acceptance of the nomination to the
presidency of the United States, my
thou.:tits persistently dwell upcn the impres-
sive relation of such action to the American
people, whose confidence is thu4 invite I, and
to the political party to which I belong, just
entering upon a contest for continued su-
prentney. The world doe, not afford a spec.
tack. more sublime than is furnished when
millions of free and intelligent American
citizens select their chief magistrate, and
bid one of their nu:nher to find the highest
earthly honor and the full measure of public
duty In ready submission to their will.
''It follows that • candidate for this high
office can never forget that when the tur-
moil and the strife which attend the selec-
tion f it. incumbent shall be beard no more,
there must he in the quiet calm which fol-
lows • complete and solemn self-consecration
by the people's chosen president of every
faculty and endeavor to the nerviest of a
confiding and generous ttatiou cf free men.
These thoughts are intensified by the light
of my experienie iii the presidential office,
which has soberly imprested me with the
severe responsibilities which it Imposes,
while it has quickened my love for Ameri-
can institutions, and taught me the priceless
value of the trast of my countrymen. It is
of the highest linre.rtance that those who ad-
minister our government should Jealously
protect and maintain the rights of American
citizens at home and abroad, and should
strive to achieve for our country her proper
place among the nations of the earth; but
tbere is no people whose home Interests are
AO great, and whose numerous objects of do-
meiotic concern deserve so much watchful-
ness, and care.
-Among these are the regulation of a
sound financial system suited to our needs,
thus securing an efficient agency of National
wealth and general prosperity; the construc-
tion and eqeipment of means of defense, to
Insure our National safety and maintain the
honor beneath which such National safety
reposes; the protection of our National do-
main, still stretching beyond the needs of •
century's expansioo, and its preservation for
the adder and the pioneer of eur marvelous
growth; a sensible arid sincere reeognition
of the value of American labor, leading to
the serupulout care and just appreciation Of
the interests of our workmgmen; the limita-
tion and etrickinig of sucn monopolistic ten-
themes and :schemes as Interfere witii Liar ad-
vantages and benefits which the people may
rightly claim; a generous regard and care
for our surviving seldiers and sailors and for
the widows anl orphan.; of such as have died,
to the end that while tile appreciation of
their services and sari-alms Is qiickensd the
applieatien of time pe.ision fund to tin-
pr per eases may be prevented; protection
against a servile irninigratiixt which injuri-
ously competes with our laboring men in the
field of toil, and adds to our population an
element ignorant of our institutions and
laws, impossitele of assimilation with our
people and dangerous to our pears and wel-
fare; a strict and steadfast adherence to the
principles of civil service reform and •
thorough executien ,f the laws passed for
their enforcement, thus permitting to our
people the advantages of business methods in
the operation of their government; the
guaranty to our colored citizens of all their
rights of citizenship and their just recogni-
tion and encouragement in all 111i11111 per-
taining to that relation; a firm, patient and
bumatie Indian podcy so that in peaceful re-
lations with the government the civilization
of the Indian may be promoted, with result-
ing quiet and s.ifety to the settlers on our
frontiers: and the curtailment of public er.
pense by he intrisluetion of economical
methods in every department of the govern-
ment.
"The pledges contained in the platform
adopted by the late convention of the Na-
tional Democracy tend to the advancement
Of there objects •nd insure giod government,
the aspiratien of every true American citi•
ten, and the motive for every patriotic
action and effort. In the consciousness that
much bas been done in the direction of good
government by the preeent administration,
and submitting its record to the fair inspec-
tion of my countrymen, I indorse the plat-
form thus ',resented, with the determination
that if I am again called to the chief .magistra-
cy thereahall be a continuance of devoted en•
deiavor to advance tho interest. of the entire
country. Our scale of Federal taxation and
its consequences largely engroes at this time
the attention of our citizens, and the people
are soberly eolisidering the necessity of
measures of relief. Our government is the
creation of the people, established to carry
out their designs and accomplish their good.
It was founded on justice, and was made for
free, uitelligent and vIrtuous people. It is
only useful when within their control, and
only serves them well when regulated and
guided by their constant touch. It is a free
government, because it guarantees to over]
American citizen the unrestricted personal
use and enjoyment of all the reward of 
his
toil and of ail bis income,except what may
 be
his fair contribution to necessary public e
x-
penee.
"Therefore it is not only the right, but the
duty of a free people, in the enforcement of
this guarantee to insist that thoh expense
should be strictly limited to the actual pule
lic needs It SIVIII%perfeetly clear that wh
en
the ip.vernment, this instrumentality created
and inaietaiiied by the people to do 
their
bidding, turns upon shoat, and through an
utter peeversion of its powers, extorts from
their labor and capital tribute largely in ex-
eats of public necessities, the creature buss re-
hulled against the creator and the masters
are robbed by their servants. The met of
the government must continue to be met by
tariff duties collected at our custom houses
upon imported goods, and by interpal rave
uue taxes DiftetsWeel upon spirituous and malt
liquors, tobacco and oleontargarine. I sup-
pose it is needless to explain that all these
duties arid assessments are added to the price
of the articles upon which they are levied,
and thus become a tax upon all those who
buy these' articles for use and consumption.
I suppose, too, it is well understood that the
effect of this tariff taxation is not limit"l to
the consumers of Imported articles, but that
the duties; imposes' upon such articles permit
a corresponding increase in price to be laid
upon domestic productions if the same kin
d;
which increase, paid by all our people as con-
sumer, of home productions and enter
ing
every American Lime, e.tistitutes a form
 of
taxation as certain awl as inevitable 
as
though the amount was annually paid into
the hand of the tax gatherer.
"Thesie results are inseparable from the
plan we have adopted for the collection 
of
our revenue by tariff duties. They are n
ot
mentioned to discredit the system, but 
by
way of pretnee to the statement that eve
ry
million of dollars collected at our cust
om
houses for duties upon imported articles a
nd
paid into the public treasury represent ma
ny
millions mere whieh, tirdigh never reachi
ng
the National treasury, aro paid by o
ur citi-
DM% as tho increased cost of domest
ic pro-
duetione resulting from our tariff laws.
jn %pose cirnuinategres, sue iu view at
this neoensary t ffeset-e: Coe OperaLion of our
plan for raising revenue, the absolute duty
of limiting the rate of tariff charges to the
necessities of a frugal and economical ad-
ministration of the government, 1001n19 to be
perfeetly plain. The continuance, upon a
pretext of meetieg pieilic expenditures, of
wch • scale of tariff talution es draw. from
the suirstatice of the people • sum largely in
excess of public needs, is surely something
whicn, under a gruyere:nee based upon jus-
tiee and which ands its strength and UOIXCUI-
Ilead iii tee faith mid trust of the people,
oueht Dot to he tolerated. While the heaviest
burdens incident to the neeensities of the
viveriitu•nt are uncomplainingly borne,
light burdebis issiiimie grievous and intolera-
ble wheit not jiit.fied by such neoessitiea
'Uonee email taxateou is Iln,11.111L 1•111110D.
And yet this is our condition. We are an-
nually collecting at our custom bonne and
liy means of our neernal revenue taxation,
many millions in Omega of all legitimate
public needs. As a consequence there now
remains in the N i,•oes1 treasury a surplus
if more than $13u,o.s.i.,i.O. N0 better eel-
lence ceuld be furnished that the people are
exert-man:1y taxed Tbe extent of the in-
pet fleet's burden indeeted by this surplus
will be better appreciate' when it is sug-
zeeted that such surplus alone, representa
taxation aggregating more than $108,000 in
a county contaiaing 50,o00 inhabitants. Tax-
ation has always been the feature of organ-
ized government, the hardest to reconcile
with the people's ideas of freedom and hap-
piness. Wben presented in a direct form
nothing will arouse popular discontent more
quickly am" profoundly than unjust and an-
necessary taxation. Our farmer., mechan-
ics, laborers and all our citizens closely scan
the slighteet lecrear in the taxes asesseed
up in their lands and other property, and de-
mand good remain for such [acreage, and yet
they seem to be expected, in tome quarters,
tdi regard the unnecseesry volume of inside.
oue and indirect taxation visited upon them
by imr present rate of tariff duties with in-
difference if 'tot with favor.
'The surplus revenue now remaining in
the trea-ury n'd only furnishes conclusive
proof of unjust taxerimi, but its existence
constitute Is se p irate and independent
M13111/0.6 to the propsrity of the people.
This vest accumuiateei of idle funds repro-
wilts that inueh mosiey drawn from the cu.-
culataiz oedlual of tee country, which is
needed in :he c larinels of trade aud business.
It is a grent utuisisime to, suppose that the con-
quences %Mee follow toe continual with-
drawal and hosirdine hr the government of
the currency of the people are not of Immo-
dial* importance to the mast of our citizens,
and only concern those engaged in large
financial transactions. In the restless en-
terprise and activity which free and ready
money among the people produces, is foiled
that opportunity for labor and employment
land that iinpitus to business and produc-
tion, which bring in thew train prosperity
to our citizens in every station and voca-
tion. New ventures, new investments to
business and manufacture, the construction
of new and tinpertaut works, and the
enlargement of enterprises already estab-
lished, depend largely up in obtaining money
upon easy terms with fair security; and all
Cher things are stimulated by an abundant
volume of circulatine medium. Even the
harvested grain of the farmer remains with-
out a market, unless money is forthcoming
for its movement and transportation to the
eeaboar I.
"The first resutte of a scarcity of money
among the people is the exaction of severe
terms for its use. Increasing distrust and
timidity is followed by a refusal to loan or
advance on any terms'. Investors refuse all
risks, tail decline all securities, and to a
general fright the meney still in the hands
of the people is persistently hoarded. It 4
quite apparent that when this perfecUy
natural. if not inevitable stage is reached,
depressu• en in all business and enterprise
will, as a necessary consequence, lessen the
opportunity for work and employment, and
reduce native-o and the wages .f labor. In-
stead, then, of .being exempt from the in-
auence and effect of an irnmeuse surplus
:ying idle In the National treasury, our
cage earners and others who rely upon their
'Ater for suppert, are most of all directly
smieriiesi in the situation. Others, seeing
.be approach of danger, may provide against
it, hut it will and those depending upon their
daily toil for bread unprepared, helpless and
defeneeless. Such a state of affairs does not
present a case of idletieei resulting from dis-
putes between the lateering man and his em-
ployer, but it produces mu absolute and en-
forced stoppage of employruent and wages.
"In reviewing the bad effect, of this ac•
cumulated surplus and the scale of Wit rates
by which it in produced, we mum not (over-
look the tendency toward gross and ran-
daloue public extravagance which • con-
gested treasury inductee, nor the fact that we
are maintaining, without excuse, in a time
of profound peace, substantially the rate of
tariff duties imposed in time of war, when
the necessities of the government justified
the iin,pointion of tbe weightiest burdens
upon the people Divers plans have been
suggested for the return of this accumulated
surplus to the people and the channels of
trade. Some of them devices are at wart-
SACO with all rules of good finance; some are
delusive; mine are absurd and moms betray
by their rockier extravagance the demoral-
izing influence of • great surplus of public
money up in the judgements of individuals.
IVIele such efforts ehould be made as are
consistent with public duty and sanctioned
by sound judgment, to avoid danger by the
useful disposition of the surplus now remain-
ing in the treasury, it Is evident that if its
distribution were ecoomp ished another so-
cumulation would soon take its place, if the
constant flow of redundant income was not
checked at its source by • reform in our
present tariff laws.
"We do not propose to deal with these con-
ditions by merely attempting to satisfy the
people of the truth of abstract theories, nor
by alone urging their assent to political doo-
trine. We present to them the propositions
that they are unjustly treated in the extent
of present federal taxation, that as a result
condition of extreme danger exists, and
that it is for them to demand a remedy and
that defense and safety promised in the
guarantee' of their free government We
believe that the same means which are
adopted t, relieve the treasury of its present
surplus and prevent its recurrence, should
cheapen to our people the oust of supplying
their daily wants. Both of these objects we
seek in part to gain by reducing the present
tariff rates upon the necessaries of life.
'We fully appreciate the importance to
the country of our deinesee industrial enter-
primes. In the ratification of existing wrongs,
their maintenance and prosporty should be
carefully and in a friendly spirit considered.
Even such reliance upon present revenue ar-
rangements as have been invited or encour-
aged should be fairly and justly regarded.
Abrupt and radical changes which might
endanger such enterprises, an! Injuriously
affect the interests of labor dependent upon
their .11,4"..10 and continuance, are not contem-
plateet or intended.
• But we know the cost of our domestic
manufactured products is increased, and
their price to the consumer enhanced by the
duty imposed upon the raw material used in
their manefacturt. We know that this in-
creased cost prevents the sale of our pro-
ductions at foreign markets in competition
with those Countries which have the itdvante
age of fret raw material. We know that
confines' to a home market our marlufactur•
tag operations are curtailed, their demand
for labor irregular and the rate of wages
paid uncertain. We propose, therefore, to
stimulate our domestie it.dustrial enterprises
by freeing from duty the imported raw
materials which by the empioyment or labor
are used in our home manufactured, thus ex-
tending the markets for their sale and per-
mitting an increased and steady production
with the allowanee of abundant profits.
"True to the undeviating course of the
Democratic party we will not neglect the
interests of labor arid our workingmen. In
all efforts to reniely existiug evils, we will
furnish nu excuse for the lees of employment
or the reduction of the wage ut honest toll.
Ou the contrary,  we propose in 11121 adjust'
anent of our revenue laws to couoede such
eecourageut and advantage to the employ-
ers of domestic labor as will easily compen-
sate for any differeuce that may exist be-
tween the standard of wages which should
be paid to our laboring mee and the rate
allowed in other countries.
"We propose, too, by extending the mar-
kets for our own manufactarere to promote
the swede employment of labor, while by
cheapening the cost of the necessaries of life
we increase the purchasing power of the
workingman's wages and add to the com-
forts of his home. And before passing from
this phase of the question I am constrained
exprees the opinion, that while the inter-
ests of labor should be always sedulously re-
garded in any modification of our tariff
laws, an additional and more direct and
elle-rot protection to those interests would
be afforded by the restriction and prohibition
of the immigration or importation of labor-
ers from other countries, who swarm upon
our shores, having no purpose or intent of
becoming our fellow citizens, or acquiring
any permanent interest in our country, but
who crowd every field of employment with
unintelligent labor at wages which ought not
to satisfy those who make claim to American
citizenship.
'"The platform adopted by the late Na-
tional convention of our party contains the
followingeleceu ation'Judged by Democratic
principles the internee of the people are be-
trayed when by unnexeseary texstion trier
and combinations are permitted and fostered,
which, while unduly enriching the few that,
combine, rob the body el our citizens by de-
priving them im purchasers of the temente
of natural competion.'
"Such combinatioes have always been
condemned by the Democratic party. The
declaration of lie National convtmtiou it sin-
(ferny inside, 443 ho metit'aer our party
will be found eFcusing the existeoce or be-
fitting the pernicious results of those devices
to wrong the people. Under various names
tiny have bee° punished by the common law
for hundreds of years; and they hers lad
none of their hateful features because they
have sasumed the name of trusts Meted of
conspiracies. We believe that these trusts are
the mitural offspring of • market artifices/1y
restricted; that an inordinately high tart*,
beside furnishing the temptation for their
existence, enlarges the lime within winch
they may operate against the people, and this
increases the extent of their power for
wrung doting. With an unalterable hatred
of all such whereon we count Ibis cloaking of
their baleful operetta:is among Use good
suits promised by revenue reform.
"While we cacaoS avoid pert/an trilsrep.
nisentehon our position upon Use question
of revenue reform nand be so pianaly
stated as to admit of no wiliendernanding.
We bay* entered upon no crones of fres
wads. The reform we meek to tnangureell is
predicated upon the Menem care for estab-
lished industries and enterprises, • jealous
*ward for the interests of Atnefican labor
and • sincere desire to relieve the country
from the injustice and danger of • condltioa
which threatens evil to all the people of the
land. We are dealing with no imaginary
danger. Its existence has been repeatedly
confined by all political parties, and pledgee
of • remedy have been made on all Mew
Yet, when in the neaten.* body, where
under the constlation all remedial ineesoree
applicable to this subject mast originate, the
Democratic majority were attempting with
extreme modermica to redeem the pledge
common to both parties, they were met by
determined opposition and obstruction; and,
the minority refining to co operate la the
house of representatives, or propose another
remedy, have league I the redemption of
their party pledge to the doubtful power of
tbe senate
"The people will hardly be deceived by
their abandonment of the find of legislative
action to meet is political Convention and
flippantly declare in their party platform
that our conservative and careful effort to
redeye the satiation is destractie• to the
American system of prolleettoa Nor will
the peorge la misled by the appeal to preju-
dice contained in tted absurd allegation that
we serve the interest. of Lampe, while they
will support the interests el America. They
propose in their platform to thus support the
interests of our country by removing the in.
terml revenue tax from tobacco and from
spirit* need in the arts and for mechanics)
purposes. They declare also that there
should be such • revision of our tariff laws
as shall tend to check the lintortatiou of
each article, ea are produced bore Thus, in
proposing to increase the duties upon such
articles to nearly or quite • prohibitory
point, they confess themselves willing to
navel backward in the road of civilization
and to deprive our people of tba markets for
their goods, which can only be gained and
kept by the semblance, at lean, of an inter-
change of business, while they abandon our
consumers to the unrestrained opprenion of
the docoestic trusts and combinations which
are in the same platform perfunctorily con-
demned.
-They propose further to release entirely
from import duties all articles of foreign
production (except luxuries) the like of which
cannot be produced in this coustry. The
plain people of the land and the poor, who
ecaroely use articles of any description pro-
duced exclusively abroad and not already
free, will fled it difficult to discover where
their interests are regarded in this proposi-
tion. They need in their homes cheaper
domestic neceseariee; and this seems to be
entirely unprovided tor In this proposed
scheme to serve the country. Small com-
pensation for this neglected need Is found in
the further purpose here announced and
covered by the declaration, that if, after the
changes already mentioned, there still re-
mains a larger revenue than is requisite for
tbs. wants of the governmeut, the entire in-
ternal taxation should be. repealed, 'rather
than surrendering any part of our protective
system.'
"Our people ask relief from the undue and
unnecessary burden of tariff taxation now
resting upon them. They are offered instead
free tobacco and free whisky. They an for
bend and they are given • stone.
-The implication contained in this party
declaration that desperate measures are
justified or neceseary to save from destruo-
lion or surrender what Is termed our prolloOt
Jive system, should confine DO OSA The el-
idiom of such • system is entirely consistent
with the regulation of the extant to which IS
should be applied and the we-recta& of its
abuses. Of nuns In • country es great as
ours, with such a wonderful variety it inter-
este, often lead's; to enttrIsly different direc-
tions, It is difficult if not imposslhie to setae
upon • perfect tariff plan. But in ammo-
plishing the reform we have entered upon,
the necessity of which is so obvious, I believe
we should not be content with • reduction of
revenue involving the prohibition of importa-
tions and the removal of the internal tax
upon whisky. It can be better and more
safely done within the lines of granting so-
tun relief to the people in their means of
living, and at the same time giving an im-
petus to our domestic enterprises Bad
furthering our National welfare.
"If misrepresentations of our purposes and
motives are to gain credence and defeat our
peanut effort in this direction there seems po
be no reason why every endeavor in the
future to accomplish re VS0011 reform should
not be likewise attacked and with like result,
And yet no thoughtful man can fail to see
in the continuance of the present burdens of
the people, and the abstractian by the gov-
ernment of the currency of the country, in.
evitablis distress and diameter. All dang
will be averted by timely action,
difficulty of applying the remedy will never
he lee, and the blame should not be laid at
the door of the Democratic party if is is ap-
;mod too late
"With firm faith in the Intelligence and
patriotism of our oeutrymen, and relying
upon the conviction that misrepresentnelon
will not influence them, prejudice will not
cloud their understanding, and that menace
will not intimidate teeth, let us urge the
people's interest and public duty for the vin-
dication of our attempt to inaugurate •
righteous and beneficent reform.
• 'Georg it CLIVZLaND."'-
Resolutions of Respects.
ASTLIL HALL, EVIII0Itaiff LODGE
No, 2ri K. of P.-Hoextrtsvitut, KT.,
Seer. lath, 1888 -P P XXV.
death hat removed (row
our midst and erased from our roster
the name of brother Louie Solomon, belt
Jerseired, 'Flint we deeply deplore the
loss of brother Solomon and extend to
his family our sincerest eynipattilee lii
this their sad hour of bereavement.
Resolved That ae wear the usual
badge of niourning for thirty di).. That
a copy of three resolutions be spread
upon our minute's, publlehed and thr-
illed's-II to his family.
II. II. ABILIIN•THY,
Committee A. H. CLARK,
J140. G. ELLIS.
At a meeting of Green River Lodge
No, 54 I. 0. 0. F. Sept. 5th, leSS the
foliowing resolutions were adopted :
Res../red, That in the death of our
brother, Louis Sol ttttt on, Green River
Lodge has; Wet a good and wort el member,
one that was at all timed ready to aid his
brothers in tired; his hand was al ways
open to those hi &Meese, tied to the
family of our Ilrerawd be t ler this,
lodge extends its mold profinuid sym-
pathy.
Pe.anir. ii, That these resolutions be
Published and a copy sent to the (simile
of tier deceased brother.
R. M. A NDItItfiON,
COUlltillttee W. F. R•NDLIK,
( W. C. 1161611T.
46.
When Itaby was eel, we gave last Ci steels,
While she was • Child, she cried for ( secede
When she loniun• ham, she clung to teatime,
When she lied Chinese, she gave then Caster.,
Cos Grass Sails.
Dr. Garner has a fine grape arbor In
the rear of the city pharmacy. Some
time ago lie planted several gourd vines
which have climbed over the arbor. A
gourd which !lenge from one of these
vines is &curiosity. Nature has printed
plainly upon it the letter C, which be-
ing interpreted means Cleveland. We
have tbo much respect for our readers te.
inflict them with a detestable pun, or
we would tell each one to c this curios-
ity.
 • 
W ARNIM'S 1.4N.1 CABIN
Remenixa-"Seresperil-
la," "Cough and Con-
isurviptioe Keniede,"-
- Hope anil Ritchie"-
"Extraet,"-"IleirTen-
l'illa."-
" Planter. " (I'o r
Electrical) -"Hoop . rem," for Ca-
tarrh They are like Warner', -Tippe-
canoe." the einiple, effective remedies of
the old Log Cabin days.
RANDOM REMARKS.
Private Opinions Publicly Eipressed
on Pers•as s.d Thugs.
The president has a way of striking
square from the shoulder when dealing
with great issues and natkinal questions.
Every word means something; every
sentence from him Is an ides, lie pre-
sents to the people the greet evil.' aris-
ing from over taxation in ihis simple,
powerful and inimitable way: Untie-
ceesary taxation is unjust taxation. And
yet this is our condition. We are annu-
ally collecting at our custom-housee arid
by means of internal revenue taxation,
many millions in excess of all legitimate,
of all public means. As a consequence
there now remains In the national treas-
ury a surplus of more than $130,000,000.
It is said that the history of Abraham
Lincoln by Nitidal and Hay, which has
been running through the last thirty-six
C,enturyes, will be ooncluied in ten or
twelve years, and then the country will
breathe • great big sigh of relief; and
then the g. a. r. will stack arms; and
then We rebels will be allowed to pursue
their vocations unmolested; and then
maybe the war tariff will be reduced.
•.•
Donn /eau iii hits new magszliie re-
views this biography of Lincoln and
makes many pertinent suggestions
which Messrs. Nioolai and Hay if Wee
ever write another blogilaphy would do
well to remember. The person who
has read this work can not have failed
to note the fact that the armies of the
confederate state. are 'lever referred to
II any way save es rebels. The men
who fought for the "Loot cause" were
no rebels. The men who died for a
great principle are not traitors. The
men who returned to plow the fields
where lately they had bird are not revo-
lutionists. If Wriehhigton was • rebel
so was Lee. LI Washington was not a
rebel neither was Jefferson Davis. Lee
and Davis wished to establish a coun-
try, riot to overturn or destroy. Proba-
bly one fourth of the Century's readers
are rebels or the children of rebels.
ee
The New Orleans 'limes Damocrat in
its trade Issue o
length the pro
the past five y
. 1st, reviews at
(the south during
The statistics are
carefully prepared and gathered from
the most reliable sonrces. The tale of
progress and prosperity which this
valuable article unfolds is marvelous,
showing that the grow tb of the southern
states in populatio0, production, agri-
cultural and mineral, is tar beyond tho
conception of the most visionary mind.
Even those who have boasted and
bragged abou he tremendous increase
of wealth aØ capital In the south are
surprised ben the figure' are laid be-
fore there. Of course I rejoice in UN
prosperity of the whole south, but it is
Kentucky's progress that I wieli to note.
The figures are taken from the Times-
Democrats article. In 1879-'80 the as-
sessed value of Kentucky was $318,038,-
875. In 1887-'88 it was $483,491,690.
An increase of $165,453,715. With a
single exception Kentucky lies the
largest assessment of any southern state.
Ills estimated that the &messed value
is about one half the true valuation.
Few other states show this surprising
increase. Iii 1679-80 Kentucky had
1,560 miles of railroad and In 18874e the
mileage had increased to 2,414. There
Is an increase of over $12,000,000 in the
value of Kentucky's farm products.
Kentucky is second only to Alabama in
the amount of capital invested in man-
ufacturing enterprises. In 1857-'8
Kentucky paid $1,095,020 for the educa-
tion of her children against $803,409 In
In 1879 80. It will be seen by these
figures Keritt.cky has kept near
the head of the column in the grand
march, and when her mineral resources
are developed, as they sueely will be In
a few years, she will take the lead and
keep it.
•••
A primary Wesel"' of the United
States which Is taught in our public
schools tells our chlidren tact the gov-
ernment was nece-sarily dependent upon
the high tariff for the means to prosecute
the war against the seceding states.
Well the. is all right but this) same hill-
tory ( ?) fails to tell our children that
their fathers are still paying that war
tariff and have paid it for twenty-five
years, years of peace, and that the
policy of the Republican party is to
perpetuate this pl stem of taxation.
"After a quarter of • century of peace,"
says Senator Blackburn, and he voices
the sentiments of his party, "in God's
name let the people have peace rates."
The recent triumph' of the unterrified
Democracy in A rkeeisar, proved that this
good old etroegined of the faith is sail
true to her motto, "Repent( pepeli."
Dr. Blake Bigelow, an alleged poet,
bobs up serenely in Pat Ford's dirty
Irish World, and makes "disappointed"
rhyme with "united." This may do
first-rate up in New England where the
Yankee nasal twang makes the final
se- bibles have a very similar sound, but
it w id not pass current down here where
• Is spoken as it is written.
is%
The eeriest; of sketches of the poets of
Southern Kentucky I/ II lell Charles J.
Oldally is contributing to the Hender-
son Journal, are attracting the attention
to which their merit entitle* them.
They are written on a style smooth,
clear and pleasant, and constitute one
of the most valuable features of a valuer.
bie journal.
RANDOM.
Sore From 'Knee to Ankle.
Bits, entirely gene. Vieille a mass ell
disease leg disnanasbed este
tb.rd In size. Condition hope-
less. Curediry tbortuticursa
Hessiedles.
For three years I was almost crippled with
an awful e re leg froni niv knee town to iny
ankle; the skin walk entirely got e. and the lle-h
eaS 01.8 mass of disease SOlUe pheevi•ue pro-
uomieet it incurable. It had el unit...tied about
one-third the site of the other, and I was in •
hopeless cum-felon. After trying all londs of
remedies and spen.ling hundreds of iddlars,
from abseil I gut no relief a letterer. I was per-
suaded to try your CA-1'RJ itA Reit snits, and
the result was as follows: After th,reeilayhsadI
dnoticed a ecided change for the better, and at
the end of two months I was complete/y cured.
My flesh was purified, and the bone which
hiern ex pOlieel for over • e • r , got sound. The
ii .11 began to grow, mid to-day, and for nearly
two year. pase my lag is as well as ever it was,
sound in every respect, and not a sign of lb,'
dimease1-.. 1* AseenaS6. lih N, Dubois, Dodge Ca be.
Terrible Suffering from Nitta Ills.
Uellb•
I have been a terrible sufferer for years from
discern of the skin and Mese and have been
obliged to shun public places hr reason of iey
diaeguring humors 'lave had the best of phy-
sicians and spent hundreds of dollars, but get
no relief until I used the CtTicraa REM gni ILA,
b lett have cured me, anti left my skin as clear
and mi blood as pure as a child',
IDA MAY BASS, Olive Brant li P. o,, bloc.
From 143 Pounds te 172 Poised,.
I have taken several bottles of Creicrat
HESOL1 [NT with all the results I csaiht stub
for. • lout Mistime last year, when rommen -
ring its use. I wets bed 14S pouting, stet to day
I weigh 172 pounds.
GEO CAMPBELL, Waehingtoe, I), C.
Nona -The e elect as jizeOLYkser, is 1 synod
all doubt the greatest blued purifier ever com-
pounded.
uticura, the great skin cure. and Cuticura
Soap prepared from it, e ternall% ,and tuticiira
Resolvent. tb. new blood purifier, internally,
are a positive cure for every form of skin and
blood disease, from pimple* to sciofula
Sold everywhere. Prue: 60,;
Soap. 2c.: Iteaolvent Si, Prepari i le the
teeter Drug and t he-lea t Itoetai. Hass.
111)..send for "Bow to lure Skin Disease,"
14 page. 10 illustrations, and MO testirosials
BABY'S :̀.•,7'..̂,°(.1,r,'".,!; 11 M tr,e1 Aeveerds? Deous
iad 
;
How My Back Aches!
Back & h,. h Irv.) Palos, Rod weal -
1.htflent411.. blrs,ime 11114
Pain relieved In ewe teleente
by the Cutts-or& AmisisPiatm














RN be PPM* Old PeMekong Ca.
11111WESaa woos, rFiliild•lat,
OS • TIM&
MKS itIW BSA BUILDINO
Ilk, Ma* war Mau.
11111,111aar ILLS. SiariTirtai
SIXTUS.
ON task firer taistrUoa, 
. I 1 RI
" " olto r with - 
- 00
" Woe months - 
00
" " months - - 
- 9 0
" oat year - • - 13 00
Addit10114111 rotas nay be bad by styli
sation
ths ono,.
irisadeas advertliteateate most be pald for 
la
mambos.
Charges fee yearly edvertiteatente will be co
l-
acted enturterty.
•11 atverneemante inserted without stwetbed
Yale will he charged for haul ordered oat.
Aatteeetteineate of Marriages and Dean:moot ea-
otedges Ihe dee& and eottcee of preaching 
per
timbal vials.
mff• Obituary Itsarisa. lassIrdoos et 
Roseau aitd













OW ItAV LIMBS COUNTY.
TRUSTE.
TUT WM Imp*/ pet- it 
,a Rotorua's that
wale •f t• Ira. w i th competition 
is t000ften
white neither Prome strangled by 
eombin•
dent Clamalsad wee aav WIN quite 
prr ••,ent
Elate edam haa any at this 
time. and fre-
to Interfere.— oseetty called t
rusts.
ID Blame's Port- which hays 
for their
inseese. °Wert the 
rryulation
of the supply and priee
ot notresudities made
apd sold hy members
(11. the evattusation
Tie people ran Pettily
lis ese say rositteer.
altos Is the nape
of taw or tisk
Omar, —Cleve saes
Imitate Ist %emirate,
nits ars Ms 'Wotan' a the two lead.
log saes of Weir respo..Ave pa
rties; Null
• true representative of its 
principles,
Take your oboloe.
A better committee could not have
been selected than the one appointed 
at
the railroad meeting Thursday 
night.
Besides being noted for their busine
ss
qualifications, they are men eho have
the Interest of the county at heart, 
and
whose decision will only be re
ndered
after • careful sifting of the evidence 
at
hand. Whim this decision is arrived at,
it is the duty of every citizen in t
he
county to abide by iL We have work,
bard work before us, for aside from the
home opposition we may expect the
L. A N. to take hand. As Judge Fe-
land said, the management will use
every endeavor to control this territory,
end we all know what such opposition
means. They, as we, fully appreciate
the value of the freight from this county
and will not surrender it or any
part of it without a struggle. We can-
not afford to split up on this question,
we must be • unit. Internal dimension
means defeat and defeat ruin. When
the call to arms is sounded and the bat-
tle begins in earnest, the Now Ens w
ill
be found in the front rank, armed for
the fray, and with no blank cartridges in
its belt.
HARRISON'S LETTER.
Ilarrison's letter of aece; tance in
stead
of giving to his party some new 
idea or
weapon of defense. Is filled with the 
stale
platitudes of the 'dumper. Ills a
rraign-
ment of the Demoveittic polio)* of 
MOE
reform, le week Indeed anti 'how. 
lila
inability to grapple with or eppreet
ate
the magnitude of the tpleitlott now 
he.
fore the people, lioiteisti tuteillug 
the
erguments of the opponents, 
he indulges
n a lot ol meatiltiglem phrasea, the 
trend
of which is that lie favor. the C
hicago
platform. He dodge. the free 
whisky
clause by saying that he does not 
think
we will bewailed upon tattlevide betwel
$11
• reduction of Import duly and 
internal
revenue. His attitude on the Chine
se
queation reminds one very forcibly of
the sour-grape fable—he doesn't 
want
the Chinese, anyway. lie claa
see the
Mills bill as a free trade measure, 
nnd
warns the people against it, thereby 
put-
ting himself un record as a man 
of 110
fixed conviction, since lie made the 
raee
for governor on a platform simi
lar in
intents and purposes to that measur
e.
The letter, as a whole, Is far from a s
at-
isfactory document to the Repub
licans
In Met it lacks the earueetness 
of e
%fiction and the enthusiasm of conf
idence.
As compared with Cleveland's It 
is the
ripple of a brook to the roar of an 
angry
torrent. It will make no votes tor 
the
party, neither ell' It lose any ;
 for it
loeis not rise above mediocrity.
Some of our Democratic friends are
Inclined to ape the Republican style of
claiming everything. The over-enthu-
siastic do not hesitate a moment to claim
Michigan, Minnesota, Oregon, Nevada,
Illinois, and in fact nearly all the other
states. We ate perfectly willing that
this should be so, but hope that they
will not forget to put in some good licks
in their own state In the mean time.
Let us not take everything, leave them
poor old Pennsylvania. But to get down
to business the Democrats of this coun-
ty are entirely too lax in their efforts.
By systematic and earnest work this
county can be carried for Cleveland and
Thurman, and it is our solemn duty to
do that very thing. The New ERA hen
time and again urged the necessity of
thoteugh organization, for it is only by
this that we ean hope to succeed. A
club should be organized in every pro-
duct In the county, and when this is
done call on the New ERA, get a Sag
and have a high old jollification. Speak-
ers will be furnished If wanted to enter-
tain the crowd at the dag raisiug.
Abrupt and radical changes which
ealght endanger such enterprisee and iu-
jnetously affect the interests of labor de-
pendent upon their success and continu-
ance are not contemplated or intended.
But we know the wet of our domestic
manufactured prod uct is increased and
their price to the consumer advanced by
the duty imposed upon the raw material
used in their manufacture. We know
that this increased cost prevents the dale
of our productions at foreign markets in
competition with those countries which
have the advantage of tree raw material.
We know that congaed to • home mar-
ket our manufacturing operations are
curtailed, the demand for labor irregular
and the rate cf wages paid uncertain.
We propose, therefore, to stimulate our
domestic industrial enterprises by free-
ing from duty imported raw materials,
which, by the employment of labor, are
used In our home manufactures, thus
extendirig the markets for their sale,
and permitting an increased and steady
production, with the allowance of abun-
dant profit.—Mr. Cleveland's Letter.
It is stated that the proposition to vote
a subsidy of se much as $200,000 on this
oounty for the purpoee of building a
competing line of railroad, will receive
much opposition, especially from those
precincts not touched by the road. Tbe
Maw Ex• cannot understand wby this
abetald be true. It believed that when
the facts In the ease are thoroughly un-
derstood that many of these people will
Change their miud. We make this
proposition: If you will state your
reasons for oppoeing such a
subsidy, we will guarantee
to setisfy you that tbey are not based
on sound logic; In other words, we will
undertake to tear In pieces any argu-
ment against such a proposition. Now
come on with your objections; you will
be given plenty of space.
Pnesident P. G. Kelsey and Secretary
.sordan Giles left yesterday for New
York City, on business connected with
the 0. V. railroad.
Three months ago this little item
would have created quite • breeze in
this city, but now we are Indifferent.
President Kelsey may go to New York
or *heal; It is jest the. same thing with
UAL Run along Mr. P. G. K., and when
you come back, sit down and dictate
some more letters to friends in this city
to the effect that the 0., V. is now asso-
ciated with people worth $40,000,000,
and Is able to build where she pleases;
also forward some more propositions to
sell your old bonds, and then you might
ask for an extension of time In order to
assist the L.$ & N. in keeping other
roads out of this place. Do these things,
Mr. P. G. K., and get laughed at for
your trouble.
There are some Democrats in the
fourth district who need a spanking.
Here we are working to send a solid
delegation to congrese, and trying to
smooth over mittens In districts here-
tofore rebellious, with good hopes of
success, when this district has to flop up
and join the rebels. There are some
things calculated to make a Democrat
tired and one of them is to eee a number
of good, sensible men making asses of
themselves for the benedt of the Re-
A•
The amusement season is about to 
open
and the New Est• in the interest of t
he
patrons of the opera bowie lias a fav
or
to ask of the ladies, and that Is 
leave
your big hats either at home or in t
he
cloak TOOUI. A woman who 
would
wear a big hat into an opera house 
and
thue shut off the vlew of those 
seated in
her rear is deaervieg of the hi
ghest cen-
sure. What would 300 think it
 a man
should wear a greet, big; broad, 
sombrero
into the building arid take a seat 
directly
in ) our front, keeping biro ha
t oi. during
the whole of the performance? Y"
Valtliti at mice chase him as a boor gi
ld
demand that he be put out of the 
house.
Yet you do this saute thing. 
One of
thoee hats means discomfiture to s
t least
ontohalf demi% people, who paid to 
pt.
the play, paid as much as you did, and
their rights should be reepeeted, The
ladies of ilopkinsvIlle have the r
epute-
Hon of being a very rentable 
set, anti
if they will but study over this 
queetion
a little, they can but see lt In th
e light
prmented. I f you must wear 
soruething
on your head put on • little bonn
et, or
better still, wear a fascinator a
nd re-
move it on entering the Louse. By 
this
you will confer a lasting obligat
ion on
every body. The young men of 
Paducah
have organized therneelves into a 
club
for self-proteetion and have swo
rn to
take no lady who insist& an wearing
 a
hat. The New Eas, doss not ad
vouate
this plan yet awhile, but weite to 
see if
we can't get along without adopti
ng
such radical measures.
The follhwing from Mr. Cleveland'.
letter is a forcible arraignment of the
Republican platform, and at the same
time a severe rebuke to that class of so-
called Democrats who yell "%Welty
trust" at everybody who thinks whisky
should bear some of the burdens 01 tax-
ation : "They propobe further to release
entirely from import duties all articles
of foreign production, exeept luxuries,
the like of which cannot be produced 
in
this country. The plain people of the
land and the poor wile scarcely use ar-
ticles of any description produced ex-
clusively abroad and not alreedy free,
will find it difficult to discover where
their intereets are regarded in this prop-
osition. They need in their homes
cheaper domestic necessaries; and this
seems to be entirely unprovidistl for in
this proposed echeme to serve the coun-
try. Small compensation for this neg-
lected ueei is found in the further pur-
poee here announced arid covered by
de.tlarations, that If, after changes al-
ready mentioned, there still remain lar-
ger revenues than are reiiuisite for the
wanta of the governmenr, the entire in-
ternal taxation should be repealed rather
than surrender any part of the protective
,yateui. Our people ask relief from tin-
der an unnecessary burden of tariff tax-
ation now resting upon them. They are
offered instead free tobacco and free
whisky. They ask tor bread and are
given a stone."
To-night Friday) there wili be a
mass meeting of Democrats at the court
house to organize a Cleveland and Thur-
man club, We hope every man having
an interest if, the election of these two
men will be present and aid the work.
There EMMA Id be at least three hundred
signatures te the papers that are now
being carried around, and the New Kea
hopes there will be that many present at
Elie meeting. 111 organizing care 'mould
be taken iu the selection 01 a president ;
he should be a wan who thoroughly un-
derstande the county and of considerable
executive ability. We know of no man
who could better fill that position than
Judge W. P. Wintrte. 'I he club here
should be central, an I auxiliaries should
be organized in every precinct hi the
county. The central club should also
oecoeue a member of the state league,
and thus secure the benedts derived from
that organization. The New 114-,4 has
11 ige (or every club and they can be had
free of charge upon application at this
office. After thoroughly organizing we
moat, have a dag raiding, and at that ne
have the promiee that such speakers as
Senator Beck, Jaa. A. McKenzie, Capt.
Ellis, Dr. McKeezie, ot Chicago, a noted
orator and brother of our "Jim," will
be present.
With the haat issue John 0. Rust re-
tired from the editorial buffo( the South
Kentuckian, and as he says, perinaneetly
from the field of jourrialiene During
hie connection with the press Mr. Rust
has) made a reputation of which lie may
well feel proud. Ket.tuzisy atol__401-
pecially the cltizeua of Christian county
will feel the loss. The New Ea* par-
ticularly regrete it as the relationship
between the two papers has been PO
pleasant and free frwie aii the bickering
that is frequent between rival+. What
field Mr. Rust proposes to enter we do
not know, but wherever it way be we
wish him much suc..tess and feel very
sure it will come to Mr. Allen M.
1Vallis, long known to the people of this
city, takes Mr. Rust's position, aud will
doubtless rio much to maintain the high
standard of excellence for which the
piper has been noted. The New
greets him, and hopes for a continuance
of the past pleasant relationship with
the Kentuckian.
The Western Tobacco-Journal in com-
menting on the tobacco outlook for the
present year says that In the Burley sec-
tions the yield is likely to be tie large, if
not larger, than in lee& Iu referring
to the dare tobacco, the Journal says
that the rank growth given te tobacco
so late In the year, la likely to mitigate
against its quality, hence, while a large
crop in weight, it may prove of poor
character. This is. hardly applicable to
this section as the crop in this county is
of the finest quality raised in years, in
fact has hardly been equalled in a quar-
ter of a century. The leaves are large,
smooth and regular in size, and ahnott
entirely devoid of worm holes. If we
have no frost during this month and
reasonable care ie observed in housieg
it, the quality and amount of the crop
will be almoot unprecedented.
The Republican papers will no doubt
attempt to make capital mit of Judge
l'hurman'a sudden Illness In New York
and his consequent inability to speak.
The cry has already been raised that lie
too old and decrepit to be of service
awl this little indittposition will be made
much of by them. Before the campaign
is over they will think he is the livest
corpse they ever struck.
2' •
RAILROAD MEETING.
OVElt 2011 PEOPLE PR ESEN
TIICH81),1 I N1011I.
A Csillinitire Empanel cti to 
loran.
gate the Prepealliatis.
railroad meeting at the c
ome.
hours September 7 th Was large and
enthushostio one,upwartle of 200 citizens,
repreaentative !tininess men, being In
attendance. organ la akin Was affect
ed
by electing 'Elio.. Green, Sr , 
(+airman,
arid John 0. Rost s0Cletary. Mr. 
Greets
on assuming the chair said Chet
 Bop-
kinsville had already allowed too many
opportunities to pass by thinking they
would come without money; that the L.
N's. proposition to build from Elkton
to ilopeinsville and Clarkeville was 
re-
fused and the road went twenty-five
mitre to the right ; a similar aetion w
as
taken with regard to the C. & 0., 
prop-
oeition to build from here to l'educa
lt,
and the road went twenty-five miles- 
to
the left; all of whieli was positive proof
that we could get no road without pity-
ing for It and all talk to the contrary
was bosh. There mug be unity of seri-
Cholera, said he, and If we can't get
what e want let us work for w hitt es
can get.
Mr. Rust remarked that Meese' Aber-
nathy and (lark had been anxious 
to
kitow who called this meeting and what
it was called for. Ile said thit t
he
meeting just "growed ;" that it Was the
natural result of an interested deeire to
get down to berainees and that the situa-
tion was now rssuulIng a business-l
ike
aspect.
Mr. Geo. W. Long suggestasd dim. the
railroad repreeentativee present their
statemente.
Col. Clark ssid loe had nothing to toy
at tido stage of the meeting; that the
Citiesgo & Gulf had not called it al:II
had no effer to make.
Mr. Abernathy stated that lie hail a
propo-ition to build a road from Celia.




eteineet With the Initiate l'entral 11111
( Itielhoell Southern; that he Weill-ell
$200,0110 from Chrlstlait teninty, $1110,000
of *Idols DNS tti IN/ p5111 1111101) the ft11111
Was VOIllpletarti 4114 in ruistiltig order
from ilupkiiiaville to'Cairo, and Woo
()
shell the Todd county Ilnd Was rea.'lleil
goineeast; that they had a charter 
mei
were ready to begin work as f10011 as t
he
subsidy was voted; that arra egetnents
had been made to place the bond
s;
could complete the road from Cairo 
to
liopkineville in ten months; that the
road would coenect with the Mobile &
Ohio, Chesapeake as, Ohio, Illinois Ce
n-
sissippi, Tennessee and Cutut,erland
rtirvael,rst.he L.& N., 0 tt N. and th
e M is-
Mr. Wm. Cowan said !bat he had a
letter from Jo. board, who hod nut heard
of the meeting in time to attend. The
letter was read by the seoretary 
and is
as follows:
EsetzeuToe, Ky., Sept. 6 —M a.
Wu. t °wax, Hoexis-vittic —Dear
learneJ from you this morning that
there would be a railroad meeting in
your city to-night. If I had had 
time!)
mote the organization of commorcial
clubs by whatever name known in every
city and town in the state, end the es-
tablishment 5111011g them and through-
out the state of a community of interest
iri the developetnent Niel prosperity of
ketitticky. For this purpose it will sr ek
I may make I will guararitee ite 
fulfill- to retie !undo tor the dieseepriatitet of
I coinni'Vee report to this body at.its next
i meeting.
The chairman was InclLititd lit this
committee.
Col. Clark said that as tile people
1114`tuet1 deslimila of hearing from him. lie
Wel1111 lead telegram a hich ift, had re
Velteed (lilting tile tiny. It -Was as fill-
1°*C111:11'ssiss, 11,I.„ Sept. 11.—Col., A, II.
Ctsait tit the fourth revolved;
if Christian 4'011111y dot not yule aid sr
protereed, there will be hiverstive 10
elteisge our origin*, plan id going soulli
via Pailticeli. We are not ilerfroire of
pushing our claim upon your people,
we "mist hate their hearty co-operation
in tide inidertaking ()there ise we vole
withdraw from the field.
IV. G. Wiesere.
The follow hig gentlemen were ap-
pointed to serve on tire committee to In-
vestigate the propositions: Thos. Green,
.Sr.; chairman; J. I. Linden, E. P.
Campbell, Lucian Jones, W. I'. Wio-
free, II. C. Gent end Geo. IV. Long.
'rime ineetirig adjourned until next
Thursday night, Sept. 13:11., a hers a re-
pert front the conunilt'ee will be made.
eerie.
Tire little isiendly sparring between
Judge leland and Judge Crenshaw, of
eierrz, relative to the propooltion sub-
mitted by the I. ct. N. co. to the peo-
ple of Trigg county, wits very laughable
This wits the lergest am' most enthu-
siastic riellroad meeting that has yet been
held. The people are lee-owing leter-
erited. They're fur tire roil teat come:"
quickest.
"We've still got our river apt' r sir dirt
roads an 1 no railroad compeny can take




'1 ire organization Completed-11hp-
kinsville Gets a Vice•Presideitt.
llme ot
Cluire In Louisville this week it wiis
decider' to °None • a Wale tenger. alai
obtain and classify 11.1re-in-Woo co:Jerrie
big the reserirces of tire elate. liev
Buettner arldretweil the (meridian) 11101
(IIC C41111.11141011 of lilt relitarlts
conlitilltes %bleb hell been preselultsly
appointed (11 slliftvitl a 111411 a orgatilit
and With it was t' J It
l'Itslor. 1'1'814101g ; E, 11. H4.1011, 110p.
loiriayille; W. W. 1'0%01, hitittosh, r.
M. Calipl ell, John J. Parrett atul
Voting E. Allison., niede
their report, which was its tallOWS
First—Tiout all Commercial Club',
Boards of Trade and similar organize-
Ilona in the state, be combined under
one central organix Won to be called the
Commercial League of Kentucky.
Second—That the ethers of the cen-
tral organizetion coneist of a president,
three viee-preeidents in numerical ore!' r,
ari executive secretary, recording secre-
tary, treasurer and one director for each
of the ergarlizations represented in the
league, eaeh director to be. chosen by
the organizations Ise is to iepreaent. Out
of tier: directory tse chosen air executive
committee of sive members of which, as
of all r tiler ummuittere, the prepirlent
shall be ex-officio chairmen, or the vice-
preeiderit preeent in the absetice of tire
president.
ilhiril—The hear:quarters of the Com-
mercial League to be at Leuisville.
Fourth—The ol j -ct of the Commends!
. League shall be to encourage and pro-
notice I could and would have attende
d.
wieli you to say for me at the meet-
ing that I have not abandoned the id
ea
or eubwitt4N; a proposition by roily
means arid propoee to do so 'o ust ae soon
we the 0. V. is out et the way. 
Voir
way say further that in auy propoeirion
meet to the letter and will be able 
to. reformat:on comierning the reauurces of
build the road from Hopkineville to any
agreed point westward, even if we have
tet go entirely to the Missiesippi river,
without asking a dollar until the road is
completed and the care runnieg, and if
we understand it we sum build the road
iroui Hopkieeville to the Cumberiand
river through Cadiz in four moothe.
Jo. F. FOARD.
Mr. Cowan mid that Col. Foarel would
ask for $200,000 front Chrietian
$100,000 from Trigg, money tu be paid
when the care were running.
Col: Clark Was again cello 1 on and
remarked that it Was net his meeting.
Geo. W. Long said that B. A. Neale,
the president et the Cairo & C'umber-
land Gap, woeld tie here Saturday, and
moved that a wunnittee of seven be ap-
poilited to meet awl conifer with bile
and any one aloe who had a propomition
to submit.
Mr. Robert Creesittiw, editor of the
Cadiz Telephone, said that Trigg county
would be delighted eith a cloeer con-
nection with Christian county end Hop-
kinsville; that Ore had good dirt roads
anil die Tennessee arid Cumberla
nd
rivers were net yet owned by a syndi-
cete, cons, qiieritly they felt independent,
yetaTrigg was for a railroad east and
west; that there were partir a ill Ho
p-
kinsviJle hip-rested in the L. & N. who
were ehrniits in isle camp; he
hoped the chair would not appoint
any of them on the committee. lir %KM
of the opinion that Neale's p
ropoeitiore mice to the various Commented Clubs
asiking fur $85,000 and gibing them a
tree wagon bridge aeries the Cum: er-
land river could be carried.
Abernathy said hie road was under
contract from Cairo to Mayfield; that
work would begin at Cairo. Ilse field
arid Hopkinoville at the @rune time amid
that $85,000 was all Trigg as ou'd be asked
for and that un couditions maned by
Mr. Crenshaw.
W. E. Regselale said tbat A• bad been
building railroads ever since ie72, and
had never gotton one vet; that lie
wanted to see the bowling of theee men
and thoteeht the committee ought to be
empowered to inveetigate it.
Allen Wallis endoreed these senti-
mettle, as did Mr. L. H. Hopper.
Mei. Crumbaugh aeked of Mr. Aber-
nathy if his road Wes backed by the
1111 mid Central, which road ivad $13,-
000,000 in its trettsury; that if it wow be-
hind the scheme he was satisfied it
would be carried out. lie also wanted
to know if the people had the right to
vote under his chartei ?
Mr. Abernathy stated that hie backere
owned $5,000,000 worth of property at
Cumberland Gap; was not prepared to
say whether the I C , wag bicklug him;
the people may vote under the charter,
provided the magistrates agree to the
subrniesion of the. proposition.
Col. M. II. Brown wanted some in-
formation in regard to the Chicago 4
Gulf.
T. C. Hariberry wairted to know if the
citizene preeent were in favor of Neale's
proposition provided the ,conimittee
found matters all right.
Alex Campbell thought it best to wait
and investigate the other propositioes.
Chair decided that Mr. Haribery was
out of order and asked that the 'notion
be withdrawal, whiter was theite
John Felarid, sods:tee WWI afraid
te come to a railroad meeting as people
would say he was a spy; he had no con-
nection with the L. & N. other than
as an attorney ; there was any
combination to defeat railroad schemes
re was "not in"; Mr. Neale was an ex-
cellent man, a truthful man; Hopkins-
vine and the county would never vote
$200,000 or $300,000; how many votes
would the proposition get at Crofton,
Pembroke and along the I., A. & T?
Mr. Cowan ;sere interrupted to say that
people aloeg that line had told hint they
would vote for it -i; thought the L. & N.
would never make another offer; we
can't give $300,000.
Mr. Crenshaw said that the L. &
sent a man down lido Trigg to defeat
the 0. V. proposition.
Faland maid the L. &N., will cont.mi
this and other territory if money can do
It.
Crenshaw sharply replied and the au-
dience applauded him.
l'he following resolution was here
adopted :
Ilesolerrl, That a to ninittee ot seven
be appointed by the chair with the ap-
proval of this meeting to confer espe-
cially with Col. B. A. Neale in regard to
the building of the Cairo & Cumberland
Gap through this county and city, and
required to investigate his financial af-
fairs with power also to eonfer with any
other ralirord projectors, and that said
the state, and all the opportuiiiiire for
the prodtable investruerit sit capital by
which (avengers may be indueed to seek
homes awl investmente It' Kentucky.
It shall procure accurate statistics cop-
cerning the productive quality of lands
the value of the same tee size and lin-
poreenee of Otte; and town's, and such
other and all other statietleifl Infortne-
don as the directors shall exanateler prop-
er and desirable. The leagiie shall seek
to eo-eperete with all tire tendencies,
obeervable for tile encouragement of it11-
migration to the etate serf tire investment
'of capital. The infortuatien thus °b-
ooked shall at all dines be accessible to
all clubs anti to each member of eyerar
club, and the various club* will be ex-
pected to unite upoa a consuion. certiti-
cate of membership, which a ill secure
for any individuel member the full
privileges of every club in die league.
After the unarnhnous a-loptioti of this
report the following dicers were
elected:
Ow. SilL011 B. Buckner, preoldent,
John S. Morris, &et vice-preeident ; E.
B. Bassett, Hopkineville, rseeoall vice-
president; John F. Heger, Ashland,
third vice-president; Angus R. Alentind,
seen Gay ; I'. S. Campbell,
correspondirig secretary, and Clinton
MeCiarty, treesurer.
The 'following reeolution was the!)
preeentel as a part of time comniltere
report arid unenimosiely adopted:
1h-solved, Th.a the etiieerri elected
under the plan of organie atone are re-
quested 10 communieate the plan at
and Botarda of Trade the caw,. re-
qoesting them to iegnity their reppreval
and adoption of tire eaine by form -1 vote
and by the election ot one direcarr each,
aml by the directory so constitupd anti
the officers elected under tide plan the
constitution and by laws for the govern-
ment of the Commercial' League shall be
agreed upou and adopted wail clertiged
by proper action liereeffer.
'The initial number of the -"Tariff Re-
form A.lyocate," priiite I and published
at Diaon, Webster county, Ky., by time
county Dernocratie tow:litter ti!la been
reveiveri. AS its title intimates, it te de-
voted to tariff reform, and judging from
the first issue is deetined eccomplieh
much good. Its selections are good and
itr editorials have the right ring. It
will be puLlislie,1 during the camp iign
and the sub,cription price till atter the
election is only ih cents.
_
'file Owensboro papers have our sin-
cere seed heartfelt sympathies. Two
murders In one day Is certainly not cal-
culated to make theta
you want to borrow any
feel well. Do
ropes?
The Republicans are In high glee,
they have carried Maine iii the election
list held.
Buck len's Arnica Salve.
' The best salve in the a orld for Cuts,
Bruises. Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
F'ever Sores, 'fetter, Chapped Hands,
Corns, sod all Skit' Erne-
Lions, and positively eu.-ee Piles;oi no
pay required. It I. guaranteed y) give
perfect satisfaction, or money refueded.
Priee 25 cente per box.' For aide by
Li. B. Garner.
We may be wrong about it, lei: we
suspect tisat the picturea of Beri Har-
rison make Dernoeretac votes a herever
they are exhibited. Grover Cleveland
will never toe hung fur his beauty, but a
look at the picturet of his face does riot
give the beholder the horrors,
Dyapepsia. Despair, Death.
These ere the actual steps willed' fol-
low indigestion. Acker's English Dys-
pepsia Tablets will both cireAt and cure
this meet fearful of dist-ties. Guarane
teeti by H. B. Garner.
-0-
Teacher—"Shakespeare say.„0, that
men should put an enemy in their
mouths to steal away their brains!'
Now %%hat is this 'enemy!" Sail boy,
whose father ruus for office now arid
then—"If you please, ma'am, It's the
tongue."
Eczenp, Itchy, Scaly, Skin Tortures.
The simple application of "Serayne'm
Ointment," without any internal medi-
cine, will cure any case of '1'etter, Salt
Rheum, Ringworm, Piles, Itch, Sores,
Pimples, Et-gent/I, all Scaly, Iteby Skin
Eruptions, nO matter how obstimate or
long standing. It le potent, effective,
anti costs but a trifle.
The find arsisted Italian immigrant to




L.11110 A TENIESPiEE RIVER I
RAILROAD COXPAN 1'
Submit. s Proptiallion, 11 iiiith ir Hers
0111Mended by the l'eminliter.
The eillnillittee api.0;titetl at the rails
road meeting Thursday night, Sept. Gth,
intik the folloWing report to the liteet•
ing lust night : .
lie the Prop,e ef Ilepliesrille nail Chi la-
Ati:i inUrt C.":1111111111:itlee Appointed to 111%4510-
.
gate tiie various railroad enterprise's hi raw
under consideratimi isi this community
met hi the Commercial club rooms
Saturday intuiting, Sept. tith, at 10
o'clock, to fulifil the object of its crea-
tion. The committee Was organized by
the election of Thos. Green, chairman;
and II. C. Gant, secretary ; with J. 0.
Rest and II. M. Caldwell, ressistante.
A call id the roll showed that committee-
men. Thee Green, E.41'. Campbell, II.
t'. Gant end lescieri Joires were pre-en ;
()wt./. ab.ent beteg J. 0 Linde') Red IV.
I'. W hare-re Lucien Jones he'irg ex-
cused.
Yeti". corimilttee thought beet ',o sup-
ply tile place of absent membere with
conipeterit hominess users that it might be
as representative in character and as
searchilig in its iiivestigations as peed-
ble, and to this end, Mesers. S. It.
Crumbaugh, J. re Dade and Geo. O.
Thenipton were eutietiteteri fur the
4,p-enters, and by a subs. vent resolu-
tions. W. G. Wheeler, E. II. Hopper
and W. F Patton were also added to the
comuliffee. The coniiiiittee thus stood
all'ilublol::%%0:e:eri, dish! , an; H C Omit,
secretary ; E P Campheil, S R Crum -
bough, J it Derle, 0 0 Thompson, VI' 0
Wheeler, 1-; II Hopper, IV 1-' Pritton and
Geo I - Long
Col. IL A. Nettle, in behall 01 the
(.111111 lit TI-III11.411Ve it I yr,' railroad, then
eppenrrd loefote the ooltinillier Ned la-
Whiled i 1 ill 1at t,rte,1 ,s,a pails, 11 la Ilheitelel
heckled was the suldeet uf revere invest',
within. At istion the committee 101.
joittlled till 4 p ni. to hurtle r twat r %%kb
c.a. Neale. At that limir the investiga•
thin was continued au 1 after • loll Reel
free disetiesion the following resoliition
was unanimously passed as the report of
the couimIttee on the Cairo ,t Teriereeee
River reject:
Resoiteel, That feel) the evidences
submitted by Col. B. A. Neele to thie
committee, it is the unaniutoue opinion
ot the committee and they SO repirrt that
Col. Neale arid WS matteiates can cem-
nixed sentient resteirces to construe!
the Celt', at Cumberland River railroad
from feaieri, III., to eihnbetland Crap,
urider the preposition submitted lir fdli.
a ith as follows:
steeyocity a Tli:NNnttigE 111VIKIt eR0e0-
"MUIR .
To the hotiorable comity judge aril j re-
tives of the peaoe of I - tirietien comity,
Kentucky, sitting im a vourt in said
county, tor the purpose herein :
The witlersIgned, a eorporation organ-
ire' tinder the laws of iieritricky, arid by
virtue of the priwere itiViteted in them by
an act of the legislature of Keene-kr
for Bret purpose, respectfully revert
your honorable body to submit to the
(praline! voters of the county of Chris--
01e, soots of leentudity. tit en pluution
to be liejd Un a thiy to be deed by you,
nut lees thee twenty nOr more than six-
ty days after the Older. therefor, the
question. whether you shell, ler and on
behalf of said county of Christian, sub-
eeribe to the capital Stock oti the Cairo et
feenessee River Railroad Company, the
4010U tit of two hundred thong ind dollars
in full tor the amount of stock in arid
company hereinafter • mentioned upon
the terms end conditione hereitiafter 'set
out, to wit: The sum subscribed to he
,paid in tins bandit of the coil iity of Chris
tile with ceinpons attached, under tire
seal of the emorty, signed by the tainatt
judge Slid tioilutersigtival by the eletk.
and the oeuporm to be sitar eel by the
clerk alone, negotiable and eayable in
the r By of New York et aili batik this
company may direct.. or at any bank in
the city of Ilepkinsvide, at eat.] cumpeny
nifty direct, thirty yeses trout their riste,
brit relleenieble at par arid Roemer' litter-
eet, at airy thereafter five yeare Iron;
their date, atitee cwt.-sem el the eeiri
I -Irrietian twunty, bearieg ititereet at the
rate of five per cerium' per annum, pay
able senii-anntially, said bonds to be in
denneoinationeof net less. than one hun-
dred nor itiore than tree thou -
eared dollars. In ermeirleratien of the
preparation anti delivery of the said
Wilda of the riehl railroad e ilan y. tie.
(moiety of Christian aforesaid, shall re-
eelve from .the sale railroad eonspany
certifierites of 'hereto in Its eroded stock
to the amionot of two hundred thimalint
Ilaller and the 'alit company lier•-tra
binds itself to prepare and de lye. them
to the said comity elof fehristian. But ft
is understood Red reed to by it al reh-
eat I compeny the the eefil comity of
Ciirietian 'hail not es bound ii iseue any
bonde as poovideil ur berein until the
said raiiroa I email any shall here built
its sai I need from i s western beginning
near the city of C4.1'1. 111, tO tlit, Cif). "I
ilopkilitiVillu, in 'entucky, Kiel riiall
have laid it, raiie u on its road bed from
Cairo into Hopk eviept the
bridges atiroga the cumberland atel Ten-
neeseei rivers. Then the raid tiotiiity of
Christian, through. its county jo as
provided for hi the charter of thus com-
pany. shall preps arid deliver to said
company, one burs red thousand dollars
or its said bombe bot it is un !erratum'
that wham said CLIll ity is so called upon
to deliver therie rids, the bridges o
transfers aerates ti e two rivers, which
ever may be deter hied to be put in by
said company, eh II lie in process of
construe-Lion, and shah driislied
'soon prateleabl ami pospetilei. Arid
when the sail eon pally shall have laid
the iron upon ite r 'al bed to the eastern
edge of clirtstlan unty so that the ears
on same emi GJ rug front the said eastern
edge Id countyi to the Cumberland
river, then the sal empty of Christian
ild autlioritiee afereaaiii, shall pre-
pare and delivet t coniii-ny all ad-
ditional' orie buireir J thousand (fullers in
its above menthe/ Minds.
Arid said Cairo Terinese,e It illroad
Company hereby Inde itself to begin
aork on their said road in good faito in
the said tenuity of liristien within for-
ty days after the obstly herein raked
of Neill enmity idol I have been voted,
end if they fail to o begin work the omit!
subsidy shall teer y he forfeited. The
'odd company fu Bier binds itself to
eomplete said roa bed and track aril
put the ears on ea le from Hopkinavi;le
to the I. A. et 'I'. diroal by Mey 1st,
leer.), end comp "te the entire road
through to Clair° e cept ,the bridges be-
fore mentioned ithin twelve months
from the last tiainefl date (namely, May
ist, 1889.
The part of b4i. road rtuirdrig (torn
Hopkinsville to le ceunty line shall
be completed wi fain twelve months
from voting °litho e mentioned sub/tidy.
said road shall lie at nolar.1 gauge,
steel rail sixty poi aids to the yard, and
flue' to the avers e smuttier') road.
B. A. NE41.6,
Prem. Cairo & T nn. River R. R. Co
Hopkinsyitle K ., Sept. 8, 1:444.
The committee. t ieri adjourned to meet
at, the Pattie place. 'llitirrilay morning,
Sept. 14th, at 6 a. fn., with the request
that the cIty papers melte public the
time Adel place re Said meeting with the
nothielition diet arty andeoll persone
tereeteri in any ral road eriterprire would
be heard in behalf ol their reheinea.
Tinos% Glutiot, Chairman.
II. C.IGaxr-, Secretary,
r. J. 0. ItritY, M.
'Assistant Secretaries.
'1 nuitsoey, Sept. Eith, laes.—Your
committee this day egain assembled
in the Commercial club roome to forth* r
pursue its investigation. After remain-
log sesaion frous a. till 10 a. tie
and no other mite:intim being reeented
for Its comilderationi by: partici; au-
thorizi.41 to represent such enterprises,
or otherwite, the following rerolution
Was offered and a.iopted by a rifianiimous
vote of those present :
Besetred, That, this committee rem-
011)1110nd, arid it dike recomuien 1 to the
people of this comity the Clio) & Ten-
'Iroise° River railroad project as set
fourth In a general manner the terms
of the above mentioned propoaition,
signed by Col. B. A. Neale, Kee dent
of said railroad company, and that it is
further recommended that this noeTting
appoint a committee to confer lid-tiler
with said Neale tO erfect said proposi-
tion as in their judguierd nisy be for the
best interenta of the county, and that
said committee Le empowered to appeal
to the ceenty cuurt to mecure an order t f
eleetion tor the issibuifeelon of sad











11. C, li AN I, lavoreiary,
Per J. 0, Huai, 11, M. Canewiti.i.,
Amitosis' Secretaries.
Tito Noe Ems wrist to press before
any action W411 taken 011 the above re-
port by the meeting.
___ _ _ --...•  ...--_
1  EIGHBORROOD NOTES.
iniettes County Hustler.
A crowd from thie place will go to
ilopkinsville 611 the 2Stli to bear Thos.
Keene, the great actor. It will be a
grand treat to hear him, and as many as
can go ehould not fail to do so.
We have meager Recounts of a cutting
at Hareem last week. James Webb had
a difficulty with Roy Joliet) in which the
latter was eeriouely wounded. Webb
left and has not yet been apprehended.
Ilion Robertson has brought suit
against the N. N. & M. V. R. R. for the
mum of $25,0e0 for the killing of his son,
W Whine a Welt oecurred roneolure since.
There is ler doubt Viet he will recover
'homages, as the cars beta tem which his
son war killed, were In a dangeroue con-
dition.
Child Burns got so badly burned in
the mines last Thurielay that lie tiled the
next day. lie w as drilling where a
blast had tailed to go eff, when, by stone
means, the powder ignited and blew the
whole charge iuto Burns. No one else
Was hurt, and no one wee responsible for
the accideut but himself. No blame can
by any means attach to the owuers of
the Willed.
( 't 11,
That Rarest of Combinations.
True delicacy of flavor with true eili
eacy ()faction has been obtained in the
farnotio Califoriiia liquid fruit remedy,
Syrup of Vigo. Its pleareent taste •ird
broselicial Oki-cm linve rendered it itn-
inemsely popular. For smile 60 cents
arid $1 eV bottles,
Errataltt Ileallusi,
KV., Sept. 12iii,
Ile), John W. Breathitt, chairman ilerr
',midterm V warier Stored
Cumgreamirmul 1.14strict.
Dear Sir: 1 desire through you to
Were my thanks to the Republicene of
the sleconii imegressional diatriet for the
tremor conferred upon me by them in
nominating rue for oongreas hi said dis-
trict at the convention which convened
at Madisonville on Sept. 1st, 1SS8. Un-
der ordinary circumstances It would af-
ford nie pleasure to show my apprecia-
tion of the compliment by accepting the
nomination, arid by giving my thne and
Willful services to the advancement of
Republiceri principlee hi this district.
At this time however my own plans for
the future as well as my professional and
pereonal obligations render it irupoisi-
ble for me to accept the nomination.
Trusting diet my declination nuty be
followed by the selection of ons more
worthy to bear the honor, I rem tin ,
Wort respectfully, your obedient ser-
vant. J BMItATH117.
Pike! Piles! Itching Piles.
Syniptoure—Moisture; intenee ttetling
and etingh ;; most at eight i worse by
beratchieg. if allowed to ooritinue W-
riters forum, allied' °flea) bleed led ul-
cerate, becoming very sore. beayne's
Ointment stops the itching arid bleed -
lug, heals ulcer-salon, and in 'moo epees
rcutovee the tumors. At druggistio, or
by mail, for 50 emits. Or. Swayne &
Son, Philadelphia.
Was It an A eeldent I
lemons t.epee liettioerst.
'I' he Democrat was the only. paper in
this oity Monday a Welk publielied an
ace-omit of the death of Mr. James
Thacker on the South Eastern road near
Gutlirle Saturday night. We published
hie death as the result of an accident.
That he fell from a inovirig train and
proke beck. iiitre that time Mr. B.
B. Thacker of this city, a brother of the
.leceaae.1, has received 11110N:11110011 that
leads him to believe that lila brothers
death wee net the ;emelt of an acci-
dent. but that some eine knocked him
ea' the train while it was running at a
rapid rate. M r. Thacker will leave to-
morrow for Evansville, Ind., where he
goes to employ itetectives to look into
the in etter and mocertain wheth-
er or rot for a fact his brother was
tnartlered or was killed by aceiderit.
LOCAL ITEMS.
Pye, Dicken 4 Wall roe wowing into
the IlUthile adjohring their irresent loca-
tion.
Dr, tierner has imminence(' the eremi-
te lure of famous Wilii Goode Lini-
ment ull 0 large scale,
Work has commenced ou the new
stables at the Driving Park. They a ill
be completed in several weeks.
II i•ol susie Suhlette, of Lexington, Ky.
will meet the ladies of the christian
church Tites.ley, the 3, p.
Owensboro Inspirer: A crazy negio
on the way to Hopkineville escaped
rom the guard at Nortonville and is
still at large.
Mr. Jowl 4Lit hai aecepted eft in-
Vitlit1011 to deliver all addrees in the
eourt house at Cail'z Saturday, septetn-
her '22 I, on the elucational condition o(
Kentucky.
Mrs. H.)8014,011 had vett:riled from
Fort Worth, Texas, where she hail been
to visit her rick daughter, Mrs. Logan,
nee Miss Sophie liosaingtori, whom she
reporte much better.
A dog Leto:411)g tu Jake Austin ex-
bited unmistakable sy auptottes ot
hydrophobia Weduesday evening. Mr.
Austin attempted to kill the animal but
it eseaped and is 'still et large.
Owensboro Inquirer: The Inquirer
is in receipt of a leirgthy coumitmication
from Geo. S. Simmons, of Peinbroke,
Ky., urging the Union Lel-or party of
this congreasional district to put out a
c andidate fur congress.
Mt. I,. Wagon has sold hie con-
fectionery establishment to Mrs. F.
Solotnou and MaX Solomon and the
house will he conducted in future pn-
der the firm natue of M. Solomon & Co.
Mr. Solomon is a young man of wide
experience In this line of Inialnuaa antl
tire house under his management will
lest' Ilene c.fits popularity. Mr. \Yaw
n.
the retiring member, hag condueted this
business in a manner which has made
him tunny friends, and it is hoped that
he will not leave llopkineville.
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA,
:Founded by Tito,. Jeri, ausoit ,
session of :Sloe Moattlla• begins Oct. let,
latie.
There ere 19 schools giving instruction t
I lloratft, r, ...es•nce, .4 vrwat11.4 re. E ft...Fro nu,
.116,1., • Pte and u . hair of B•i)10,, y
established. liepartnients all thoroughly
equipped. Inert on elevated awl healthful,
I- or IL atalogue amilv to
VI Al M. TWAIN II /N. Chairman of "'acuity,
P. 0. soiveraity of Va.,
Hopiillsvillo High School.
FOR THE EDUCATION OF rouNG MEN ANO
BO Y S.
Inmate-00u is givers in English, I.atin,
0 reek, German, Higher Mathematics
and Book-keeping. Tne next scholastic
year will begin Moreley, August 270s,
Ist-8. For full and delluite information
aildreas J. 0. IKRIIKLL, thipkineivir ,
Ky.
5 77 0 i
WAGON SCALES,
1,0,, Pe.1 I, ...a
C) end
Jo% . ,roo
eft., 1,1•1 1.•  gq • A....04
0#4, OM Mit% Of 1111111NAlITOIAmiss babsit.m. Jli.
Te Whom and Where it Went Lately.
It was 'fuestlay, August 7, -188e, al-
ways Tuesday, the 219th Grand Month-
ly Drawirig of the 'Anaheim' State Lot-
tery occurred under the sole Itibliftge-
tuna (as eau') of fieti'le T, Beatire.
gad of Le., mid J until A. trly, of V a,
The prises ranged from VW $1100,000
end wire dIstillotted limo Malmo tu
l'exas sod Callforitla to Alaska. You
waot to know to whont and where. No.
3,MU4 drew the First Capital Prlia of
$300,000. It was void In frit tiotia of
tweetleths at $1 mete sent to M. A.
Dauphin, New Orleans, La.; one was
held by Mrs. Mary I.. Callender, New
York city ; one by Chas. IViees, Altoo-
na, Pa.; one by a depositor, through
Wells, Fargo & Co., San Francisco,
Cal.; one by Joseph Fishbough, 129
First street, Elisabeth, N. J.; one by
Ammo Marsh, Bell street, Orange, N. J.;
one by Peter Klein, 99 E. Kinsey street,
Chicago, III ; one by Vouseillio Graseafil,
Freest street, near Jackaon St. Ferry,
Gretna, La.; one by Ellis Richardson,
Fort Worth, Texas; one by F. L. Dant,
Rowland, Ky., through Citizen's Nat'l
Bank of Louloville, Ky.; one by J. Ri-
vard, Brownsville, Dak.; one by Aug.
Hartelegen, Columbus, 0.; the rest went
elrewhere. Ticket No. 31,809 drew
Second Prize of $100,000 also sold In
fractional parts; one went to a party at
Oxford, Miss , collected through flick-
ham dt Moore, 218 Greeter street, New
Orleans, La.; one to S. Goldfarb, 1712
Division street, New York city ; one to
AIOLZ Edward., Ithaea, N. Y.; one to
Stewart & Bradway, Bridgeport, Ind.;
one to a depositor, through , Wells, Far-
go & Co., San Francisco, Cal.; one to
J. Spiro, Michigan City, Ind.; one to J.
M. Wooldridge, Giillare, Mo.; one to O.
G. l'repagnier, St. John the Baptist,
La., Bonne Carre P..0 ; the other por-
Boris were held by parties whose names
are withheld. Ticket No. 53,2S3 drew
Third Prize of $50,000—it was sold also
in twentieth.; two each went to Nat'l
Bank of Commerce, /Cruises City, Mo.,
and J. Beltratnini, New York city; one
to lienry Hilderibrand, New York city ;
one to Hugh Leddy, New York clty ;
one to a depositer, throtigh Lounialta
Nat'l !Lusk, New Orleans, 1.4.; one to
If embroils liank Atleuta, Us, Ticket
No, 14,7t10 drew Fourth Prise of $25,000,
one-half uf It went to IL McManus,
Omaha, Neb., etc., etc, Any informa-
tion derired van he lied on an applica-
tion to ti. A. Dauphin, New Orleans,
La. The whole , affair will go over on
Tuesday, Oct. 9th, 1888. Take note of
date.
Yellow Fever Report.
J•CIKSONVILLK, FLA , Ssept, 6 —Fifty-
one new cases of yellow fever were
reported up to G o'clook yesterday
evening. The eity liaa decided ter accept
some 01 the aid tdrered, as business le
practically suspended and the merchants
are unable to continue their contribu-
tions.
J•CESOMVILLZ, Sept. 7 —Ft rty-six
new eases and ten deaths trom ‘ellow
fever yesterday. Total cases to date,
434; total deaths, 52.
•CICSON F LA , SCIA. —Up to
6 o'clock yeeterday evening there were
eight deaths and reventy-seven new
cases of y eilow fever reported. Ten
eatiaikerseruvaavuelbeelly:idiecovered in MeCienny,
JeetteoNvieta, Sept. 9 —New cases
yesterday, 44; deaths, 6.
J•cksoNvILLE, Sept. 10.—New cases
reported up to 6 o'clock yesterday even-
ing, 49; deaths, 7. Total cases to date,
604; toted deaths, 74.
J•CKSONy;LL101, FLA, Sept. !I.—Thir-
ty-two new coerce of yellow fever were
reported for the twenty-four hours end-
ing at ti p. yesterday. Only five
deaths occurred.
J•CK5ONV1LLE, Sept. 12.—New cases
reported yesterday, 48; deaths, II. To-
tal caees to date, 684; total deaths, S9.
A Lynching in ProepeeL
A special (row Kdilyville to the Pa-
ducah itandard says: A most diaboli-
cal crime was committed Thureday
morning about o'clock, five miles from
[ilia city. Mrs. kieorge •Ivelis, a highly
respected lady was alone in the road
end an unkuo.vii negro brute rani up be-
hind her, arid by fortes dragged her to
the woods and oommitted a horrible out-
rage upon her pereors. She was ren-
dered insensible froni fright, and when
she recovered she dragged herself to a
houee near by, where she told her story.
The negro escape], but a force cof wee
are scouring the woode fur btu, end
he will stretch hetet, if caught. lier
descripticui of the negro is re follows:
Ile is a tall, young negro, without beard
and wears a navy blue coat and ',rime
pants, crime has created great ex-
citement throughout the county.
Missionary Meeting.
The Sixth missionary circle a ill hold
its no xt meeting at Salem church Sep-
tember 29th and 30.11, 1558. beginning
on Saturday at 10 o'clock a. in. The.
following subjects will be discussed.
1. women as ebervii Workers
. V.arnett
1. The work 0{ our elate moon.
J. T. Barrow.
I (11:ren.13t!sesitLess of W
4. The intble Results of our M
moo ork  
5 The Needs ot our choLre),Ia%m%cl;:oriuguy:
e. elegem te&reis Members J171, chmiy.
The kilter prises ot their church
luseiplinetr tor not aiding in
7. The Work u' the Theological
...elt_winary.laud How ran we ball)
b. MiaocutitrY beim. tou   IL" Igendall.A. W MPlIC11111111
J. O. CLARDY, V. P.
Newstead, Ky., Sept. 10th.
I ke Relative Financial Strength
Of the great mutual life assurance com-
panies, (row official sources, way be seen
in the advertisement of the Equitable on
our SISL01111 page.
The gravest ubjeetiou ever urged
agallist ille aseurance, as usually eon-
ducted, la, Its popular whim*, that "s
Wall 111011 pity until lie dies, mid must
die to wes" fur, while mine die early,
other' llve out their r vetut ion anti Mill
others live txtrinto see, whim ready
money la often worse ite.dted than Ilfis
amatirance. Tontine lite assuranee com-
pletely obviates this grave ubjection,
without any lee:ease in the rates of
premium, by the accututiletiou or all
eurplus or profits, during periods of 10,
15 ur 20 years, for divierion am those
who survive, whereby who die,
during the period of Toutlue accumula-
tion have ampler security for the pay-
ment of the face of their policy at death,
while thoee who survive their Tontine
period are isecured the right, at their
option, to either continue the assurance
without further pa) ment of the prem-
ium, or to surrender the policy for the
largest possible C•611 surrender value, as
a provision tor their old me.
The Equitable devised Tontine life
assurance in 1868. The record reads
thus; when the policies began to mature
in 1678, New Business was $20,000,000;
Assurance in Force, $160,000,000. In
1s76, New Business was $138,000,000;
Assuraum in Force, $483,000,000. One-
fifth of the total assurance in force, and
about one-third of the total new business
last year, by the A American companies
has been pieced upon the books of this
company, thus or:reclusively demonstra-
ting, that Tontine life eerier ranee, as con-
ducted by the Equitable, Is the grandest
suoseas of the age.
The Free Tontine Polley issued by the
Equitable, at Ordinary Life, Limited
Payment Life and Ordinary endowment
rates, is Non-forfeitable after three
years, (that le, way be surrendered for a
paid-up policyla litoontestable after
two years,i that *free frotit all hazard of
litigation or compromise during life and
payable immediately on presentation of
proofs of ileabh) is free from all restrie-
Litille 011 travel, residence or toocupation
after nee year; amures Important
advantages not uombined ill the policy
tit any other imuipany.
Hue A Lyme manager' of the Louls•
vide brencli oftios for Kentucky and
Tennessee, have repreeented the cotn•
patty for 23 years, with • clean reoord.
John M. Hester, of llopkinsville, Is a
born insurance male and was raited
Chrirtiau county, where the Equitable
has • large arid proeperous business.
Flaming Eire In The Veins.
We hold poeitive proof that Acker's
English Blood Elixir cures all blood
poisons a here cheap sarsaparillas and
go-called purifiers fail. Knowing this,
we will sell it to all who call at our atore
In a positive guarantee. II. B. Garner.
'Ike Pleasure Club.
The weekly entertainments given to
the pleasure club tsontinue to be highly
enjoyable. 'rhe weather seems to have
"it in" for this organisation, as it rains
on nearly very meeting night, but this
does not deter the members from at-
tending. Friday night the entertain-
ment was given by tile Misses Henry,
and it is nee Bess to sty thet it was
fully I qual to ally of those given here-
tofore, The usual program was °beery-
ed. Those preeent were M issee Lucy
Henry, Mary Green, Susie Stites, Lula
Wiutree, Lucy Dade,Liesie Stites, Mary
Clark, Susie Stratton, Sellie Campbell,
Edith Boulware, and Meesrs Jouett
Henry, Berry Tandy, Walter Campbell,
Harry Garner, James Ware, Livy Buck-
ner, Frank Stites, Cyrus Radford,
— Anderson, Sam Hefter, Kit Wyly,
Prank Bell, Alex Cox, Dade Greens, Jim
(areen,Osiwin Steinhagen.
Leek Oat For Wm.
Clarksville Tobacco Leaf:
Charlie Andrews, col., a "trusty" st
the jail, made hie escape Sunday night.
Andrews was jelled t we months ago,
charge! with rape on a oolored
Jailer Hollow offers a reward of $10 for
hie apprehension and tionduenient where
be urn get him. Andrews is a mulatto.
soventeen or eighteen yours eV, Ire
feet, Ms or sight lashes high and weighs
130 or 140 pounde. He has a large DUNI
and heavy features. He hes bate s
hotel wetter a number of years and is
inclined to be dudish ln his dress.
LOG CABLIIIIIII1 heftier
fashionabie nor le de-
noold, but they were
wore comfortable aisd
more healthy than are
many modern dwellings.
Warner's Log Cabin
Hops Buchu is a re-
production of one of the best of the
pie remedies with which Log Cabin
dwellers of old days kept thenserives
well. Did you ever try "TIppeteusee."
Sample Copies.
To a number of people wise eze not
now on our subecriptiou list. we send
sample copies of this issue. We will
send them for several weeks and we hope
by that time to have received many of
the parties as subscribers. The Wealte
New Eik• at $1 • year, with a ticket in
OtIr premium distribution Oet. 64.11, if
tbe cheapest paper in tbe country, sad
the Tm.Wictirtr, at $2 II year with two
tickets, le almost equal to a daily.
Subscribe now.
Submitted Ilts Case.
Col. B. A. Neale, of the Cairo th
Cumberbuid Gap road, was In the city
Saturday, and laid before the investlgat-
iug committee hie proposition and back-
ing. From a chat with Col. Neale a
New Eit• reporter learned that his
proposition called for $200,0011, half of
which was to be paid when the road
was In running order to Cairo and the
other half when completed to the Todd
-county line. It was learned that hie
backing was satisfactory, but this with
the lull text of hls proposition will be
laid before the railroad meeting mixt
Thursday night by the said ciontolttee.
Thla oommittee desires the New Las to
state that it will meet again at the Com-
mercial club rowns next Thursday
morning m o'clock tor the purpose o(
Investigating any other proposition that
may be laid before them.
Its excellent qualities mamma:lit to alltellameellta
saiperweas te
Human Health sail liompisoas,
eta truly healthy, elegant and elbeafee &pad Lai-
atoe to Cleanse the System when bilious or
coseve, it Dispel Colds sod Hoadoebea, Sri
Permanently Cure
Habitu▪ al Constipst. ion
The Californi• Liquitt Fruit Iteatedy
SYRUPori FIGS
Poweasing all ine above qualities, a rapidly boom-
has the um venalfavorite, especially wish Wins amid
children, as is pleasant to the tame. aad pidecely
SAFE IN ALL CASI.S.
MAIMPACTVISD 0111.1/ ST TIM
CALIFORNIA PIO SYRUP CO.,
CM Sac FRAWC1SCO.Cia.. L01111011131S,ILT.
New Vasa. N Y
Tor bale is voe. and ca Ratiles
by an Leading Druggias.
ChildTpry
astoria
Centaur Liniment is the most wonderful Pain-Curer
the world has ever known.
1ELMWJECO A.31L.
Grand Display!
Never equaled in the South! Prices lower than ever
before! Don't miss seeing it.
H end ic 's h i a Hall,






-- e Pledge Ourselves la fa••r of - -
PIROTECTION of customers from overcharge, adulters-
fions and misstatements.
xvItEE TRADE for every one with the merchant who
does most for his customers.
3FDROHIBITION of monopolistic rings, inflated values
and oppressive high prices.
3ERLEDUCTION of the people's burden and buyer's bug-
bear—tax profits.
BUY AS YOU VOTE IITTLLLINITL7.
Au candidates tor your patronage we in•ile all et eminatoon of our busman reeved In support of
ourelann for
FAIR, SQUARE DEALINGS., e promide for I 111. f tit u re the vt iionllte, tte tv1,411. in (luso t ity and the lowest prietia, to all / ps.
touters without distinction of age or clasa, and behind our promisor •talota
(0-7."12. ST'l--,=1•Tra=0 STOC1C 07` =MY' C3-00=13
and
AND CENTS' FURNISHINC COODS.
Tee Finest Goods, the Fairest Dealings. the Fullest Satisfaction Guaranteed.
We In% ite Inge etion and Examination of our Stork. see the Styles, Look at the Quality,
Marvel at the Trice*.
The Tried. True and Trustworthy Traders,
IKE LIPSTIN,







tom with his hands in his pockets and an
t ir of indecision on his decidedly agree-
thin and gentleman-like countenance.
I .ustace limem was not particularly cast
t own by the extraordinary reverse of fee-
1 leo welch to had recently experienced.
la, 1114.6 a young gentleman of a cheerful
mettue. and, besides. it did not so very
- PIMA matter to him. He was in a blessed
• ondition of celibacy. and had no wife
said children dependent upon him, and he
..new that. soinehow or other, it would go
hard If. with the help of tho one hundred
n year that lie had of his own. he did not
thawage. with his education, to get a lie.
In by book or by crook. So it was not
the loos cof the society of his respected
:Lucke se the prospective enjoyment et
Iwo tnIlliows of money, which was troub-
ling Iiim indeed. after he had once
cleared his goods and chattels . out of
2onewaour liall and settled them in a
room le a hotel. he had not given the
'tomtit mech teought. But he had given
ago .1 sily thoughts ta Augusta Smith-
ors' o e eyes. and. ley way of getting
sin O .. • . ito her character, he had at
mice i - sl in a copy of "Jemima's
Vele ' Ow, somewhat against
bie ( -welling the s of
extent of severaftnillings.
t's Vow," though simple
• : s a most striking and pew-
it,. tech fully deserved the
it bad gained, and it af-
scot 2-who was in so much dif-
nem met young men of his age
leen did know the difference be-
t secce ., ..o. .iirk end bad-more strongly
than t .1 v ot:111 have liked to own. Indeed,
ut the termiaation of the story, what be-
t ween see beauty of Augusta's pages, the
Inemory of Augusta's eyes, and the
linowleciee of Augusta's wrongs, Mr.
llestace eteeson began to feel very much
to though he had fallen in love. Accord-
:Melo-. he went out walking. and, meeting
:. clork Weisel lie had known in the Mee-
) -.in estaeleihmeat-one of those who had
isein itioce: . mestel on the same day as him-
t elf-be cuteimed from him Miss Smith-
.re' ealdres.1( and began to reflect as to
•-bother or no ho should call upon her.
l'uablo to make up his mind, he dan-
t intim' his walk till he reached the quiet
street where Augusta lived, and. suddenly
mereelving the 'louse of which the clerk
Lad told him, yielded to temptation and
Tanew
The doer was answered by the maid of
all work, who looked at him a little curi-
ously, but said that Miss Smithers was In,
r.nd then conducted him to a door which
• ;33 half open, sad left him In that kindly
mei agreestes fashion that maids ( f all
evork have Enstace was perplexed, and,
looking through the door to see If any one
sena in the room, discovered Augusta her-
,cif, dressed in some dark matenal, seated
in a cheer, her hands folded on her lap, her
emir) face set like a stow, and her eyes
, teeing into vacancy. Reponse& wonder-
:me what could be the matter, and as he
oia eo his umbrella slipped from his hand,
making a noise that remora] it noreairary
lot' him to declare himself.
Augusta rose as be and looked
at him with a puzzled air, as though sae
• sere triving to recall his name or where
she had met him.
••I be_g your pardon," he stammered; "I
must introduce myself, as the girl has
tleaerted me. I am Eustace Meeson."
Augusta's face hardened at the name.
-If you have come to me from Messrs.
Isicesen di Co."-she said quickly, and
Moe broke off, as though struck by some
;ow idea.
"Indeed, no." said Eustace. "I have
nothlng in common with Messrs. Meeson
now except my name, and 1 have nray
. ume to tell yen how sorry I was to see
; ea treated as you were by my uncle.
_ ou remember. I was in the officer'
-Yes." she said, with a suspicion of a
Liesli. "I remember you were very kind."
••M'ell. you see." he went on, ••I had a
mreat row with my uncle after that, and
i ended with his turning me out of the
j lace bag and baggage, and informing me
i eat he was gotng to cut mo off with a
stilling, which," he added reflectively,
•'he has probehly done by now."
"Do I understand Ton, Mr. Meeson, to
reels., that you quargleb with your uncle
a. Jont me and my books?"
.. "Yes. that Is so." he said.
"ft was very chivalrous of you," she
t .aswered„ looking at hint with a new born
• miositya Augusta was not accustomed
I ) find the knights errant thus prepared,
i t seek cost to themselves, to break a
1 .nee In her cause. Least of all was she
orepited to find that knight bearing the
1 Metal crest of lifieson-if, indeed, Met:s-
een lied a treat.
' "l Ought to apologizes," she went on,
t reseatly, after an awkward pause, "for
*Wag such a scene in the tem, but I
• ranted money so dreadfully, and it was
t I need to be refused. But it does not
ft.blenow. It is all dene with."
was adult, hopeless ring about
I es- mice that awoke his curiosity. For
i Mat could she have wanted tho money,
i ad Irby did she no longer want it?
"I Am sorry," he said. "Will von tell
3 .0 olhnt you wanted it so much ?Orr
lam looked at hien, and then, acting
t eoo impulse rather than reflection, said
I . a low voice:
"If you like I will show you."
Re bowed, wondering what was coming
t -rt. Ilisteg from her chair, Augusta
I ci the way to a door which opened out
4 f die 'imam room end gently turned the
I lode and entered. Eustace following
1 er. The room tree a smell bedroom, of
t ht•is the faded isheo blind had been
I al?ed down; as it hapeened. however,
1 es ounlight, semis as it was, beat full
t oon the blind fuel came through it in
j 'Wow bars. They fell upon the fain:ti-
t ire et the bare little room; they fell
,,ou the iron bedstead and upon some-
. ties lying oh it, which he did 'not at
I me &mice, Imetime it was covered with
t steak
MIZata walked op to the bed and
e : lifted the sheet. revealing the
.:4 fete, ttingod meld about with
etidei I hair, ed little Jeannie in her coffin.
Kmiec() (mean exclamation and started
I et violently. He had not been prepared
1 ce each a sights indeed, it was the first
• ecit, ht that he had ever seen, and itshoal.
ahim beyond wordb. Augusta,
:snit as atm was herself with the
otateartionehip el this beauteous clay cold
terrier, had forgotten that, suddenly and
• nil,, kit warning, to bring the living into
I ue i; Peeetace of the dead is not th• wisest
• r al Wildest lii. to do. For, to the
1 vilkj, were especially to the young, the
,.',-h. of death horrible. It is such a
: ten. rine comment on their health and
i met gib. fouth and strength are merry;
1 et silo eun be merry with you dead thing
i a tale upper chamber? Take it away!
1 tumid it under ground it is an basalt to
ma it reminds as that we, too, die like
others. • What business has its pallor to
lellOW itself against our ruddy cheeks?
"I beg your panloa," whispered Auguata,
realizing something of all this in a flash,
ul forgot; you do not know-you must to
elothed-forgive me!"
"Who -is it?' he said, gasping to get
Lack his breath.
"My sister," she answered. "It was to
try and save her life that I wanted the
mosey. When I told her that I could not
ir tit she gave up and died Your uncle
killed her. Come :''
Greatly shocked, he followed her back
foto the sitting room, and then-as soon
ts tie got his composure-apologized for
Waving intruded himself upon her in such
an hour of desolation.
"I am glad to see you," she said, aim-
' lye "I bum seen nobody except the doce
ler once and the undertaker twice 111
sreadful to sit alone hour after lour face ,
to face with the irretrievable. If I had '
riot been so foolish as to enter Into that
egreeinent with defiers. Meeson I could
!eve got the money by selling my new !
look easily enough, and I should have
teen able to take Jeannie abroad, and I.
tolieve that she would have lived-at least
I hoped se. But now it is finished and
Its not be helped."
'•I wish I had known," blundered Ens-
I we et could have lent you the money; li
I bole a hundred and fifty Donnda."
''You are very good," The answered.
lieeson's Will. ;s1.,fi




Then Eust ace rose and went away. and j
it was not till he found himself in the '
street that he remembered that he had
never asked Augusta what her plans
were. Indeed. the sight of poor Jeannie
had put everything else out of his head
Llowever, he consoled himself with the
reflection that he could call again a week
or ten days after the funeral.
'hold Tlaiosoad- sae Vetter go et
bit, and look come the port side and she
would see the something or other light.
Accordingly, more to prove to herself
that she was not seasick than for any
other reason, she did so, and, standing
as far aft as the second class passengers
were allowed to' go, stared at the quick
flashes of the light house as, second by
second, they sent their message across
the great waste of sea.
As :she stood there. bolding on to a
On the second day following the death Two days later Augusta folkowed the stanchion to steady herself, for the yes-
e f poor little Jeannie Smithers, Mr. Ens- remains o't her dearly beloved sister to sel, large as she was, had begun to en a
two demon was strolling about Birmine- their last resting place, and then Came bit of a roll on, she was suddenly aware
of a bulky figure of a man, which came
running, or rather reeling, against the
bulwarks alongside of her, where It-or
rather he-was instantly and violently
sick. Augusta was, not unnaturally, al-
most horrified into following the figure's
eimuiple. when, suddenly growing faint
or from seine other cause, it loused its
hold and roiled Into the scuppers, where
Lt lay feebly swearing. Augusta, obeying
a tender impulse of humanity, hurried
forward and stretched out the hand of
succor, and presently, between her help
and that of the bulwark nettings. the
man struggled to his feet. As Le did so
his face came close to hers, and in the dim
light sho recognized the fat, coarse feat•
ures, now blanched with misery, of Mr.
Meeson, the publisher. There was no
doubt about it; it was her enemy-the
maxi whose behavior had indirectly, as she
believed, caused the death of her little
sister. She dropped his hand with an ex-
clamation of disgust and dismay, and as
she did so he recognized who she was.
"Halloo:" be said, with a faint and
rather feeble attempt to assume his fine
old crusted publishing company manners.
"Halloo! Miss Jemima-Smithers. I mean;
what on earth cre yen doing here?"
"I am going to New Zealand, Mr. Mee-
son," she answered sharply, "and I cer-
tainly did not expect to have the pleasure
of your company on the voyage."
"Going to New Zealand," be said, "are
you? Why. so am I; at least, I am going
there first. thenalo Australia. What do
you mean to do there-try and run round
our little agreement, eh? It won't be ay
good, I tell you plainly. We have our
agents in New Zealand., and a house In
Australia, and if you try to get the better
of Meeson's there. Meeson's will be even
with yen, Miss Smithers-Ob. heavens! I
feel as though I were coming to pieces."
"Don't Alarm yourself, Mr. Simeon,"
she answered, "I am not going to pub-
lish any more books at pressent."
"That is a pity." he said, "because
your stuff is good selling stuff. Any pub-
lisher would find money in it. I suppose
you are second class, Miss Smithers, no
we sh'n't see much of each other: and,
perhaps, if we should meet, it might be
as well if we didn't seem to have any ac-
quaintance. It don't look well for a man
in my position to know second class pas-
sengers, especially young lady passengers
who write novelle
"You need not be afraid, Ms. Meeson;
I bare no wish to claim your acquaint-
ance," said Augusta.
At this point her enemy was taken vice
lentil: worse again, and, being unable to
stancl the night and sound of his writh-
ing and groaning, oho fled forward; and,
reflecting on this strange p.na awkward
meeting, went down to her own berth,
where, with lucid intervals, she remained
helpless and half stupid for the next
three days. On the fourth day, however,
she reappeared on deck, quite recovered
and with an excellent appetite. She had
her breakfast, reed then went and sat for-
ward in as quiet a place as she could find.
Saddenly she was astonished by the
appeeranre of a splendid official bearing a
book. At first, from the quantity of gold
lace with which his uniform was 'adorned,
Augusta took him to be the captain, but
It presently transpired that he was only
the chief steward.
-Meese, miss," be said, touching his
hat and holding mat the beak in his heed
toward her, "the captain tends his com-
pliments and watts to knew if you are
the young lady who wrote this.'
Auguste glanced at the work. It was
a copy of eJemisaa'o Vow." Then the re-
plied that she was the writer of it, and
the steward IthieLed.
Later in the morning came another ens.-
prise. The gorgeous official again ap-
peared, touched Lis cap, and said that the
captain desired him to say that orders had
been given to have her things moved to a
cabin further aft. At first Augusta de-
murred to this, not from any love of the
lady's maid, but because she ha a • truly
British objection to being ordered about.
"Captain's orders, miss," said the man,
touching his cap again, and she yielded.
Nor had she any cause to regret doing
so; for, to her huge delight, she found
borstal moved lute a charming deck cabin
on the starboard side of the vemel, some
little way &bat the engine roono. L was
evidently an ofticer's cabin, for there,
over the head of the bed, was the picture
of the young lady he adored, and also
aonas neatly tatted shelves of books, a rack
of telescopes, and other seamanlike con-
trivances.
"Am I to have this cabin to myself?"
asked Augusta of the steward.
"Yea, miss; those are the 'captain's
orders. It is Mr. Jones' cabin. Mr.
Jones is the second officer; but be lase
turned in with Mr. Thomas, the first
officer, and given up the cabin to you."
"I am sure it is very kind of Mr.
Jones," murmured Augusts, not knowing
what to make of this turn of fortune.
But surprised were not to end there. A
few minutes afterward. just as the was
leaving the cabin, a gentleman in uniform
came up, in whom she recognized the
captain. He was accompanied by a pretty.
fairdressed. ired woman' 
very
becomingly
"Emma me; Muss flu:ethers. I believer
he said, with a bow
home on foot, for •she was the only
mourner, and sat in her black gown be-
fore the little fire and reflected upon her
position. What was she to de? She
could not stay in these rooms. It made
her heart ache every time that her eyes
fell upon the empty sofa opposite, (tinted
as it was with the accustomed weight of
poor Jeannie's frame. Where was she to
go, and what was she to du? She might
get literary employment, but then her
agreement with Messrs. Meeson stared
her La the face. That agreement was
very widely drawn. It bound her to offer
all literary work of any sort that might
come from her pen during the next live
years to Messrs. Meeson at the fixed rate
of 7 per cent, on the published price. Ob-
viously, as it seemed to her, though per-
haps erroneously, this clause might be
stretched to include even a newspaper
article, and she knew the malignant nat-
ure of Mr. Meeson well enough to be
quite certain that, if possible. that would
be done. It was trpe she might manage
to make a bare living out of her work,
even at the beggarly pay of 7 per cent.:
but Augusta was a person of spirit, end
she was determined that she would rather
starve than that Meeson should acit
make huge profits out of her labor.
avenue being closed to her, she turned
her mind elsewhere; but, look where she
mig,ht, the prospect was equally lark.
Augusta's remarkable literary success
had not been one of much practical ad-
vantage to her, for in this country literary
success does not mean so much as it does
In some others As a matter of fact, in-
deed, the average Briton has at heart a
considerable contempt. If not for litera-
ture, at least for those who produce it.
Literature, in his mind. is connected with
the idea of garrets and extreme poverty;
and, therefore, having the national reaped
for money, he in secret, if not in public,
despises it.
'thus it was that, notwithstanding her
success. Augusta had nowhere to turn in
her difficulty She bad abeoliately no lit-
erary connection. Nobody had called
upon berer sought her oat inconsequence
of her book. One or two authors in
London and a few unknown people from
different parts of the country end abroad
had written to her-that was all. Lied
she lived In town it might have been
different, but, unfortunately for her, she
did not.
The more she thought the less clear did
her path become, until, at last, she got
an inspiration. Why not leave England
altogether? She had nothing to keep her
here. She had a cousin--a clergyman-
in New Zealand. whom she had never
seen, but who had read "Jeminaa's Vow,"
and written her a kind letter about it.
That was the one delightful thing about
wreting books-one made friends ell °ter
the world. Surely he would take her in
for awhile and put her in the way of earn-
ing a living where adeeson would not be
able to molest her. W'hy should she not
go? She had £20 left, and her furniture,
which included an expensive invalid clied,r,
anti bet' books would fetch another L'30 or
so-etimigh to pay for a second clam
passage and tepee a few pounds in her
pocket. At the wont it would be a
change, and she could met eo through
more there than she did here; so that very
night she sat down and wrote to hor
clergyman cousin.
CHAPTE:11, V.
THE R. M. S. KANGAROO.
It was on 'Tuesday evening time a
mighty vessel was steaming majestically
out of the menthol the Thaeaes and shap-
ing her imposing course straight et the
W,11 of the setting sun. Most people will
remember reading descriptions of the
steamship Kangaroo, and being astonished
at the power of her engines, the beauty of
her fittings, and the extraordinary speed
-about eighteen knots--which she de-
veloped in her trial's, with an unusually
low expenditureof coal. For the benefit
of those who have not, however, it may
be stated that the Kangaroo, the Little
Kangaroo. as she was ironically named
among sailor men, was the very latest de-
velopment of the science of modern ship
building. Everything about her, from
the electric light and boiler tubes up, wee
on a new end a patent system.
Quicker and quicker she sped along and
spurned the cluerning water from her
swift sides. She was running under a
full head of steam now, and the coast line
of England grew faint and low In the
faint, low light, till at last it vanished
from the gaze of a tall, slim girl, who
stood forward, clinging to the starboard
bulwark netting and looking with deep
gray eyes across the waste ef waters.
Presently limpet& for it was she, could
see the shore no more, mid tented to
watch the other passengers mad think.
She was sad at heart, poor girl, and felt
what she was--a very waif upon the eel
cf life. Not that she had much to
upon the vanished coast line. AMeile
grave with a white cross over it-that was
all. She had left no friends to weep for
her, none. But even as she thought it a
recollection rose up in her mirsd of Eustace
Meeson's pleasant, handsome face, and of
Isis kind words, and with it came a
as alto reflected that, in all probab
she would never eee the one nor hear the
other again. Why, she wondered, had he
not come to see her again: She should
have liked to bid him "good-by," and had
halt - mind to send him a note and tell
him of her going. This, on second
thought, Imwever, she had decided not
to do; for one thing, she did not know
his address, and-well, there was an end
of it.
Could she by the means of clairvoyance
have seen Eustaee's face and heard hie
wards, sbe would have regretted her de-
cision. For men as that groat vessel
plunged on hot fierce way right into the
heart of the gathering darkness, he was
standing at the door of the lodging house
In the little street in Birmingham
"Goner' he was saying. "Miss Smithers
goats to New Zealand : What is her ad-
dress?"
"She didn't leave no ad.dress, sir," re-
plies the dirty maid of ell work with a
grin_ "She went from here two days
ago, and was going on to the ship in
London."
"What was the IMMI3 of the ship?" he
asks, in despair.
"Kati-Kon-Conger-eel," replies the
girl in triumph, and shuts the door table
face.
Poor Eustme: he had gone to London
to try and get some employment, and
having after some difficulty succeeded in
obtaining a billet an reader in Latin,
French and English to a publishing home
of good repute at the salary of £180 a
year, be had hurried back to Birmingham
for the sole purpose of seeing Miss Au-
gusta Smithers, with whom, if the whole
truth niust be told, he had, to ids credit
be it said, fallen deeply, truly and vie-
lently in love. Indeed, so far was he le
this way gone that lie had determined to
make all the progress that he could and,
if he thought that there was any prospect
of success, to declare his passion.
Pity a poor young man! To come from
London to Birmingham to woo one's gray
eyed mistress, in a third chum carriage,
too, and find her gone to New Zealand.
whither circumstances prevented him
from following her, without leaving a
word or a line, or even an address behind
bert at was too bed. Well, there was
no remedy In the matter; so be walked to
the railway statiou and groaned and
swore all the way back to London.
Augusta, on heard the Kangaroo, was,
however, in utter ignorance of this act a
devotion on the part of her admirer; in-
deed, she did not even know that he was
her admirer. Feeling a curious sinking
sensation within her. she was about to go
below to her cabin, which she shared
with a lady's maid, not knowing whether
to attribute it to sentimental qualms in-
cidental to her lonely departure from the
land of her birth, or to other qualms con-
nected with a first experience of life upon
the ocean wave. About that moment,
however, a burly quartermaster ad-
dressed her in gruff tones and informed
tsg_r ejoialawheyeeeteel lo mmehe jastmeef
el em Capt. Alton I hope you like
your new cabin. Let me introduce you
to Lady Reimburse wife of Lord Holm-
hurst, the New Zealand governor, you
know lady tioimt2urst, this is Miss
Smithers, whose book you were talking
so much about."
"Ohl I am delighted to make your
acquaintance, Miss Saddlers," said the
great lady In a manner that evidently
was not emotion/A. "Capt. Alton has
prombsed that I shall sit emit to you at
dinner, and then we can Lave a gooa talk.
1 &cat know when I have been so much
delighted with anything as I was with
your book I have read it throe times;
what do you think of that for a busy
woman?"
"1 think there Is tioMe mistake," mid
Augusta, hurriedly and with • alight
blush "1 am a second class passenger
on board this ship, and therefore cannot
have the pleasure of sitting next to Lady
Holmhuret."
-Oh, that is all right, Miss Bedtimes."
said the captain, with a Jolly laugh.
"You are my guest, and I shall take no
denial."
"When we find genius for once in our
lives we aro not going to lose the oppor-
tunity of sitting at its feet," added lady
Holmhurst, with a little movement to-
ward her which was ueither courtesy nor
bow, but rather a happy combination of
both. The 0.60211133etit was. Augusta
felt, sincere, how:fiver much It exaggerated
the measure of her poor capacitate, said,
putting other things aside, was, coaling
as it did from one woman to another, pe-
culiarly graceful and surprising. She
blushed and bowed, scarce)y knowing
what to say. when suddenly Mr. Moeeon
harsh tones, pitched just now in a re-
spectful key, broke upon her ese. Mr.
demon was addressing no less a persou
than Lord Holmhurst, G. C. M. G. Lord
Holmhur.st was a stout, short, dark little
man, with a somewhat pompous manner
and a kindly face.
"I was repeating, my lord," said the
harsh voice of Mr. Meeeon, "that the
priamiple of hereditary peerage is the
grandest principle our country has yet
developed It gives us something to look
forward to. In one generation we make
the money; in the next we take the Otte
which the money buys. Look at your
lordship. Your lordship is now in a proud
position, but, as " have understood, your
lordship's father was a trader like me."
"Ilum!-well, not exactly, Mr. Meeson,"
broke in Lord IlolmhuraE. "Dear mit, j
wonder who that exceedingly nice loot-
ing girl Lady Rolmhurst G talking to
•can be?"
Now, your lordship, to put a case,"
went on the remorseless Mueson, whirs
like most peoplehie stamp, had ati al.
[TO si oorratexp.1 • 2.--
Mr. l'hurnists is a vets' limy mewl
The °riflemen* of HISAO&lie is now almoott constentl v engaged iii 
New glory to the 0 Cl. , whose glories Vilelytalkiligtarift reform and looking healthy.
By the time cemgress gets through
'sit ii the Chineee inimigretion question
no yellow MHO flow the celestial empire
will be able to break into the di.it.,Ld
Stateo without the eicl of a j finny.
The mind taken by the Minnesota Re-
publicsno on the tariff question in their
state platform is about as followt• "We
hereby rem lye to wait till the eleucts
roll Om"
"On to Canada!" would be an inspir-
ing cry in case of actual hostilities.; De-
faulting clerks already Mei It hard (I,
resist the temptation to insrch in that
direction.
There has been a heavy frost in Ver-
mont. That state went Republican the
oilier day. Thom other states white' sic
now thinking of following its example
should take warning.
The Reicualicati senators are satisfied
that the president's talk aboilt retalia-
tion is merely "brag and bluster."
Wel , those senators ought to know, for
they have talked a wrest deal of retalia-
tion talk themselves.
Reports from the Arkansas election
are to the s ffect that such of the ballot-
boxes as have not bi on stolen or robbed
contain 3 picture•que Democratic ma-
jority. Tariff reform has scored a gre
vletory iti Mr. Garland's state.
Certain great North American trusts
cannot lasip shedding tears when they
read Mr. Blaine's ingenic its defense col
them. They are like the thief who nev-
ei read,. el what a deeply wronged man
he was until lie heard Ida lawyer's ar-
gument before a jury.
The New York :inn thiLks it riot only
proper but highly commendable to com-
mit:lite money for campaign purpooes,
and nilvites every Di meerat to 'join
with greater or hiss volume of voice In
the jingling chorus that followa the
Nemeth! as I) lust rendered by President
Cleveland."
Congresornan 'loin Reed of Maine is
having a desperate tight to retails' his
seat in the house of representatives.
Next Monclay'a election will end the ag-
ony. Reed's scalp would tickle the
Deneeirats nearly to (legit. There are
not n any hairs on it,but the Demote-Ms
pine for it just the came
At last an titan has beet' made hi con-
gress to set a limit to the preeent oesoion
of that interesting body. The idea is
riot received with favor by the majority,
although many moduli@ tuembero are
sure that they can almost hear the weeds
growing in their political preserves at
home. It is sale to say that congress
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Reported by S. Snoolgraae et Co. Live //Mod.
Co11011111411011 Merchants, Burbon itock Yards.!
Louisville, Sept. 12.--carrtx-Receipts light
snot prices unchanged.
Hu41S-Keeuipts light, awl the market is
steady al the .piotatismie.
sauce As 1.•MaS-TIO) Market Is Otiot and
unchauged.
44UOTATWES.
CATTLE-C:004 to extra shipping. 1,400
to 1,140 pounds
$.4 0050 to° 14 26°()
Light shippli.g, 1,300 to 1,401
pounds
Goohl to extra oxen   bo to 4 ue
Common am rough oxen 2 00 to 2 75
Bul  31 0025 wto 32 so75
stockers ............ .g 00 to 75
50 to 4 00
hl
Feeders •
Beet butchers 11 75 to
Medium to good butchers . 
Coramoin to medium butchers 17* to 71
Thin, rough steers, poor cows and 75 to 1 5,
scalawags 
Hole', Choice packing and
butchers Ill to 8 26
Fair to good look/hers. . 00 to IS io
5 75 tot 5.1Light medium butchers 
4 50 to 5 25Shoe la
Sheep and Lambe, lair to •
shopping 3 40 to 3 75
Common to medium  .1 00 to 3 21
SItra lambs ....  4 76 to 5 00




Leaves thoweliville  
Arrives at AdairvIlle 
waior
Anot glory to our sovereign liege, good JIMA/
Gillespie Blaine.
Now let there be the merry sound of ConaiC and
the dance
Through thy cornfields green and sunny vines, 0
land of woolen "pants."
And thou, Yew York, our own New York, proud
city of the waters,
Again let rapture light the eyes of all thy moue
and daughters.
Let all thy proud mouopolists rejoice in our neer
They neer had leader like our James since Hector
was a boy.
Hurrah! hurrah: our ship hate oome up stream
to vistory,
eurrali for the City of New Tura, and hurrah for
J. 0. 11.1
Our Jimmie canoe to manhai us In all his armor
diem.
And he bound is piece of tilooey shirt upon hit
gallant crest.
Ile looked upon Ids people and • smile was In his
eye:
the looked upon the "Demudes.- end his gimes
was stern and high
Right graciously be smiled upon • Harrison ban-
ner, when
Rolle.' down the lino a deafening shout, "Three
cheers for Join au.1 Ben: '•
" And if your standard hearer fall, as fall full
well he may,"
lIe said, •• For araeor had Democrats such imam im
today.
Pries where ye see my red crest shrine, press on
with might for Maine,
And be your °ries/um.. tecise the plumes of J. Cl.
Blaine!"
Hurrah! our linen are moving. Hark to the min-
gled din
Of Mugwump' trying to get out and monopolists
to get in.
See Harrison marching to the rear in his grand-
father's hat,
Ant Morton it exclusive charge of the commis-
sariat.
Now by the ducats that ye love, ye knights et
woolen "pants."
rharge for the golden duties, upon them a ith the
lance!
A thousand manufacturers are urging on their
men
To MN, their places by a vote for Blaine and eke
for Ben.
Pie buga.lxio of British trade Is worked alai
might and main,
And in the thickest of the fray behold the Shirt
of Blaine!
-John Paul Docook In New York World.
"Pauper Labor- ed New Vert.
One peculiarly deplorable effect of the
violation of the contract labor laws Is the
introduction of Russians; and Poles. who
work for $4 a week, in place of American
girls, who are employed at $5 a week, in
the business of abirtmaking. These men
come by contract in the most direct viola-
tion of the law, and, not content with
taking the breed out of the mouths of
workmen of their own sex who might seek
other employ•nient, they drive to sta.rva-
tion wornt•u who cannot find a livelihood
in the coarser outdoor employments.
at is a imot happy result of the efforts
of the Democratic administration to en-
force the contract labor laws and to amend
them 140 as to make them more effective
than the mere disc/01,11re of facto lot the
Ford committee has shut off the tide of
contract labor immigration. The flood
gatos will never again be opened while the
Democracy coutinues in federal power. To
President Cleveland. Secretary Bayou's'
and the customs officers at this port, who
have called attoution to the existence of
the &Fantle evil so as to cause an efficient
Investigation, the thanks of American
labor are due.
During the inquiry the treasury officials
have teen verv active in collecting the
testimony that las been elicited, and the
result is an illustration of the happy ef-
fect of sincere co-operation between the
executive and legislative branches of the
general government. Had the matter
been 1st charge of a eornmitteo of the Re-
publican senate its attention would have
been given to making campaign points
against the administration instead of fur-
nishing to the country disclosures of the
ways in which the great fraud on Ameri-
own labor has been perpetrated -New
York Star.
Cleveland and the Pen-slows.
Have his Republican predecessors, be
their' official acts, made a better record
than he has? 'What does the comparison
of the tg-ures of the tiondidn bureed under
Arthur. for Instance, with the figetesl
that -bureau under Cleveland show? 
A
tercllng to the published tables the flute-
'tear ofepenalthiteleims admitted since the
iniunitton p1 'the Deba4ratic presidadi
is nearly twice the eumbee of those id=
Mated !furing the last three years of Ai-
thuie ;earn, the 'exact figures of the that
being 350,452 and o the secend 191,2211
QC the bureau for the period remit on
Carrying the examination to tile titatIsti 
*Olio it wee. ufuler the control of the Re-
publican comasiesiener, Pa:limy, and then
placing those statistic's by tisd cede of the
figures reported by Commissioner Black,
we have the folloaing result:









Total ice.ese 70,2411 Les
t suns 4:011111aSIONS.11 IILAca (DC11.)
.°rietCom71- lacrease.1111$71 lasx"ILIonelI1Q17.
VEIr
  t0.11 amnia A'.1).
T!'"4 AMIN 011,171 Ze.,035
ILI added:ate eq the foregoing it may be
ast miustedo thiautiritulgie thoteal ye.an aielasementeoti,cifileumpluiewforpe
'Arthur were $183.31M,216, while he dii-
4uiremegeits dem Mr. Cleveland came into
Aye Oatalf v17,001),737. - Paaaklyh
Peale- e
Wool and Woolen Nina
High tariff papers are sorely pushed to
find arguments in support of their them
rim Anything having the most remote
healing upon the tariff is set down to the
iaidase ineluence of the Mills bill.
The Santa hums etealen mill will shut
down because it Gannet be ap••katiet
voultsge. W'Len it was built it was a,
the center of a wool producing district.
bet the sheep postures ef Sonoma esmegy
hiavliig berol oottieettel tolte WaYlfig or-
chards auci vineyards, the sheep alum-
peered So Ills proposed to remove the
plant and machinery of the mill to Orm
Mlle, to be near the wool supply.
It would be Its reassemble to charge.
icma to Santa Ikea to the Mills bill
as It wits to chums le that rumour* the
lockout of their operatfvea by the Palm-
itylvmt4 iron umalem who wanted LO'beitt
cii)wit wade*. Hut high tariff papers In
this city allege that the Aston of the
Iron master* was fumed upon them as a
precautionary measure, In view of a
threatened change of tariff. Of course
this was not the reaaon, but the state-
meut was boldly pat forth to aid the iron
and steel trust in their attempt to lower
the pair their parady poverty stricken
work Menace. a---W kiatsoo Etaminee.
The greet 4,111eriVett traveler, James
itlelne, appears to have winked out,
lie hiss toot been heard of for a week or
two. We fear that John C. New has
sitholclistel tile telegraph operator at
Bar Harbor.
.110-




LOUISVILLt de NA•SHVILLE R.R.
THE GREAT
..Through Trunk Line
Without Change and with Speed Uariyaled
SHORTEST AND OU1CKEST ROUTE
/rem St Loins, Erse/genie aud del-dery
to this
SOUTHEAST & SOUTH
TEI ROUGH 'MACHIN from shoe* elite, be
Nash v ill. • nd ..ilottenoswe, making direst so a-
nect ions sill,
7.11.11ann.a.m. Z- atla eta Ca: it
For Adults, S aS, 111 aeon, Jeeksoo•114,
and points is Florid 
0roseetleas am • made at 011tbrt• &La Italia
ills four all points
NORTH, EAST, SOUTH IL WEST
It, Pullman Palace Cara,
EMIGRANTS
It was inicioubtecily ineffably pleasing They have not only the largest can
still iteiglend, to learn thot the fall but sell at lower prices for the same quality of instruments
to Colwiames Russell Lowell, who is




heashor & Nashville R. R. Co.
801 11.1 ROVED.
Mall. Id I led.
Si4o p, 0:00 a. in.
4:16 p. is. 11010 a. no.




17 Be p no
NORTH BOUlolD.
Leaves Adairville  5.31 a. in
5.00 a. no
Arrives at Russellville  t6 SR p no
/4.00 p. m .
Leaves Russellville .. 7' 05 a. m. ho.55 a. no
,eaves Central City 9 06 a. in 1.60 p. is
krrives at Owensboro _10.45 a. no. 4.45 p.
J T. HARAHAN, Gen. Man'gr, Louisville.




Almost everybody wants a "Spring
Tonle." Here is • simple testimonial,
which shows how B. B B is regarded.
It will knock your malaria Out and re-
store your appetite :
SPLENDID F IR A SPRING TONIC.
A MAMMON, G• , June 30, 1887.
I Pull red with malarial blood [moon
more or Imo, all the time, and the only
medielote (list has thine me any good is
B.B. B. It is undoubtedly the best blood
medicine made, and for thls malarial
country should be meet by every one in
the spring ef the year, end as good in
summer, tall arid whiter Is a tonic and
blood purifier.
GIVES BETTER SATISFACTION.
C•D1Z, Kr., July 6th, 1887.
Please send me one box Blood Balm
Catarrh Snuff by return mail, as one of
stiy customero is taking B II B. for
ceterrli and wants a box of the snuff.
ti. B. B. gives better satisfaction than
any medicine I ever sold. I have sold
10 dozen in the past 10 weeks, and it
gives good satisfaction. If I don't re-
mit, all right for snuff write me.
Yours, W. N. BRANDON.
IT REMOVED THE PIMPLES.
ieOUND MOVNT•IN, Tax., Melt. 29,'87.
A lady friend of mine has for several
years been troubled with bumps and
pimples on her ace and neck, for which
she used various cosnietles in order to
remove them and beautify and improve
her complexion; but these local appli-
cations were only temporary and left her
skin in a worse ccinclition.
I recomntended an internal prepara-
tion-know n Botanic Blood Beim-
which I have been using and selling
about two years; she used three bottles
and nearly all the pimples have disap-
peared, her skin is soft and smooth, and
her general health much unproved. She
expressed herself much gratified and
can recommend it to all who are thus
affected. Miss. S. M. WILOION.
A BOOK OF WONDERS FREE.
All who desire full information about
the cause and cure of Blood Poisons,
Scrofula and Scrofulous Swellings, UI
cers, Sores, Rheumatism, Kidney Com-
plaints, Catarrh, etc., can secure by
mail, free, a cope of our 32-page Illus-
trated Book of Wonders, filled with thee
most wonderful and startling proof ever
before known. Addreeo,
BLOOD BALM Co., Atlanta, Ga,
CHESAPEAKE, PHIO
-AND-
Southosioni R. II. Co.














Through Tickets are now on Sal.. Call on or
address
W. J. FULLER,
(Spa' Pao. and Tleket Art. laaiseute. jar
OLD PAPERS,
FOR SALE
At Th is Office.
Seeking homes en the
line of thi vied will
receovs apeci•I low rates. •
See Agents ef tele Company for rate., reel*,
is., er writ*, C. P. ATMORE, 6. P. T. A.
tee
BENEVOLENT SOCIETIES.
Horaiesverts Lopes. No. Ff, A.?. • A. H.
Bryan Hopper, W. M.
Lodge meets at Masonic Hall, 3rd odors
Thompson Block, first Monday night in eseli
month.
ORIENTAL CHAPTER NO, 14., R. A. 25.
Thomas Modulen, H P
Stated convocations 1/1 Monday of Geer
month at Masonic
MOORE COMMANDERY K.'?.
Sr. . H. Deitrich, C.
Meets 4th Monday in each month at Maa0alt
Hall
LOYAL •RCANUM, HOPEI% eVILLE COUN
CIL, NO. 641
Jos. I. Landes, R goat.
Meets 2d end 4th Thursdays each coo•th at
J. I. Landes' office.
VOA YON COUNCIL N0.8CHOS EN ITR1 Nettie
M. Lipstiee, Chief Counselor.
Meets at 1.0.0. F. Hall, Id awl 4th 1toaday iv
each month.
CHRISTIAN LODGE, NO. 830, OP H.
R. M. Anderson, Dictator.
Meets 1st and fird Tuesday in each month so
M. Amiens:mei Hall.
EVERGREEN LODGE. NO. 88 a. OF P.
A. Clark, C. C.
Lodge meets the Si and 4th Thursdays in ove
cry month at llowe's
ENDOWMENT RANK, E. OF P.
L. R. Davis, Prem't.
Meets 5d Monday in every month at R. M.
Anderson's Hall
KNIGHTS OF THE GOLDEN CROWE
B. B. Nance, N. C.
R. A Megtra, le of L.
Meet. the lit and ed Fridays In each mai;
ANCIENT ORDER OF UNITED WOKIIMEN.
W. H. Lee, MW.
Time of meeting, 24 and 4th Tuesdays at Mc.
Camy, Boole Co.'s office.
GREEN RIVER LODGE, NO. 64, 1. 0 O. F.
AS. Caldwell, 36.0.
Meets every 'friday night at 1. U. 0. F. Hail,
MERCY ENCAMPMENT, NO, II, I. 0. 0.
. F Henderson, C. P.
Lodge meets tat and ltd Thursday nights at I.
0.0 F. Hall.
ORDER OF THE IRON HALL
John Moayon, P. C. J.
Meets 4th *educed"), in each month at John
Moayon's
FLoMENCE LODCRE, NO DAUGHTERS
OF ELEBEKA.
Meets lad Monday eiglit at 1.0 p. Ir Hall
COLORED LOPOSS•
UNION BENEVOLENT SOCIETY.
Meets 1st and Ild Monday evening eas
month, T o'clock, at their lodge room. Main
street, second story over Homier and Ovenehin.
er's building. R. McNeal, President; Ned Tur-
ner, Sec'y.
FREEDOM LODGE, NO. TS, tr. B. F.
Meets hit and 3rd Tuesday eights is Pastel's
Hall, tome stroll. W.Otass, W. el; L. S.
Buckner, Seffielifihry.: • "•
MUSADORA TEMPLE, NO. 25, 3. OF F.
Meets Si and 4th Tuesdays to each month is
U. B. F. Hall Poetell's Meek Court street
Augusta ktomen, W. P; earns Banks 11. P
Katie Casty, secretary
HOPutettsctLeit lettesp.ate. Wee: 4. v.0..0. p.
Meets 2nd and 4th outlay nights at Hoosier
and Overshiner's HA 17 Main street. Cherie*
Jesup N. ti; William Gray, V. G; LW, Glare.
P.8; William Mark r.
MYSTIC TIE ee0. Isr, is. N. 0.
'Ur h•
and Sri Wednesday nights of este
as Johneop. 3.0; C kr. Rallis P. el.
EV•MOVILLIII 11/AVINEL1300 DAILY r•cswir
The Light Draught Steamer
N'Ft.s1...1•731C S'1"=Il'sT
J. B. THOMPSON ..  Ilaaager
EP NASH.  Clerk.
Will leave Evansville f Cannelton daily
*inept Sunday, as 8 o'clock, a ni making sure
eonnectioste with the 0...R. £36.1,, R.
2teturning, lea ees Cannelton daily at • p
sa., Sunday exeepted,end Owensboro at Spa. . 
ISEVE•Y TINE OIED
Leave* F ills ... Is-. is. sharp
Leaves Owensboro  Op. Ea . 'tarp
Fare . for round trip or Sunday, bat ant
res a for stores purehaaed by th•steware.
ti 1 RN KS a /se Y DEM. Agents
Sail BRIMS &CO.,







Done in the very eeststyis. Assisted by
Jones and I. H. Jose'. All
Polite and Skillful Barbers.
Don't forget the place
•th street adloinlan linreenDISee
The Real Secret of the unparalleled success
of 'Mir CitIcAGO DAILY NEWS may be
found in Imo distin,caiishinA- charaarrishes,
which more than anything else have core
tribeted to its remarkable growth.
Deer :-/1 is a 1)aily I'oper for Beery People.
The people of the busy \S'est appreciate keen.
ly the necessity of an intelligent knowledge
of .he world's daily doings, but they are too
busy to waste valuable time in searching
through a cumbrous" Wankel-sheet " news
paper for the real news ef art, literature,
science, religion, politic:, and the thousand
and-one things which make up modern civ-
ilization. They want news-all the news-
but they don't want it concealed in an over-
powering Mend the trivial and inconsequen-
ual. It is because THE CHICAGO DAILY
NEWS is "all wheal and no dual" that
its circulation is over "a million a wed."
SEC1041/ 1- Ir is an Independent, Truth-telling
Neunpapei. The people demand • fair, im-
partial, independent newspaper,which gives
all the /117.05, and gives it free (mm the taint
of partisan bias. With no mere political imi-
tation to gratify, no "ax to grind," the im-
partial, independent newspaper may truly be
"guile, philosopher and friend" to honest
men of every shade of political faith; and this
is why THE CHICAGO I./AMY News has to-
days circulation of over "a mithee a week."
THE CHIcAe0 L/AILY NEWS now adds to
these two comprehensive elements of popu-
larity, a third, in its unparalleled reduction
of price to ONE CENT A DAY.
It ii aheays /arr. ersostek,-wever too large,
THE CHICAGO DAILY NEWS it for sate.
all nevisdealers at Owe Celts per -copy,
s3
wi:i be maned, postage paid, hr Ityloo per
year, or er cents per month. The fennel'
tel mechanic can now afford/ as well alibi
humop
merrw)chianiot eatnd...tpr:efesosalortaily,ritnewsitan,.toc...,r.have his
olaan daily. ' • '-• • • • - 1.




T. L. Smith, Prop'r,
Hopkinsville, - - Hy.
I.arge and roomy stable ant •osp:e accomodee
Orin for lorses. Epeentl iteration gives to ft.e-
hiese.,/ hoesos ahol vievdes to Terms
eakern eels. Ts leeboue centlectecie afar; yee17.
CALT HOUSE,
p s L.
The Finest and Largest eptel In cos pliT.
-
Steele. 02.60 t• 111.00 per Pay.
stourotsir to Booms
Turkish *114 ttussian Baths in Rote
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.,
HAVE THE
Largest Piano Store in Kentucky,
Or in the West. It contains large 4114 elegant assortment of
Decker Bros., Haines Bros., Steinway & Sons, J. & C. Fischer, Estey
Piano Co., D. 11, Baldwin & Co. and Arlington Piano Co, piaims,
finest assortment that be found
than
D. H, Baldwin & Co., IL 230 4th Ave., Louisville, Ky.
A fine assortment of IOW-Jr-Frit COJEZ,ZW$E5, Also a
number of Pianos taken in exchange at bargains.
















SU PPLIMENTAKENTucKY WEEKLY NEW ERA.
HOPKINS VILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1888.
A WEAK DOCUMENT
Teit f Harrisoe's Letter of
AcceptdDV.
cesiningly for the purpose of exaggerating
, the evil in order to reooncile the people to
the extreme remedy they propose A pro.
per reduction of the revenue+ dial n it :moos-
L„ sitate, and should not suagage the alogiudon-He Lodges the Whisky meat or Impairment of the protective
Plank and
BEALS WITH THE TARIFF IN
SCHOOL-BOY STYLE.
Gees Back on His Cidnese Reeerd.
GEN. HARRISON.
Tbe following is the full text of Gen. Har-
riman's letter of acceptance:
"Ientaosisoors. Sept. 11, 19's&
'Maw M. M Estee • it Ob•rs, Crohrnic
tee. etc.
"Girerrnmazie-When your committee vise
tied me on the Fourth of July last and pre-
sented the official announcement of my
nominotion tor the presidency of the United
States by the Republican convention, I
promised as soon as torwatiosible to oommuni-
mite to you a more formal acceptenee of the
eiceninatlon. Since that three the work of
receiving and adtireaging, almost daily, large
ilelegations of my aglow cicagns, has not
tinle oteullded all of my time but has in some
measure tendered it unneemeary for me to
ine this litter as a medium of communicat-
ing to the pubiic my views on the questions
involved in the campaign.
"I appreciate very highly the confidence
end respect manifested by the convention,
and accept the nomination with • feeling of
gratitude and a full denim of the reeponsi-
tehties which accompany it It is a matter
of congratolatim that the decheretican of
the Chicago conveneion upon the questions
tom now attract the interest of our people
are so clear ant anphatio. There is further
mow of congratulation in the fact that the
coneenticm utterancoe of the Democratic
party,if Many degree unoertain OtO mtradic-
tory, oan no.. be ju test ant interpreted by
executive sots and mesamet and by Oetinite
proposition4 in legislation. This is cope-
eirenT true of `chat is popularly known es
toe tariff qo vision. The sense cannot DOW be
Obeeured.i is not a contest between
schedules, bat between wide apart princi-
ple.. TOe foreign oonapootors for our
market bate, with quick inssiinct, men how
one le,t10 of tine comeet ru.ty bring them
edvantege„ and our own people are not so
•slLse to miss r n-Illeot the grave interests
that are involved for them.
"Tin aracilt npon poosaosive system
It open and defiant. Protection is assailed
IDS onecoMitaticrJal in law, or as vicious in
Pruletlikk mod those who bold such views
sincerely, cannot stop saort of an aheolute
eliminauon from our tariff lawi of the prin-
ape of promotion. The Mills WU is only •
bop, bat it is toward an object that the
leaders at Democratic thought and legisla-
bon have clearly in mind. The important
question is not so much the length of the
step as the direction a Judged by the
executive message of Deeember last, by the
Mills bill, by the debetel in congress and by
the fit. Louis platform, the Democratic
party win, if !supported by the country,
place the tariff laws upon a- purely reveals*
Leos. • This is practice) free trade--free
trail, in the EOglish sense. The legendhpon
the banner may ma be 'Pres Trade,' it may
he she 1101.0 obscure motto, 'Tariff Bo/forint!
but neither the banner nor the inscription
cOndesire, Of Indeed, very Important. The
Imatitt iteeiris the impatient Ia.*
I !Those who teach ilia, the tinport duty
upon foi-eign goods sold in Our market is
paid by the consumer, and that the price or
his domestic oinioeting article is ashen




!acted for motorize duties represent. many
!willows more which 'do net reach the trees-
pry, but are pakI by our eliisens as 61616 in-
premed oast of domestic peoductioes result-
ing from tile tariff lawe--7nigy not iisteud to
ealiredis so this minds of *are our systems 04
ievying duties rIn competing foreign pr4,.
pets, bist it is clearly already diecredited in
thole eve We P4414011 titlitht, LUPO Inv
roguing tisser ielesifits, that if tree to est
votHopar elinviociong they would an revise
ear InWe as to lay the burden of the oistome
rowirmat upon articles that are not produced
tidepogntry, and to place upon the free
lisg all erompesuge smeigh products.
• Oi do- not stop totefues dna theory as to
be effect Of ouri tariff. duties. Those who
Idvance it are ttudents of t2m4ittis end not Of
lie mareem They lw e malty allnise4
10 nig the(i pr.ojeet larift Reform,' if the
people understood that in the end the erg's-
meet oretipelis free trade in all competing
products. Tots end may not be reached
tbreptiv, and ita approach may be accom-
r
meg! Vith .iapIt/solant
r our protected" oultistries slid our working
, out it ill gertainly come, if these
PrP 
w
etelst do not grourna the people to effec-
pee fasestassaa thefteput.linan pasty holds
that a prodective tar-ft is constitetional,
wholesome end neOesserr. We do not offer
a fixed schedule, but a principle. We will
revive the schedule, modify rates, but always
with an intelligent provision as to the effect
upon desneetic production and the wages of
our working people.
•11'e loeiteve ig to be one of the worthy oh-
Meta of tariff legislation to posseirve the
nierisgin market tor 4otericatt-pro4ucelli
and to maintainighe hrnelricari smile of weal"
he' adequate cliserimiasting delis/ %Poo for-
eign competing produeta. The effect of
lower rates and larger importations upon OW
revenue is contingent and doubtful,
hut not so the effect upon American produc
tion and American wages, Less work and
lower wages must be accepted as the inevit-
abls result of the increased supply of fcreign
In xtr mykegs. by way of re...oste
penes for this sedocition in bis lemma, and
the loss of the American market, ft is sug-
geeted that the diminished wages of tin
workingman will bows an unillroluirsheci pur-
ehasinO power, and that he will be able to
make up for the lose of the borne market by
en *Waned foreign market. Our working-
men have the settlement of the question in
their own hands. They now obtain higher
Wag. and live more oomf cirtably than
thaw of any other country They
will make choice between the substantial
advantages they have in baud and is. de
ceptive promises and forecasts of those theor-
izing reformers. They will decile for them-
selves and for the country whether Vie pro-
tective system shalt be continual or 4t.
expenditures to revenues, is remote. The
inspection and regulation of the manufac-
ture and sale of oleomargarine is important,
and the revenue derived from it is not so
great that the repeal of the law need enter
into any plan of revenue reduction.
"The surplus now in the treasury bhbuld
be used in the pule:hate of bonds. The law
authorises this use of it, and if it is not
needed for current or deficiency appropna-
Dolts. the people and not banks in which it has
been depoeithi, should leave the advantage
of its use by stoppino interest upon the pub-
lic debt. At least those who needlessly hoard
it should not be allowed to use the fear of
a monetary stringency, thus prod uoed, to
coerce public sentiment upon other ques-
tions.
"Closely connected with the subject of
the tariff is that of the importation of
foreign laborers under contracts of service
to he performed here. The law now in force
prohibiting such contracts received my cor-
dial support in the senate, and such amend-
ments as may be found necessary effectively
to deliver our workinomen and women from
Ibis most inequitable form of competition
will have soy sincere advooacy. Legislation
prohibiting the nriportation of laborers
under contracts to serve here, will, however,
afford very inadequate relief to our work-
ing people, if the system of protective duties
is broken down.
"If the products of American shops must
compete in the American market, without
favoring duties, with the producte of cheap
foreign labor, the effect will be different,
if at all, only in degree, whether the cheap
laborer is across the etreet, or over the sea.
Such competition win soon reduce wages
here to the level of those abroad, and when
that condition is reached we will not need
any laws ferbiddirig the importation of la-
borers under contract-they will have no in-
duoement to come, and the employer no in-
ducement to send for them. In the earlier
years of our history public agencies to pro-
mote immigration were common. The
pioneer wanted • neighbor with more
friendly interests than the Indian. Labor
was scarce and fully employed. Hut the day
of the immigration bureau has gone by.
While our doors will continue open to proper
immigration, we do not need to issue special
Invitations to the Inhabitants of other coun-
tries to come to our shores or to share our
citizenship. Indeed, the necessity of some
in-pection and limitation is obvious. We
should resolutely refuse to permit foreign
governments to send their paupers and
criminals to our ports. We are also clearly
under • duty to defend our civilization by
excluding alien races whose ultimate amine
ilation with our people is neither partible
nor desirable. The family has been the
nucleus of cur best immigration and the
home the most potent ansbnilating force in
our civilization.
"The objections to Gisinese immigration
are distinctive and conclusive, and are now
so generally accepted as such that the ques-
tion has pawed entirely beyond the stage of
argument. The laws relating to this sub-
ject, would if I should be charged with their
enforoement, be faithfully executed. Such
amendments or further legislation as may be
necessary and proper to prevent evasions of
the laws and to stop further Chinese immi-
gration would sax> meet my aperoval. Tne
expression of the COD ventiou upon this sub-
ject is in entire harmony with my views.
"Our civil compact is a government by
majorities; and the law loses its sanction
and the magistrate our respect wben this
compact is brokeo. The evil results of elec-
tion frauds do not expend themselves upon
the voters who are robbed of their rightful
influence in public affairs. The individual,
or community, or party that practices or
connives at election frauds, has suffered ir-
reparable injury and will sooner or later
realize that to exchange the American sys-
tem of majority rule for minority control is
sot only unlawful and unpatriotic, but very
emeafe for times who promote it. •
"The- disfranchisement of • single legal
elector by fraud -or intimidation Si a ciente
too grave to be regarded lightly. The'righf
at ever qualified elector to cast one frai
ballot, and to have it honestly oounterf,
Must uot be questioned. Every constitu-
tional power abonid be used to make this%
right metre, and to stueinli freticts upon be
ballot liar colored people do not ask spa-
osa,l legislation in their interest, but only to
be made secure in our oonimon rights; of
American citizenship. They will, however,
naturally distrost toe sincerity of those
party Wailers wtio appeet k tbett mon fee
snautTPP°rt rage isrinft fletridt4lej".lectio''enaresiltle4g1tewdhoe;t1till,
and compass their disfranchisement Where
their votes would be contrellieg "44 their
choice cannot bia ialqrgest
The nation nos lam thee site Maim, M
ciepmdent for proeperity and security upon
the inteltigence and retired ity of tile people-
This conlition hiltelest very early litiolusto.i
Natinaal 644 in No tatablisatuant and
auttowusell; of solionla and college' in Use
new Staid& Them is, I believe, a present
exigency that calls for still more liberal and
direct appropriations in aid ik common
school education in th2 e.teitoit
"the tedrittaIlindirna o; gevernment e
tertiporatyeatietilent, not a permanent civif
condition. It Is'aiditpted to the etigeney.
that seggeeted I, tiit bro: tWie"alr4
end ease oppressive when ispfilled to heed
and populous menniunitlei. /several terri-
tories are well able to bear the burden and
discharge the duties of free commonwealths
in the American Union To exclude them is
to deny tne just rights of their resorts eno,
may trod fe/01 kletr 1444441 01-00i4c .1•14•
lineation of the political preference of dm
people of territory shoold ekes Off000lf
hejp the borpitabie door which bee opene4
O twathirde of the eitieetng states. But
admission should he resolutely refined to eny
towritory, e majority of whom people chap-
institution. that are repugnant to our
civilisatiomi 'sr inconsistent with • republican
form of government.
"The declaration of the convention again*
'All combinations of capital, organized in
trusts or otherwise, to ecintrcl aebtererilv
Ofindition of trade amonir our citizeturi SI
In harmony with the views entertained and
publicly egpressed oy me long before Me
assembling of the uonvention. OrdinardY,
capital diens the losses of idleness with
labor; but under the operation of the trust,
In some of Its forme, the wage-worker alone
suffers loss, while idle capital receives it.
dividends from a trust fund Producers
who refuse to join the oonahinatico are
destroyed, and competitioe ea an element df
Price§ la eliminated. It mineot he doebted
that the legislative authority should and will
find a methogl of stealing feetely and offset-
lively with those and other abuses connected
with this subject.
"It can hardly be necessary for me to sity
that I am heartily in sympathy with khe
claration of the convention upon the suX:
of pensions to our soldiery and sailor',
they gave and what they suffered I had some
opportunity to observe, and, in • small
measure to exporience. They gave un-
grudgingly; it was not a trade, but on offer-
ing. Tbe measure was heaped up, running
over, Whet they achieved, only • dieting
generation can adequately tell. Withiut sat
, tempting to Mama particulAr propositiodk
I may add that reseumzes in behalf of 04
, system. The methods suogested by our
convention teal not need to be exhausted in
order to effect the necemary reduction. We
are not likely to be coiled upon,! think, to
make • present choke betweea the surrender
of the protective system and the satire
stroyed. surviving veterans ox the war and ot the
I "The fact of a treasury surplus, the families of their dead comrades should be
, amount of which is variously stated, has conceived and executed in a spirit of jostles
i directed public attention to a consideration and of the most grateful liberality, and that,
' of the methods by which the National in in the competition for civil appointments,
come may best be reduced to the level of a honorable military service should have ap
wises and necessary expenditure. This eon- propriate recognition.
lition has been seized upon by those who "The lee regulating appointments to the
are hostile to protective custom duties as an cliumiled civil service received my support
advantageous balm of attack upon our tariff in the senate, in the belief that it opened the
Laws. They have magnified mad nursed the way toe maoloneeded reform I still think
surplus, which they affect to deprecate, I 110, and, therefore, cordially approve the
clear and fo expression cf the conven-
tion upon this tea. The law should have
the aid of • friendly interpretatiou and be
faithfully aud vigorously sodomy!. All ap-
pointments under it imould be absolutely
free (ruin partisan considerations and in-
fluent's. Some extensions of the claasified
list are practicable and desirable, and fur-
ther legialatica extending the reform Is
other branches of the service, to which it is
applicable, would receive my approval. I.
appointments to every grade and depart.
repeal of the internal taxesi Such a contin- merit, fitness, and not party service, Mould
gencv, in view of the present relation of he the essential and discriminating test, and
fidelity and efficiency the only sure tenure of
office. Only the interests of the public ser-
vice should suggest removal, from office. I
know the practical difficulties attending the
attempt to apply the spirit of the civil ser-
vice rules to all appointments and removals
It will, however, be my sincere purpose, if
elected, to advance the reform.
"I notice with pleasure that the convention
did not omit to express it. solicitude for the
promotion of virtue and temperance of our
people. The Republican party has always
been friendly to everything that tended to
make the home life of our people free, pure
and prosperous, and will in the future be
true to its history in this respect.
"Our relations with foreign countries
should be characterized by friendliness
and respect. The right of our people and of
our ships to hospitable treatment should be
Insisted upon with dignity and firmness. Our
nation is too great, both in material strength
and in moral power, to indulge in bluster or
to be suspected of timoronaneits. Vacillation
and inconsistency are as incompatible with
successful diplomacy as they are with the
National dignity. We should especially cul-
tivate and extend our diplomatic and com-
mercial relations with the Central and South
American states. Our fisheries should be
fostered and protected. The hardships and
risks that are the necessary incidents of the
Lusiness should not be increased by an inhos-
pitable exclusion from the near lying ports.
The reeources of • fIrm, dignified and con-
sistent diplomacy are undoubtedly equal to
the prompt and peaceful solution of the diffi-
culties that now exist. Our neighbors will
surely not expect in our ports a commercial
hospitality they deny to us In theirs.
"I cannot extend this letter by a especial
reference to other subjects upon which the
convention gave an expression. In respect
to them, as well as to thaw I have noticed, I
am in entire agreement with the declara-
tions of the convention. The resolutions re-
lating to the manage, to the rebuilding of
the navy, to coma defenses and to public
lands, express conclusions to all of which!
gave my support in the senate. In•iting •
calm and thoughtful cousirleration of them
public questions, we submit them to the peo-
ple. Their intelligent patriotism and the
good Providence that made and has kept es
elusion& Very respectfully, your 
obedientservant,
notion will lead them tow_ise_a_ and safe con-
bey/ AMIN .11•11.1t13011."
A Cleveland tad Mamas Club.
The following persons having signed
for the purpose of organizing a Cleve-
land and Thurman club in this city and
district, to meet Friday night, Septem-
ber 14th, at the court-house.
A great many more signitures will be
obtained before the meeting. This is •












































































































T r W iiKelly
rtivIi.hte efHayes
W al Iowan▪ G euckeer
Dark Tebacuo Brewers.
'Iherr will be a meeting or the tobacco
groweis of the dark tobacco district at
Princeton, Ky., on Tuesday Oct. 21,
1888. The object of which is to 'ASCU,'
the propriety id reilticieg We acreage
krown epd lemi\-ote the givality. Apd
If thought eipedient to prgaulie foe the
pu room; u f U444 khe hems. ot ail growers
of 'lie same,
The committee suggests that the meet-
ing appoint an executive committee
whose duty it shall be to arrange for the
purpose of taking tht, eery 91 all
grower, fur oc against luck' reeolutIons
as the meeting may adopt pn the Oth
day of November.
All preemie intersated In growing or
handling dark tobacco are invited.
/ 
W. H. Moose,
w * It. MCC:UV...NI"'Committee IV. M. HOPYY,
1, R. H. hicCeessze.
Exchanges please copy!
-1E- jar-Rage Licenses.
B. D. l'rurtian 10 M. J. Otevelia-
ootoaxu.
W. W. Jessup to Jennie Tandy.
Jno. McGaughey to Sallie Sredden.
Mack Wright to May Coleman.
Jno. Montgomery to Lelia WTI-
dritlgt.
Henry bykee to leaunie Ilesub.
With Pleasure,
EDITOR NEW ERA: Please correct
your mistake In saying Mr. W. A. Long
was fined for violating the proldbitiou
law; it was W. R. Long and not W. A.
A FellIND,
"Trusts may be private affairs," lays
the Evansville (Ind.) Tribune, "but
they stretch from the cradle to the grate.
A taxed crib and a ta*ed cottin are at
time beginning and at the end of au Amer-
ican citizen's eVstence,1
I CONDENSED NEWS.
There was a severe frost in the New
England rade* Thureday night.
John W. Rhea literally skinned Col.
Swope in the Lexington debate Satur-
day.
A gigantic wheat trust backed by un-
limited m111111,4 is being formed In the
north west.
wo hundred and fifty thousand stran-
gers are In Columbus, 0 , attending the
G. A. R. recanapnient.
Lester Wallack, the noted theatrical
man, died at his home near Stamford,
Conn., Thursday morning.
A Wash ington paper says that Smite-
tary Whitney will resign 1118 poeition in
the cabinet very shortly.
It is expected that Col. A. W. Swope
will be the nominee of the Republicans
of the Seventh district for convent.
Thoebe is not iucii • fool after all.
Ile had sense enough to decline to run
against Carlisle in the Fifth tide year.
Near Citainnati, Ohio, • train bearing
John Robluion's circus was wrecked,
kill'eg five nien and wounding twenty.
Nearly $900 Was forwarded by the
Courier-Journal Sunday to the yellow
fever sufferers. It was raised by sub-
scription.
The government eloop A ntitiam, built
at time close of the war at a coot of over
a half million di liars, was Satur
sold for $6,700.
A trestle on time Huntingdon railroad,
near Newport, Ky., fell Tuesday morn-
ing, Instantly killing one workman and
fatally injuring another.
At Ashland, Ky., Wm. Howell, a
seventeen-year-old boy, shot and killed
his father because he beat and brutally
treated his mother and dieter.
Yellow fever patients at Jacksonville
are dying for want of attention. A
New Yorker Tuesday contributed $12,-
000 to the yellow fever fund.
The senate again voted ems tlie Chinese
exclusion bill Thursday. 'firete was
exactly a quorum present but Sherman
and Hoar refrained from voting.
Owelistmro Is having a lot of (tun with
her new fire alarm system. They set a
a house on fire every night over there
"just to ere how the thing works."
"That is a strong paper, a very strong
paper," was the remark of Judge Thur-
men, when President Cleveland's letter
of acceptance had been read to him.'
Republican nstional committee is
getting uneasy about Michigan, blitine-
iota and one or two other northwestern
states and is pourlog money into them.
Threw Mormon preachers who have
been spreading their doctrines In the
vicinizy of Jackson, Tenn., were taken
out by a mob, severely whipped and or-
dered to leave the county.
A lutiatic made it quite lively for a
couple of gentlemen in Bowling Green
time other day. Ile attacked them with
a cane, and succeeded in bridging them
up. He was arrested and ailed.
At Ellendale, Dak , the boiler of a
threshing machine exploded, killieg
eight men and wounding four. A simi-
lar accident occured the same day near
Seymour, Ind., in which three men
were killed.
Au attempt to rob grave
in St. Louis the other night reyeaied the
fact that it was closet"' guarded. The
watchman SW) lie was employed by a
young and heautiful lady but does not
know whit she le,
After • noisy debate time house pooled
the retaliation hill at 5 o'clock Saturday
evening. Only foor members voted
against it, Messrs White of New York,
Bayne and tialaell of Nutley lewd& and
Lind of Minima:de,
hive persons were killed and twenty
others injured iii a wreck on time New
York, Pentitylvaula & Ohio railroad at
Wadsworth Station at an early hour
Tueniay morning.
In an old house suppoeeti to be vacant
near St. Augustine,Fla., were found the
bodies of a woman and five children.
They had evidently beet) dead several
days. It is supposed that they wets
yellow fever refugees.
A wow,' hieniticrat of Kau Claire,
Wis., will offer to give $10,00() to es.
Vuion runkiieri if • Oeilithittee of three
joeline, two Republican* and one Dem-
ocrat, will decide that Cleveland'e last
annual message Is a free trade document.
The Union Local and the Ilendetenn
Gleaner are now baylog spat over
etc,len editor-MI". The gleaner accuses
the Local of stealing au item of tiews
(rem it.. ouitituus apd the Loyal retaliate'
by proving the Weimer an editorial
thief,
hums'', dispite his illness, made a
telling !metal at Newark, N. J., Satur-
day night. Twice was lie overvrv my
weakness and for,3ed ter p cow, but lie
Sante af c,.)(teu tp tie trout. 4 few deys
re it will put the '4.41d 440,44•1!" On his
feet Brill,
The premature explosion of a blast in
the south face of Wicke's tunnel, on the
Montana Central railroad, south of
Helene, Mont., Tuesday ortelni, killed
ten men and eetiptisiy wounded dye.
The eSplosion was caused by the con-
cussion of a giant cap.
By a vote of 37 to 3, the senate Friday
passed time Chinese restriction bill.
Blair entered a motion to reoonsider,
which motion Mr. Teller moved to table.
No quorum voted and the sensate ad-
journed, leaving the bill palmed, but
with the motions to reconsider pending.
At Little Rock, Ark., time safe in time
county clerk's office was bToket, open
and the ballot tipies from the preCloctt
stolen. 4 riot 0i:curter! lu St. Vrancis
county, the negrciee attempting to "test
the ballot boxes. rinuiiar reports come
from two Or three other counties.
Fifteen thousand people crowded into
Madison square Gardens Thursday even-
ing to greet Judge l'hurman. The
"Old Roman" •ttetupted to speak, but
was too lii and had to go to hula hotel
where at last accounts lie was reeling
quietly. Ile was affected with cholera
niorbus. After Mr. Thum= left the
gardens Gov. 11111 and others spoke.
Roberteon county, Tenn., ides devel-
oped • itemisation. A young lady of
good faintly became enamored of a ne-
gro, amid the result o( this unholy at-
tachment was made public by time birth
of • child. The offering did not sur-
vive and was buried. The negro has
disappeared, and the suspicious circum-
stances surrounding the whole affair
will lead to an investigation by the grand





CROFTON, KY., Sept. 10.-Rev. A. C.
Dorris, of the Baptist church, preached
one of the best discourses here yesterday
to which I have ever listened. The ser-
vices of title logical, pleasant and good
speaker ought by all means be secured
another year as hie present engagement
expired yesterday.
Miss Laura Johnson, of Trigg county,
arrived here yesterday to visit her
mother and sister.
IVIrenever our old frieuti, J. Wilson
Carisier, scans the (intim:6k and may* "we
w II have rain to-day." it will be •
ighty bad day to sun beds or dry ap-
Nee.
Over one hundred pupils are ins attend-
gime at Crofton Academy this session.
Prof. Beecham, with hid assistants,
Profs. Newton and Payout' and Miss
Hattie Johnson, have the energy, perse-
verance and ability to handle • few
more, however.
Quite a distressing eccident by which
Jerry Graves, a prominent colored man,
lost his life, occurred near here Friday
lest. Graves and his little boy chopped
down a tree which lodged, and lu chop-
ping down the other tree they fell in a
different direction trornAwhich intended,
catching Graves under the limbic crush-
ing him to death. The little boy fortu-
nately escaped.
The rew Baptist church at this point,
will be formally dedicated the second
Sunday in Ootober, by which time it
will be completed. Rev. J. N. Pres-
trldge will probably preach the dedi-
catory sermon. This elegant new
churtlii is situated on a lot donated by
Wni. Ferrell, near the old pic-nic
ground, and will be commodious and
comfortable and creditable alike to the
architects, our town and time ehurch.
Preparations will be made that those
who attend can enjoy themseivee.
II. Clay McCord, a prominent mer-
chant of our town, returned Saturday
from Louisville, where lie bought a full
stock of goods.
The to:king folks have organized a
choir •nil meet twice a week at Acad. my
Hail for practice. The improvement lu
dinging at our Sunday school is quite
perceptible already.
trail the lite patented matador for
cleaning pigs feet can be made to suc-
cessfully operate on the old hog that
come. in and cocks his muddy feet
against the stove, it is of very doubtful




AN-poem Ky., September 10- Mr.
Andrew Cannon will start with his
family to Arkansas to-day to make itie
future home.
Mr. Howard Dfavall has moved to
your city to live.
Mr. James Yancey and family spent
Saturday and Sunday with relatives 111
south Christian.
Mrs. Harriett Ralston is spending
several days in south Christien visiting
her sister, Mrs. Ullman.
Messrs Toni Cannon, James Wilkins,
W. I). Ralston and Lewis Yancey were
the guests B. S. Ralston Sunday.
The choir meets at Mrs. Sallie Rals-
ton's Sunday night.
Elsie, son of Ertl. C. L. Yancey, is
quite sick at the present time.
Rev. II. F. Perry will begin a pro-
tracted meeting at this Oat* the eecond
Sunday night in tolttober.
Mr. U. W. foster aud Miss Alice Wit-
kink a this Y!Oinity, aitiouls.1 ehureh at
Hopkinsvilie Sunday night.
t). 0. Lander was In this community
last week in the iuterest of the New
ERA. Simrtz times.
Commendable Work.
HENN EITSTOWN, Sep. large
crowd met ttsle i(Actiltion to damn is the
144n• Awed') reay talk tarld' reforuchut
were disappointed, as the gentleman
was sick and failed to appear, but we
organised a Cleveland and Thurman
club of fifty-four members, electing J.
T. Coleman as presideet, J. E. Steven-
son, vice-presideut, and '1'. L. Moss,
secretary. We raised ou ise and let
her go Kalia4liv.r. Wise danox Mad the
thauks cur the club. Atte; • few timely
suggestions by didereitt members of the
club attl its worllmmge, it was moved
that we mill it Cleveland and Thurman
Club No. 1, and we pledge ourselves to
work till November election, at which
time we hope to see motiopely ahd high
tariff take • tlick mi. We adjourned
to meet timittiday tee Piol, At Hewlett'.
Lowe at 0‘0001 p. in., when we hope
to hay)) speeches and to double our num-
bers. 'I'. L. Mims, Secretary.
"71se Devil Is Net to Wit.* as Painted."
With watermelons at two big ones for
• nickel, it would hardly seen' that men
would tall out about dividing olio of
them, yet 111 Chrietian county Harry
Crave shot a man nanied Bellew to death
over just such a trivial misunderstand-
ing. And tide reminds ins this; Chris-
tian Is becoming one c4 the moat lawless
in time igOeto. Artlie a day panes that
Lhi ktaIles do net contain dispatches
about eowebody belug killed or wound-
ed there.-Otituford leterior-Journal.
(Oive the devil his dues, Walton; time
affair you refer to occurred in Webeter




Mr. Plckering's term as trustee of this
county expired on the 3rd. Ile settled
to the utmost satisfactiots of all and
turned hie office and books over to Mr.
G. W. Wartleld, his successor. The
faithful and conscientious manner In
which Mr. Pickering discharged the
&dire of trustee is a source of great
pride to ithi friends. Ills whole course
ins Olga a (hoe Is without blot or blur,
and retiree from the poeition he has so
honorably filled for the past four years
with the beet wishes of all.
Mr. J. F. Stewart, of Dist. No. 14,
came in this morning to get an officer to
go out in No. 14 and arrest Newt Brown
for beating his mother in a shameful
manner. Mr. Stewart lays the old lady
was struck in the face and badly choked
by her inhuman son.
Clarksville Tobacco Lee,
Nolen Edmondson, a brakeman on a
freight, was killed at Palmyna Saturday
evening. The train was switching onto
a side track, when Edmondson went
between the cars to pull a coupling-pin.
His foot caught between time rail and
he was unable to pull it out and the cars
passed over him. His legs and the
lower part of his body were horribly
mutilated.
Oweoshoro Inquirer.
Sunday evening betwg en 7 and 8
o'clock, Lige l'rioe and John Buckner,
both colored, got into a row at Seventh
and Frederica streets, during which
Price drew a revolver and shot Buckner
twice, once in the left breast and once
through time left thigh. Price, who
drives a coal wagon for R R. Hatha-
way it Co., lives at the coal yard amid is
married to the mother of Buckner'd wife.
On a recent occasion Price saw fit to
chaetize one of Buckner's children,
about which &quarrel occurred at Price's
house.
Hopkins County Hustler.
On last Friday Gabriel Sisk and Miss
Linnie McGriger, living on Lick creek,
near Behula, ran away to Tennessee to
get married. Wm. Lantaff accompanied
them. On Sunday LantatT rode up to
the house of Dan McGriger (lather of
the bride) and called to comae of the fam-
ily sitting on the porch and said, "Lin-
jule married yesterday morning at
ten minutes after seven and got home at
ten minutes alter eleven," whereupon,
John McGriger, brother of the bride,
stepped into the house, came out imme-
diately with his shot gun and fired on
Lantaff. The gun was loaded with
squirrel-shot, one of which took effect in
Lantaff's temple and eeveial others in
his neck and arms. Lantsff's wounds
are not considered serious. It is re-
ported that McGriger has left for parts
unknown.
Glasgow Times.
Bill Miller, the man who distinguished
himself some time since by biting off the
head o a snake out in the Hisieville
ne!ghle rhood for a half dollar, Is .lead
from the effects thereof. Our Hiseville
correspondent w Om& that Miller died In
great agony, out near Horee Cave, a few
days ago. It is thought that Miller, in
biting cff the snake's head, hit into the
snake's etc of poison, and swallowed
some of it. He commenced spitting foul
matter In a day or two, and never ceased
until he died. His last spittle was of a
perfectly dark olive color from the pois-
on. lie died in great agony.
Henderson Gleaner.
Mr. Joiners II. Givens, of Dixon, was
In the city yesterday and gave us infor-
mation concerning the finding of $2,000
in an old cast away iron safe that was
once the property of Mr. Beatty, who
put up tobacco at Dixon in the year 1b71
or 1852. Beatty failed, as all well re-
member, under cloudy circumstances
and defrauded many farmers and busi-
ness men who had trusted him. Among
his creditors were Brewer 4 Orr, into
whose poeseselon the gale passed in the
settlement of the tiimineea. 'The combi-
nation of the safe could not be had and
for some time no eSort was made to
open it, the gentlemen above named,
not needing it at the time. Afterwards,
in settling their business, they disagreed
about several matters and were go obsti-
nate that neither would let the other
have the safe and it has been abandoned
until 'several days ago, when Mr. Brew-
er gave the safe to the Arm of Givens tft
Hall, with the remark: "yes, take
the ti-n thing and all i i4." Tres dis-
covery hate em,med great e•citesuent all
laroutul and will no doubt result in the
filing of many Wilms by the parties who
were defrauded in 1871 or '72.
Crittenden l'ress.
Saturday night, in Webster county, a
few miles from Blackford, a dIfAculty
occurred between two y or,sogg moo named
Blue and Cray ;et, Blue attacked Cray ne
with a yuille and stabbed him several
ilium and then Crayne drew his p:stol
and shot Blue, killing him instantly.
Cray Ile is under arrest. The difficulty
originated about some trival affair con-
cerning a watermelon.
Elkton Progress:
Madam liarttett le•ride, colored, was
fined its Vona*, Thursday, $100 and
'coat for keepitoe a "dive,"and not being
able to settle with the court Harriett Is
now le jail here. Guthrie seems to be
making it very warm for the "Welies" of
late.
Mr. B. ke Leigh, grooeryman of this
city, made an assignment Thursday for
the benefit of his creditors, Ben. T. Per-
kins being made the assignee. Liabill
ties are estimated at about $1,700 and
his assets $1,200. Nearly a yoke ago
Mr. Leigh sustained Leavy looses by
Are and 'lever fully recovered from
them, and together with other accumu-
lating debts toned him to the present
action. Vol. Leigh has ever been •
v.ide awake, clever citizen and his min
fortune is regretted by many. He will
pick his flint, however, and rise again.
w gos
Senator hoar has beeu poising as a
humorist. Ills humor has posed all the
other senator+.
Circuit Court.
Commonwealth vs. Walter Duncan,
murder. Continued to 14th day of
present term.
Common% ealth vs Joe West, c. c. d. w.
Fined $25 and costs and ten day in
county jail.
Commonwealth vs. Jo. Wilson, grand
larceny. Sentenced to four years ine-
pritionment in penitentiary.
Commonwealth vs. Warren Williams,
c. c. d. w. Fined $25 and wets and tdn
days imprisonment.
Commonwealth vs. same, grand
larceny. The defendant was delivered
into the custody of the jailor to awe'
action of the grand jury.
Commonwealth vs. Steve filmes, g. I.
Dismissed.
Commonwealth vs. Wm. Jesup, •. p.
I., two cases. Fined $250.
Commonwealth vs. Julius W. Yancey,
v. p. I. Continued to 18th day of
present term.
Death of Judge Ware.
Judge H.W. Ware died Monday night
at the residence of his brother, Dr.
Ware on the Russellville road just out-
side the city. Judge Ware has been an
Invalid for some time and left his home
In Mississippi about four months ago to
visit Dr. Ware, thinking the change
would prove beneficial, but there had
been no perceptible change for the bet-
ter. Saturday night his coodition grew
alarmingly worse arid his friends and
relatives realizod that the 'old was near.
Ile continued to sins rapidly until Men-
der night, when he died. Judge Ware
was in the fifty-ninth year of his age.He
was one of the most prominent lawyers
of his state and had been invested with
judicial honors by his people, who knew
his ability and appreciated his worth.
The funeral services were conducted by
Rev. J. N. Prestridge at the Baptist
church Tuesday evening, and the re-
mains were followed to the city ceme-
tery by • long processou.
Baptist Illusion.
At a meeting at West M t. Zoar on the
'29th and 30th, at 10 o'clock a. tn., Cie
following program will be observed:
eiscrasioxs.
Foreign Missions    B. I Eager
Home Missions. ..A.u. Dorris, T. c. H an berry
State Missions Joel Homes, A. Gilliland
•seociatiosal N melon . 
•J. W. Boyd, John Tiesley
l'astor's Relation to Church Work 
J. N. Prestridge
What We Mom Need in Our Churches 
J. P. Dagg
Sunday Reboot and Colporage .1. 1' Sputum
Ministers Aid Society General Discussios
At this meeting will be inaugurated a
eyetem of one day missionary meetings
in each church under the direction of
the pastors. it is hoped that every
church will be represented in circles
No. 7 and 8. J. W. Ryser.
IS • 0.
The bagging trust, which the south-
ern congressmen are trying to kill, has
just put up the price of goods another
notch. Jute bagging will soon be as
costly as silk If that trust is permitted to
have Its own way.
Indictments Returned.
The grand jury up to time present
term has returned the Indictments
against time following parties:
Chas. Fox, grand larceny.
Jno. Henry Rout, ftioneously break-
ing storehouse.
Quint Tyler, malicious striking.
Jno. Henry and Walter Rout, petit
larceny.
Steven Haynes, g I.
Joe Wilson, g I.
Walter Duncan, murder.
Wells McKnight, c c d w.
Jake Bible, c c.1 w.
Andrew Johnson, petit larceny.
Ed Gouhart, • p I.
Pink Nolen, • p 1.
Bruce Snell, v p I. 3 cases.
Robert West, v p 1. 3 eases.
Congressman Cox, who some time ago
was said to be in:danger of losing his
seat in congress, Is now suffering from
an embarrassment of riches. The voters
in several Democratic districts In New
York are struggling for the honor of
being represented by him in 'Washing-
ton. This is the penalty of being both
able and amiable.
CAUTION__Beware of Prise4,_ as tie amass sad aid:sit 
ere its=en Ms WM0 of an zrieb
ahem lenvIne flasitam wellest
Waillealee =Vt. Vitt= awood prim er ,ii he hos rey saes




The only calf 03 SEAMLESS Whoe smooth
Inside, NO TACKS or WAX THEMA_ D to
hurt the feet, may as hand-sewed and WILL
NOT RIP.
W. L. DOUGLAS 111.4 SHOE. the originaland oaly hand-sewed wen $4 shoe. Equals ens-tourstade oboes rooting from len to W.
W. I.. DOUGI.A8 $3.50 POLICE MOH.Railroad Men and letter Carrier. ail wear them.
Smooth Inside as a Hand-Sewed Shoe. Nanetteor Wax Thread to hurt Ore feet.
W. L. DOUG L AS 1112.160 SHOE is unexcelledfur limT wear. Bret Calf Shoe for theW. DOUGLAS WOW WOMA.fBROX to the bes in the siMirttrrough wear; one pair ought is, wear a num
W. I.. DOUGLAS SHOE TOE WIis the beet School Shoe In the world.
W. L. DOVOLAS 81.73 YOUTH'S Sebes!Shoe gives the snail Doi o a chaste to wear the
best Woe, In the world.
All mode In Confirms, Batton and Voslixaalsoio b. i our gloa write W. L.
azotitrox. masa. - -
For sale by M. Frankel & Son.
Premium List
For the NEW ERA
Drawing
to take place
SATURDAY OCT. 6, 1888.
One One two-butte eyrie; wagon,
manufactured sad onsomateed Ant-
rim. by C. W. Ducker,
Ky, value $100 Se
A One breecli-Neader shot-gun, value... Ti 00
(Inc Improved rive Drawee Family Sla-
ter ?Sewing Mackie., with all attach-
ments  N Ot
(Inc "White" sewing *whine, finest
male, four drawers, all attashmente,
sold aau,lwarvaaKdby C Z. West, Hop-
'Lionville, Ky., value 
A • elepaat set isf furniture, bedstead,
bureau sad walia-stand. sold by Themp-
son • Mcaeynonds, llopkinerrialicaadaa
exhibloon at their store, value 
A handsome stem-winding gold watch,
for lady. or gentleman, soil and war-
ranted by D.Ualbreath it Co., value.
1 ton of pure raw bogie wheat fertilizer,
Horse Shoe brand, sold by J. it Green I
A "Gale spring-Tooth fle,Igy Harrow and
Cultivator," the beatoonslitned taspieniest la
use, value  46 06
1317041Y tisturiewo, $3.00 worth ofe or glass were   40 SO
Thirty prem I u ma, each one year's sub •
tieription to the Weekly New Kra In 00
A first-class, standard silver watch,
stem-wind, for gentleman, sold and wag,
ranted by L. Slouches., ctarAsttga,
repo., value  W OD
Twenty premiumo, eacli six *tooth's
gobteritilion to the Tri-weekie New nra * 00
Ar Welly cookies stove, with full
set vowels. coal or wood, value 10 CO
Suit of Clothes  110 00
One Lovell Washing Machine, with
bench and wringer, Caine  II 40
• copy of Rand. McNally a Co:'s *mum
nese Atlas of the OS orld„eeotwo as it oo
es prentiams, ewoh a kelt*. eleitalW
r  1005
Ina Missouri litesin Walking Machine,
value. .
Dry Goods  sem
A large combined coffee and &Woe mill,
for family use
i ve prem LIMN IlSedi a solid steel az„,






An efrgant editios of the Chile's Bible,
aitadsomely sad so lesthatiall y hound, and
a most vale bosh its vid or young,
value
Drugs_  II SO
Booth's Manual of Domestic Medicine 
prim  Illt
Home Library Cyclopedia  lea
limping Large Album  ON
nix presniums,each a good pocket Lasko
GO cen .4 Se
A fine bat  00
A fine brace and set of bits  1
• good wberegliareow....  I Ma
• toe carving knife and fork  S
46 50 TWo premiums, each a donble gluts'
bull's eye lanterns, $1 00 1 00
1 711)• rood cross-cut saw readj be sae
• set of knives asiO StMks, 6 each 1 Tic
A. Patriot Ihiggy-shaft Holder IMO
A perm ete set of screwdrivers, with
tate
A good Distant luwalmaw 
A pair family scales 





£ Wade I Balicher's resew  /
A good steel hatchet   : 00-
A pair of 8 Inch steel scissors  76.
Premiums to be added  KS 111
Total $1.10/5
Every eutecriber to the WZILLY New ZIA
for naa year, at 81.00, gets one tieket. Sub-
scribers to the Tai-WizaLv, at $3.00 a year.
get two tickets, or for six 'months, 81.00, ono
ticket A IJ Paper, Slopped trAint Seiwessiseilissa





SioYes, Tinware, Glassware Ciao, Goods
C-utlezy-, 1-xa.nnaos,
Roofing Guttoring and Outside Work.
Repairing Neatly and
SP=CIA_T-d="..










I.. Era Pratte, sod Pvelish og Co.
NM II TISK 11100111, !rine
el A. TRAIL
Leland at the Puistoent in Hopkinaville as
seeted class matter.
LRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, I
11111 some anb Soctet.
0 0
6
Miss tiaaile Wallis Is violates is Louise cle
Mrs CYO, Kart, all formosor, Lel% left
Friday furaliglanati.
Mrs Geilk, louder is anneding the fall cele-
bration at
Miss Virgglia Dade left tor • visit to Louis-
•ilie Tweet* mon ing.
Mr. and s, J H. Fergusta, et fialubria,
W are in 1Jle dig Wedsenday.
Frank Stites left tor Louisville Tuesday to
tale a ieetsue mune in physics.
Dr. Walter Bonus, of the A nch.rage
asylum, was in the city Tuesday.
Mr. P. A. Partnek, of Floreece, Alabama, la
visiting the family of Dr. Ware.
Mrs. J. P. Thomas. sad Miss Blanche, Pem-
broke, 'peat Monday tu the city.
Toni Jose. has returned from the
whither he went to buy fall goods.
Mr. C W Wue, • leading cilium, of
county, spent Tueeday in the city.
Dr. B. Christ an, wife and clii,d, left this
ssoraing for Paducah, to visit relative*,
Mrs. Lbw!, Ncr0iisigton. t f Paducah is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Brown
M Neu fuels Linke( and Nora Stark have
retureed to the city front their vacations.
Clarksville Democrat: Sherwood Buckner,
of Hopkinseille, scent sunday in the city.
Muis Lena Shell...di and Miss unity A. Dro-
sses!, are •isitiag retail, rs in Pembroke.
Munn Beruiee and Beulah Harnett, left
edniesslay to weed a few days is Trenton.
Mr. D hialbreath and wife, of hew Unease,
are vesting relatives na the city and county.
•. D. Yostagleive, a prominent fanner of
the Amuck* neighborhood was in the city MOD-
day.
Mr. Isellf119nekrogge, after speeding mural
days in UldI, returned to le aniville, Sun-
day.
Mr Jas. Lollard left Monday niget for Deal-
au, Tess., where he Will =AIM IMO felare
home.
Mrs. Jamie Bowling and d 'wetter, a Clarks-
•ine, hays Men the guest of Mrs. Dr. Weed
for Ube past week.
Kra. J. H Hunter aad Miss Minaie Keens, of
Lek* City, Florida, are the guest of Mrs Lixtie
Campbell, sear the city.
W. J SiiUy, of Dinninokiam, Ala, formerly
a Massa of liopkinsviEe, was Asking heads
with his old tneods thialweek.
Clarkselile Democrat: Mrs. Ji o. Bryan, of
Hopkinseille, ia visiting her daughter, Mrs I.
P Outten, on Madison etre, t
Wu Clayton 1,agg, left tor Abiagdon. V a.
oat Tweeday morning. She will teach music
in the Manta W ashingtou cellege.
east..
Todd
milker ood, of Owensboro, spent Sunday
in the city, lie is lookieg well and hearty and
his numerous friesda unrested to welcome ham
back dozily for a day.
key. J. W Ven•tile left for Su Francisco
Saturday, to attend tee I conclave of the
1. 0 0. F.. he being greed chaplain of the
order in the Vatted Sialtkit.
Census Democrat: Mtn LULU Shutt, of
this liar. and Miss Lelia lieedeessel, et Sael1-
swat°, left for Hopkleirellie thie week to at.
toad Bethel (eagle Cellegoi.
Mr. Sam Hompon. a bright young business
ma., of C larks•ille, spent Sunday in the city,
not exactly in the cite either but at • beautiful
little home just in the touchup suburbs.
De Net Safer Amy Longer.
Know hg that a cough can Le checked
in • day, and the first stages of consump-
tion broken In a week, we hereby
guarantee Acker,* English Cough
Remedy, and will rrlubd ti.e money to
•11 who buy, tole it as per direction,
10 Ulf do I Ot lii d t tar Statement correct,
E. B. Garner.
-441Mo-
Cleveland's leiter of Acceptance.
t'le•eland's hiter of acceptance will
be published in loll in hursday 's issue
of the ?ikW FES. Lack of space pre-
vents more than a review of the able
document in this issue.
Better TUN Bleerlhatt/e..
Getters' Wilseeterolt leelaou, says:
"My eaperielice in the English army as
well as in America, convinces nie that
soothing so thoroughly liwwgfiemithe Wood
or aids to liet.lih, vitrofsatt if. as Aek-
Wei English Bleed 11.11v." This great
Remedy is sold utider a positive guaran-
tee by IL B Garner.
W. C. T. U.
ITU matter for this department is fureisited
by the members of the Woman's Christian
Tunperaace Unicie. who are resposailde for
what appears
- - - ••••••••• 
A bill Is now pending beiore the housi
committee on the District of Columbia,
and its passage has been rt commended
by the district cemunisnouers. It was
introduced lay Mr. Atkinsou, ot Penn-
sylvania, and provides: "That any
person who shall be found intoxicated
upon any street or highway, or in ally
public place, in the District of Colum-
bia, shall pay a tine not exeeeding $10,
or be imprieoned for not more than
twenty days, or both, in the detention
of the (mum" The district commission-
ers, in a letter to Chairman Hemphill,
a the committee, state that 2037, per-
sons were taken to the station-house in
Washington last year for intoxication,
and that this class of prisoners give the
court the most trouble and annoyance,
besides being extremely offensive and
aunoying to the public.
Here is a significant paragraph from
the Democrat, peblished at fyler, Tex-
as: "Kansas has 100,000 more people
than Texas. Kansas has one penitent-
iary, with 996 prietouers. 'fbis le the re-
sult of prohibition. 'ryes' has 100,000
less people than Kaftaai. and the liquor
traffic. Texas feta two large peniten-
tiaries, with 3,C00 eons lets. The spring
court will send about WO store. Don't
you think prohibition a necessity?"
The annual convention of the Kansas
State Temperance Union was held at
Topeka June 13. Among resolutions
adopted is the following: "Ilesoloed,
That we denounce the statement that a
prohibitory law can not be enfoiceci,
whether it mimes from the liquor-deal-
ers or their agents or from the great
metropolitan dailies of the coontry, as
either ignorantly or maliciously false,
and if made henceforth it must be made
without justification or excuse." The
officers elected for the ensuing year are:
President, Judge N. C. McFarland;
Vice-president, the Hon. John A. Mur-
ray; secretary, A. W. Limerick; treas-
urer, H. W. Lewis.
Careless Mothers.
Many mother, have permitted their
children to die before their eyes when
they might have been saved. Any
mother wly Mire house withowt a bot-
tle of Acker's Inglieh Baby Soother at
hand, runs Which she may mew
time regrelL It bee used the lives of
tbosseeeddif cbildrae, sad lo dotes so
every year ;at H. B. darner's.
Mr. Thurman bas verified the Demo-
cratic reports or his extreme youthful-
ness and vigor by experiencing a sharp
attack of cholera morbus. This is
enough to make many of his admirers
think regretfully of the green-apple
days of their boyhood. If Mr. Thurman
has been gorging himself with unripe
fruit for political effect the Republicans
will doubtless expose the ban design in
their own inimitable way.
A Seaad Legal Opinion.
E. Bainbridge Munday Esq., County
Atty., Clay Co., Tex., says: "Have
used Electric Bitten with most happy
results. illy brother also was very low
with Malarial fever and JauadIce, but
was mired by timely_ use If this medi-
cine. Asia satisfied Eleetrhs Bitters sav-
ed Meets."
Mr. b. I. Wilco:son, of Horse Cave,
Ky., adds a like testimony, saying: He
positively believes he would have died,
had it not been for Electric Bitters.
This great remedy will ward off, as
well as cure all Malaria Diereses, and
for all Kidney, Liver and Stomach Did-
°niers wands unequaled. Price 60 eta.
and $1.00 at Barry B. Gasser's City
narobsoy.
weltrit gamy:binge.
The rains of this week were not
needed at all but we will not kick about
it.
Jas. A. McKenzie will speak at
Hawesville September 22d.
"Rock" Radford has again appealed
hie case to the appelate court.
Mr. Lyt Hord recently had a finger
cut off by having it caught in a cider
James 0. Cook liu resigned Ina posi-
Liu° as bookkeeper at the city Pliartua-
cy. The pleasure club meets to-night at
the residence oh Mr. B. Dade on NinthW doon's minstrels opened the amuse
meat feaSiOn Thursday night at Clarks-
street.
title.
Mr. Watteltr Cayce, of Beverly, is re-
covering from a long and serious attack
of fever.
The Henderson council het refused to
recommend the lighting of that city by
electricity.
Dr. Aadrew Sergeant his. ninved iii to
his etautiful new residence oh north
lieu street.
Mrs. C. M. Latham eutertaiued a few
friends at her residency on 7th street
Thursday eight.
Esq. R. D. Read, of Clarksville, died
Thursday lettermen'. He was well-
known in this county.
The Gracey dancing club will give a
ball Monday evening. The Cerulean
band will furuish music.
The second inotallweet uf that hoer-
estiug serial story, "Mr. Meesoit's Will,''
appears on the fourth page.
Mies Lillie Wallet leaves Saturday for
Berdstowu Co take charge of her clones
in a college at that place.
our Jewish merchants cloud their
business houses Thureday, the occaaion
being Rosh Boohanal) or New Year.
Messrs Gordon and Max Hanbery
have purchased • portion of the James
Ford farm trent Mr. Monroe Gregory.
The enterprising new finu of rye,
Dicken tit Wall will move into the room
next door to the Bank of Hopkinoville,
in a few days.
Fletcher Campbell hes resigned his
position with Mos A Timothy and will
attend school during the present 164:1101-
Setae ) ear.
Li Combs, • prominent young fanner
of the Beverly precinct, lust a barn iul
of tobacco by lire Thursday night. lie
had no insurance.
Thursday, Sept 13th, Col. J. 11.
Powell will address the people ot the
Crofton vicinity, upon the political
questions of the day.
Mr. Chas. L. Bradly and Miss Fannie
Kinninnon, of Clarksville, were mar-
ried at the Presbyterian church in that
city Thursday night.
Monday the grand jury found an in-
dictment of murder against Walter Dun-
can, who killed Charles Fleming near
Herndon a short thee since.
Mr G. U. West, the Virginia street
grocer, made an assignment Wednesday
for the be lit of his creditors. His lia-
bIlitlea do not exceed $1,800.
The advance agent of the prohibition
circus is in Henderson making arrange-
ments for its apperance in that city.
The tent will arrive there on September
22nd.
The colored Baptista of the first district
will be In session at the Virginia Street
&past church next week. A large
number of delegates will be in attehd-
ance.
Little Johnny &wry has been pro-
moted to day operator at this point.
John is an energetic and steady boy and
won his ptotnotion by application and
attention to duty.
The school. are all under headway
arid Hopkinsville proposes to hold
the reputation which she has achieved,
of being the educational centre of
southern Kentucky.
The Trigg county circuit court, which
adjourned Saturday, sentenced Win.
Grubbs, colored, to twelve years In the
penitertiary for raping his step-daugh-
ter, a girl under fourteen years of age.
De weshbus lsOR eat dispeundens. The
Owensboro Inquirer says McN 'eh
Raines and Arno's Minstrel show Is •
very; inferior one indeed, while the
'tendered' Gleaner says it is one of
the best that ever appeared in that city.
Mrs. Geo. W. Long, at the jail, hie a
night blcoming jessamine that is five feet
nine incheo high and sixteen feet around
its 'Untie. It is loaded with blunt:no
and every night you can swell its de-
lightful odor as far as the cour:-houn.
Saturday night a prowling scoundrel
raised • window that opened into the
Blumenstlel carriage factory, and de-
liberately cut, scratched and defaced a
new buggy in ouch a manner as to ruin
its see. And this on a public erect.
The closing ball at Cerulean on Thurs-
day night while not largely attended
Wan very erjoyabie. Some eight or ten
from Hopkinsville were present. The
season has been very successful.
The house will be open all winter
and guests welicored for.
Circuit Clerk C. M. Brown received
intelligence from Frankfort Sunday to
the t ffi ct that Saw Cosby, the negro
man who was found guilty et attempt-
ing to wreck a train near Pembroke,
and sent up to Frankfort for a term of
years, had just died.
Elkton Progress: It is said that a
popular young photographer of Hop-
kinsville, though lie has not yet given
his order for the wedding suit, has
promised it all the same. Tide is •
rather Bowie(*) act in the you rig man,
but Haden-t he the rig) t?
Thursda7 night while Mrs. R. I. Mar-
tin was attending to the wants of her
sick mother, Mrs. Welle, the mosquito
bar ignited from contact with a lamp
which she carried in her hand. The
bar was quickly consumed and but for
the presence of mind of Mrs. Martin a
serious fire might have resulted.
Judge Grace, the pacing wonder of
Christian county, won the pacing race
at Bowling Green Friday with all ease
over three competitors. "There are no
flies on Judge Grace." Nora G. also
won second money in a trotting race at
Bowling Green Thursday. The Chris-
tian county horses don't get left.
Bill Kembrough, a desperate negro
man and a terror to the peot.le of the
Sinking Fork vicinity,was arrested and
brought into the city by Deputy Golay
Tuesday. Bill was sut ject to spells and
while under the control of one of
these he committed caffenste, for
which be was arrested. Bill now has a
wonderful spell of industry upon the
rock pile.
Henry Caudie,a Legro who drives one
of tin numerous express wagons, while
waiting for the train 'Thursday night,
went to sleep and fell over on his horse,
the animaltbecame frightened and wheel-
ing suddenly ran across the street,
throwing Caudle under the wheels and
overturning the wagon. Caudle was
bruised considerably but further than
this no damage was done.
U. S. Deputy Marshal Tom Greer
brought from Fairview Thursday even-
ing Wm. Jesup and Lida Vaughn, both
colored, charged with retailing liquor
without license. The prisoners were
Jailed to await trial to-day. Mr. Jesup
had arranged to get married and had al-
ready donned the wedding garments,
etc. His arrest was peculiarly irritating
under the circumstances.
Tile article which the New Ea* pub-
lished some time since concerning Col.
Tom Woodwird and hie desperate fight
at Kelly's bridge has attracted wide at-
tention and haa been the means of
placing many old comrades in corres-
pondence. Dr. Garner received a letter
from the gallant Capt. Connett Tuesday
enclosing his photograph and ac-
knowledging receipt of courteous letters
from survivors of Wood ward's regiment.
Jot Luck, to toed, living south of tl e
city, had two fluent cut elf try a cider
will a day or science
The young ladiea of the Ninth street
Presbyterian church will give an oy oter
snpper the first week in Ozt,ober
'1'. G. Ferguison, Stella, Neb., was the
man who bought W.T Itedfopd'o herd of
Holstein cattle. The price paid was
$12,000.
harry Bligh and his mother were
thrown trout a buggy Tuesday evening
by a frightened horse and sustained
slight injuries.
The w itiew of Win. Murphy, of West
Louisville, near Owensboro, ham sued
James Murphy, his murderer, for $10,-
000 dauiages for her loss.
A couple of freight cars were derailed
at Guthrie Sunday evening and a brake-
man was crushed to death in the wreck.
His name was J. Goldstigen
The tobacco and the loot of a barn of
Sam Henderson, livieg on the Derinio+
Perry place, was burned Sunday night.
About 7,000 poutids were destroyed
Service* were held in the tom-house
Sunday by the colored people of the
Main street Baptist church, the object
of which wad to raise funds to build a
new church.
News has reached the city of the
burning last Friday night of a tobacco
barn belonging to James Coleman, liv-
ing near Newstead. About one-fourth
of his c-op was destroyed.
W. G. Meier, a well-known tobacco
buyer, who operated in Louisville,
Clarksville and this city, died near
Philadelphia Saturday morning. lie
left • fortune estimated at half million
to hi* two brothers and sister.
Goodyear, Cook & minstrels
opens the season at the opera house
Saturday night, Slid it le safe to say will
be greeted by 3 large audience. flue
leading men are well and favorably
known to the theatre-going public and
the entertainment will doubtleesi be a
rich one.
Monday Jim McKes.zie addressed a
crowd of 3,000 people at Bedford, Trim-
ble county, arid in the evenirg the big-
gest crowd of the year met him at Math-
eson, had., and heard just such ta'k as
only Jim call give them.
"Auld" Johnnie Montgomery, the
well known horticulturist, and Jim.
Quarles were before the city court Fri-
day charged with breach of peace.
The son of Erin was tine.] $2 50 and cost.
Quarlem was acquitted, the proof show-
ing that he was endeavoring to take care
of Johnnie.
The J. P. Rutledge Dramatic compa-
ny will hold the boards at Holland's
Opera house during the fair week. The
repertory of this company embraces the
best light comedies and farces upon the
stage and Wm. 1. Lloyd, who assumes
the leadidg roles, is spoken of as a corn-
median of no mean ability.
The usual murder was committed af-
ter a dance in Owensboro Saturday
night. Grant Rosa and Ed Jewell, both
colon d, had a shooting model' at the
dance, but neither could hit the othe.,
so after the festivities elide! Roes con-
cluded he would have another try.
Waylaying Jewell on the road home he
fired three shots at him, killing him in.
stantly.
There seems to be leo impression
among the country people that the char-
iot races so extensively advertised by
the Driving Park association as nne of
their principle attractions, will not take
place. 'ho those who are skeptical about
this matter we will say that the secreta-
ry of the association has 'some time since
signed contracts with the parties and
neither side can back out now if they
feel disposed to do so.
Iii this issue will be found the profes-
sional card of Mr. S. Walton Forgy.
Mr. Forgy has been at the bar about
twelve months, but he has established a
reputation which limey older lawyers
might envy. He is a graduate from the
law department of Cumberland Univer-
sity, one of the leading institutions in
the south. Mr. Forgy is a young man
of ability and integrity and any business
Intrusted to his hand will receive prompt
and careful attention.
'rile city council must have closed its
ears or it could not fail to hear the grum-
bling and !nun:tiering of the citizens
about the terrible condition of Seventh
street from Virginia to the railroad
Every person who passes over this por-
tion of the street in a vehicle hiss occa-
sion to wake remark. about It and some
times the council itself does not escape
these remarks. Some people, you know,
haven't much respect for that august
body of rolous.
Sunday night a colored gen•leman
who did not like walking unhitched Mr.
W. T. Radfortre carriage from the poet
in front of his gate anti drove to a sup-
per out on the Canton pike about six
miles. lie told the gate keeper that he
was going for Mr. Campbell and the
latter gentleman would settle the 9111
when t..ey returned. On arriving at his
destination he tied the lines up and the
horse returned to the city, bringing the
carriage behind her. James Radford
had been hunting on the previous day
and failed to take his libel's out of the
vehicle. This the "colored gentleman"
kindly did for him hut forgot to return
them.
Several nights since Mr. E. H. Hill,
foreman of the rock crusher, was walk-
ing out the railroad track to the crustier.
When opposite the tank near the trestle
he was attacked by two men and badly
beaten and bruised about the head with
a club. The darkness prevented Mr.
Hill recognizing his assailant... When
Mr. Hill spoke they both tied in differ-
ent directions, one of them he pursued
across the trestle but the scoundrel elud-
ed him In the darkeess. Mr. Hill thinks
that they had made a mistake in assault-
ing him and that the rough handling
was intended for another party, as they
both beat a retreat when they discovered
who it was. Mr. Hill's wounds were
very painful but not serious.
The Nashville Democrat's correspon-
dent at Clarksville says thot Buck Law-
son, colored, of district No. 2, wan put
in jail there Tuesday on a queer docu-
ment sworn out by his wife charging
him with attempting to murder his step-
daughter and her child by the immer-
sion process, yet as the case Is presented
the lawyers are at a toes to know
how to proceed in Law SOWS behalf. It
appears from the evidence of the wit-
nesses that the little girl went to the
well, an old-style sweep concern, and
attempted to draw • pail of water, but
in some unaccountable way lost her
balance, and fell headlong forty-two
feet to the water below. Lawson, tier
step-father, ran to her assistance, and
finding that she was alive, dropped a
rape with a book attached, and in-
structed her how to arrange it so as to
be drawn up successfully. The c
hild
did as she was directed, but just as her
step-father attempted to grasp her,
 she
fell back, and as repeatedly was sa
ved.
Upon hoisting her the ninth time 
the
effort was successful, and the agony 
of
the step-father mid child was both 
elided,
but, to add to the trouble, just 
then the
mother put in her appenrance and 
su-
mmed her bueband of attempting to 
mur-
der the child, and on Oda charge 
he is
.held.
GO to A. G. Bush for boots and sh
and gave money.
FOR B•RO•INS In harness and glad'
ry go to John W. l'off.
Squire Tinsley held his regular con
In the city court rooin Tuesday.
'rile pleasure club will be entertain
Friday night by the Misses Dade.
FON S•LY-Jersey 00e/ With Secoui
heifer calf. Apply to Jim. Young.
Quite a number of Hopkineville pe
pie availed themselves of the excursio
rates to Louisville Tuesday.
Mt:etc.-Mrs. J. M. Delude will kit
leseons in vocal and instruniental mug
at her residence on Sixth street.
Foss SALK-One Itostewood seven
tave piano, price $100. Apply to M
Burbridge, Burbridge House.
Lost -A letter addressed to E. J
Hord, containing two Louisiana Lotter
Outten.. Please return to this office.
A large per cent. of the tobacco
this county has been cut and hiousec
The crop Is hint below average either i
quality or quantity.
The members of the Robert Burn
W ilson C. I.. S. C. are rt gloated to !nee
at the residence of Dr. Gish Saturda
afternoon at 4 o'clock.
Judge Anderson is again iii at hi
residence, corner Second and Virgini
streets. His mother, Mrs. Sallie Antler
eon is also very sick of trilliums fever.
There's 1,0 use dodging those officers
boys. Walk up like little men and sit)
out what you ktiow. If you don't kno
anything be sure not to tell anything
Maria Seargeant, an aged eoiorei
woman living in Pembroke, was struc
by a train at that village, Monday an
died Tuesday trent the effects of lie
injury.
An entertalionient given at the resi-
dence of Mr. Frank Wright, three mile
north of town, Monday night iii hotio
of Mies Eta Coal, r, was largely at-
tended.
Arrangements a.e being perfected t
give a grand bell during the races in
October. Sonic 600 invitations will be
issued and everything conducted on
grand scale.
Jno. Henry Kt ut, receetly indicted
by the grand jury for house breakitig,
was,arreste I by Deputy Sheriff Golay
Tuesday and in default of bond was
placed in the county jail.
A district convention of the W. C. T.
U. will be held at the Cumberland Pre
byterian church of this place Sept. 20
21 and 22. Thursday evening ex-
ercises will be of unusual interest.
Mr. Frank Stites left Tuesday morn
ing for Louisville where he will resin!)
his medical studies. Frank did credit
to his city last term and we xpect t
hear of his capturing tue honors of hi
class.
We are informed by a gentleman who
claims that lais informant was reliably
Informed loy a party who got his in-
lorniation from a elan who It IlOWS, tha
the city council proposes to make ex
tensive Improvements on Seventh street.
Jeuetta Vaughan, the colored woman
arrested several days; since by Deputy
U. S. Marshal Greer, charged with vio-
lating the revenue laws, was tried
for that offense before Judge Landes,
Monday and held over to the U. S. cir-
cuit court.
Warner Glsos,alias Ducat,watt arraign-
ed before Uulted States Commissioner J.
Landes, charged with violating the
internal revenue laws. 'Die evidence
against Glass not being sufficieet to hold
lohn over to the U. S circuit court be
was released.
Mrs. Z oldila G. Wallace, mother of
Gen. Lew Wallace, author of "Ben
Hur', will lecture in Hotokineville Sept.
21st. Tido will be a rare opportunity
for tecuperalice unions and prohibition
clubs to hear this venerable and distin-
guished lady.
Lucian Jones, Exr. C. W R tdforal,
dec'd, will at lOo'clock a. m , Saturday,
Sept. 15. ROSS, at his late reeldence, sell
the personal estate of said Radford,
and at court house door, first Monday
In October, 188S. the hands  residence
property of said Radford.
Mr. J. I'. Withers, of Mississippi and
Mr. Haevey Gilmore, proprietor of
Bosque Bonita stock farm near Versail-
les, spent Tuesday in the city, the guest
of Mr. R. B. Withers. Both gentlemen
are largely interested in the breeding of
fine horses and while here they took in
the park.
Rev. Jtio Ii. K iger will deliver a lec-
ture at the Baptist church on the night
of Saturday, Sept. 22nd. Subject, A
Trip Through Italy. tin Eager lec-
tured to a Hopkineville audience several
months since and he will doubtless be
greeted by a large audience.
McElrees Wine of Cardui is for sale

















Tuesalay merning Sheriff Joan Boyd
rode into the city with Walter Duncan,
having captured him without trouble
near Lafayette. Duncan was placed
tinder a bond of $2,000, failing to give
which he was placed in the county .1411.
His trial has been set for Tuesday, the
14th day of the present term. The case
has excited no little interest and the
court room will doubtless be crowded
by people curious to hear the evidence
and arguments.
Don't Experiment.
You cannot afford to waste time in ex
perimenting when your lungs are in
danger. Consumption always seems, at
first only a cold. Do not permit any
dealer to impose upon you with some
cheap imitation of Dr. King's New Dis-
covery for Consumption, Coughs) and
Colds, but be sure you get the genuine.
Because he can make more profit he may
tell you he has something just as good,
or just the same. Don't be deceived,
but insist upon getting Dr. King's New
Discovery, which is guaranteed to give
relief in all Throat, Lung and Chest af-
fections. For sale at H. B. Garner's
City Pharmacy.
The Blessings of a Railroad.
New York I. onitnercial Gaze tic.
Transportation facilities are the A han-
dle's lamp which has brought riches to
the west and cheap bread to the east.
For many years the cry went: up along
the Atlantic seaboard that wages and
breadstuffs were sadly disproportioned.
There was known to be abundance In
the fast spreading west, yet the prices
in the east would not down. Stories
came to us of corn burned for fuel on
the farm for lack of a market, and of
wheat rotting in the eheaves because the
price would not pay for carrying it to
where It could be sold, and all this time
laborers in eastern cities haw no indica-
tions of cheapness or plenty. lii 1858
flour was worth $11 a barrel in this city
by the carload, and In New Ebgland
cities at about the same time good 11 mr
retailed at $14.50 the b trrel. It meetned
a sin aed a shame that iii one section of
the same country there should be plenty
to prodigality, and a thousand miles
away such a sweats :or enough to eat.
Well, with the era of railroad extensioe
this condition began to be modified and
now It has sCrisost ceased to exist. This
is a subject for the heartiest congratu-
lation. The old scarcity and the high-
nem of 'nice were attributed largely to
speculation, but that too is now well
nigh Impossible. The crop is too huge
ter any man or set of men to conker.
The production has grow ii mightily
since the railroads made farming profit-
able where before it had been orerely ii




























The court continues to grind out Jill
tice at a rapid rate. Below le a list s
cases disposed of since our last report:
Commonwealth vs. Lewis Trice, c. t
d. w., continued to 12th day of term.
Commonwealth vs. L A. Salmon, e.t
d. w. Fined $16 and coot and 10 day
imprisonment.
Commonwealth vs. E. II. Ely, sellin
mortgaged property. Fined $25.
Commonwealth vs, Billy Goat lVil
Hauls, v to. I. Fineth$50 in tour easel
Commonwealth vs. Tom Wootton, v
p. I., acquitted.
Couituon wealth vs. Pres. Yancey
giving liquor to minor. Continued t
next term.
Comm in wealth vs. W . L. Bradley
marislaughter, contimieti to Marcia term
Commonwealth vs. Writ Lloyd, v. p
I., jury failing to agree this case ea
continued.
Commonwealth vs. Bruce Snell, v. p
I., continued to met [trill.
Commonwealth vs Henry Boyd, v p
I. Fined $150.
Commonwealth vs. Muse Wooldridge
v. p. I. Fined $160.
Common e ettlth 1,ei. Henry Boyd, v. p
I., fined $30.
Commonwealth vs. Moose Wcoldridge
v. p. I., !hoed $100.
Commonwealth vs. Jatiets Here, v. p
dismisoeti.
Commonwealth es. Jame* hem, v. p
fined $100 and costs.
Coninnotiwealth Vs. Henry Boyd, v. In
ecuitintied to next term.
Commonwealth vs. Chas. Kimbrough,
murder, Died by jury and at quitted.
Commonwealth vs. Stanley Bros.,




Towels this week at
METZ & TIMOTHY,
Leaders and Coritrolere of Low Prices.
GI' CO co ci.






You earl fluid what you want in Misee's
and eloiltiree's Sa•tsool, Sailors and Hats
at COST at N. B. Shyer., Cor. Ninth
and Main Street.
COAL! COAL!
Best lump coal free from
Impurities, 9e. per bushel
coal lioustes filled at 10e.
E.































































































































































































Itie entire stock of
the firm of A. C. Shyer
moved to our store anal
at lae price, they are
early if you want a first-class
12 its value for thirty




































































































































































P. Stoehr has moved his mime shop
from Main street to Ilia reelalence. sew.
Waser and 10th, streets, just back of
the Main street tobacce warehouse. He
will be Wed to see hui uiliI rustoniens
there. lV ith tim)ks for past patronage
be sollehs a conelsauauce of Fame from




Stith & Nolan have opened up a Nice,
Fresh stock of New Groceries in their
new house on Seventh street, just below
the New ERA office. Price* lower than
than the lowest.
FRESH OYSTERS
Served in any style at A. L. WILSON'S.
UNIQUE.
Duncan Galbreath &
Co., the Jewelers, have
the finest and most
unique stock of
Watches, Jewelry, etc.,
in town. They are
cheap. Call and price
them.
ANDERSON & TATE
Will furnish and deliv-






&c. Give them a call.
OYSTERS AND CELERY.
The oyster IteaSOli IS now open I am
prepared to serve y ou with the beet
stock to be had at any time.
J. B. GALBREATH.
Fine Watches and
clocks lower than any
place in town at
Duncan Galbreath & Co,
Big Bargains in Nap-
kins at
METZ & TIMOTHY,
Leaders mod Colitrolers of low Prices.
Jeans, Yarn and LIns..y.
e are arecial agents for Beecher'. j
Mill Jeans, Yarn anti Linseye, the beef
goods on earth. See it before buying.
Prices 20 per cent, lower than inferior
goods are being sold. N. B. SHYER'S,
Corner Ninth said Mein street.
11111111°m
We are now making room for our
Immense stock of Wraps, which will ar-
rive shortly ; 1mm order to place them on
sale we will for the next two weeks let
the balance of our Millinery Stock go
for what it will bring. Come Ladies,
pick the goods,•enti name your own
price, np reasonable offer will be re-
fused.
N. B. &Urea. Cor. Ninth and Main St.
Mrs. R. I. Martin will trim all our
Hats free of cost to purthaeer.
epeza giofoe
Opening of the Season,
Saturday Night, September 15th,
Goodpar,
Raped Millstrols.
Prices:-76. 60 and 26c.
Dr. Youlee't Electric all.
The greatest remedy known for all aches an
pains), head. hack ,Toothaehe's.ete.. Itheuma
tistn, Ncuralpa. Croup. Sprung., Bruises
Frost Bites, stiff Joints, t'outracteil Muscles.
etc One half bottle in a pint of warm water





mpEctric the best remetly known for all
impurities of 4116. blood, a certain cure tor
omit ipation. 'noisiest iiin.dyspepria and all m•-
lanai troubles and all illtease• of the kidneys.
CAI. TM N. see Milt the word -Corti tiol is" is On
e•er bottle Manufactured by Da. W. P.
Vol sot a. Murray, Ky.
For SAle by tt. E. t,AITIIIK. Hook in,rille.Ky
For Sale
At a Bargain.
The large Buick tin-
roof Livery Stable,
stock, harness and ve-
hicles of Tobe Smith,
on Virginia street, also
his dwelling house on
7th, street. Either or
both can be bought
very low on reasonable
terms. The reason for
selling is the ill health
of Mr. Smith.
A tine farm for rent for 1888, the N.
B. Edmunds farm in 1 12 tulles of Gravy
Station in a tine state of improvement
and is a fine toeighborhood.
Apply to Callis & Co.
FOR SALE.
Anne Livery Business, brick stable,
good stand, stock and vehicles in first-
class condition; ut Prineeton. Ky., a
live and growing town.
FOR SALE.
A Todd county farm, 5 miles south
of Trenton, Ky., containing 239 acres;
75 acres in timber; adjoining the land
of Thos. Beasley, tlec'd., hart Tally and
Thee. Webb. This land is located Ito
the !lest tobacco and wheat section in
Todd county. Improvements, a good
barn, stables end teneint_nt hoatees. We
wish to sell et once anal will give • bar-
gain.
We write all classes
of fire and tornado In-
surance and prompt
settlements in case of
loss. Real estate bought
and sold on commis-
sion. Loans negotiated,
houses rented and rents
collected; property list-
ed with us for sale ad-
vertised free of charge
to owner.
Canis& Co.
Main 31,1', 0, Bldg.
Relative Fillallcial Strength
Isihttal ifAntralci Coquin.
Name amid Date if Liabilities surplus for intrust* or, Assets to each
4 perCent Divideads to Dierease 9100.0900(





Conn M utual 1846
Mutual Benefit 1845
Mutual N Y 1842
Washuinagnoni 1860
Muttiel of Ks 1866
$66 274.650 8418,004.266

































f From the Spectator Pocket Index.) [-1 Means a decrease. [a] Includes Toetine Surplus :b
,
Include. only the 41, per cent reeerve.
A Decreasing Surplus means impaired ability to pay to policy holders in the
future suit-hi dividends as heretofore paid, and a decreasing security for the pay-
ment of the policy at maturity, in the face of probable lower rates of interest on
such prime leverments as a prudent Life Assurance Company at (mid make. An
Increasing Surplus Indicates amplest security for the payment of all policies at
maturity, and is the strongest possible guarantee that current satisfactory divi-
dends to policy holders will be maintained In the future.
ROE & LYON, JOHN M. HESTER,





October, 3, 4, 5 and 6.
This will positively be the
BIGGEST FAIR
ever h-ld in Christian county. Stalls fcr nearly
100 horses have been engaged.
Be sure and attend the OPENING DAY, Oct. 3
and witness the beautiful
Classic RoMall alit hog
It is something ycu ncvcr EBW before on a half
mile track. Arringfments have been
made for 2 Chariots with 4 horses
to each Chariot.
The Fair will be so much larger and better than
any ever held in this county, that all the
Morthisis it Ton will Clonth in
the first afternoon and let their employees at-
tend.
Arrangements have been made with the
L & N. R R. to bring passengers from Norton-
ville and all intermediate stations to the fair on
the morning local freight, with coach attached,
and to hold the same train here until 6:30 in the
afternoon of each day.
Remember that it costs nothing extra for your
vehicles and horses to enter the grounds.
Some of the most noted horses in the coun-
try will be here to do battle for the one t
hous-
and dollar trotting race.
Write to the Secretary fora Catalogue.











OMoe unser etli and Kids.
ATTOKNETS.
Je0. Faction. H. J. STITES. .1110. FILM, JIB










Omen over It. Fraskial &Soar%
TUMON FREE "°!"•2•LLId"@ISM NG MEN. Far
1115Catekete. giving full paosealars atotreeall
081)f.P.1.C(11.71.2E•
University of Virginia.
Founded by Taoists Jetria/1011.,
Session of alas mi.istris beetle October
tat, ltant i here are IV schools giving laminae-
Doe in Literature, Science, Agriculture, Sat
ricer ing, Pharmacy. Medicine and Law. I.
partments all thoroughly equipped Location
elevated and healthful. For catalogue apply
to C. S. VESA BLS. LL. D. Chainese of
Faculty. P. 0. UglitiaalITT OP V•., V.
Christian Circuit Con rt
J .J.G• 112077 And u Petitios
Lot I. • T. 0 • aaorr, Exparte. t
This day come the petitioners, Jed J Harrell
Bad Loula T Garrott, and filed their experts
petition in the office of the clerk of the Chris-
tian Circuit Court. praying that the court
would. by decree, empower the said Ls,ula IT.
Garrott to use, enjoy, sell and convey hr her
OWD benefit, any property she MST DOW Own Or
hereafter acquire, free from the efal11111 or debts
of her husband, to make contracts, sue and be
sued as • siagle woman, and to trade in her own
name and to dispose of her property by will or
deed. It is ordered that • copy of the order be
published in the KIINTITST Saw INA, a sew..
paper published in Hopkinsvil e, Christian
county, Kentucky, the length of time prescribed
by law.
Given Tinder my hand as clerk of the Chris-
tian Circuit Court, Sept. 4ttaj8II5
is is 11iloWa,
Clerk Ibristian County Court.
C. H. BUSH, Ally.
CRAB ORCHARD SPBINGS.
REDUCED RATES FOR 1888.
Board $2 per Day, $10 to 14 per West
Braes and string band in attendance during
SCA•011.
For circular, address
TRONA!' Nitwit A %. Manager, r Grab 4i-chard
JAS. C KIDD. Resident Sup't 1 Kentucky.
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINLL
scientism LAW Levrtites nine
weekly) begin 11th July, leek aod end 11th sep-
tember. Have proved of signal use,-lst, to
studeets who design to punnet their studies at
tenor other Law School: Id to Mese who pro-
to read prnaiely; and ad. to practitiosers
who have not had the 'advantage of systematic
instruction. For circular apply P. 0 Univer-
sity of V• ) to JOHN B. HISOZ, Pref. Co.. and
Stat. Law.
AgeRts .r !




eel O. • i aereyer
.n.erip sad
tee r met e spare
Owes ...ism-, ore, it t.• het-
1 r slaw, s, ibe- in Una
ann.cy. Fein. ...nen
/.“ be tact of
iindonNed kilnv
hi. letters frona their
1.nalcer or Dry
deter. caa purchase or SO DOWnlires at
the t-west 1411.1,.sale price giving. th. Ir note at
90 d•y s, wiihont haterest In aettleroei t
?mere. 1 Ph i p *amp le . sober, on trial, GE liberal
terms. Si rite for p:irt:anlara
J WORTH hirfr, Si. Luis, Ms
Mention this miner
FOR TEN DAYS LONGER!
We have had so much fun selling good
s at half price for the last
two weeks and the people enjoy it so 
much that we have concluded to
continue it ten days longer, and then we 
must stop. In ten days from
now the great half price sale will be a 
story of the past and you will
never in all probability see the like 
again. For ten days more, then,
JUST' FOB) PITINT
We will sell blue cottonade pants worth $ 
75 for
Bull-dog pants (few left) 1 
75 for
Men's cassimere pants 3 
00 for
Child's knee pants, best corduroy, 1 00 
for
Children's Suits 1 50 
for
Children's suits, heavy weight, 3 00 
for
Children's suits, all-wool cheviot, 4 00 
for
Children's suits, best cassimere, 6 50 
for
Men's heavy suits, 6 
00 for
Men's kersey suits, 8 
50 for
Men's cork screw suits, 
12 00 for
Men's extra heavy all-wool cassimere, 15 
00 for
Men's finest worsted suits, 20 
00 for
Men's heavy overcoats, 5 
00 for
Men's heavy unlined overcoats, 7 
50 for
Men's finest worsted and meltons
Children's overcoats
Children's all-wool overcoats
In addition to clothing we have in
cluded 25 dozen
at half price, and less, as follows:
Fancy shirts with collars to match worth
Percale shirts with collars and cuffs to match
















18 00 for 900.
4 00 for 200
7 00 for 350 1°
fancy and colored dress shirts to be
$ 75 for 35c
1 00 for 50c
1 50 for 75c
You know how it's done! You 
just walk right into our store, pick
up a suit of clothes worth 
about $26, you look at the price, you find
it marked in plain figures 
only $20, you pay us $10; according to 
prom-
ise made in our advertisem
ent you tell us to wrap it up, we do so. yo
u
pat us on the shoulder, swe
ar eternal allegiance to us. We have made
a customer of you forever 
and you have found the cheapest place to
buy clothing this side of the 
moon. It's all as easy as falling off a bar
k
peeled log. So come along. 
Remember this will last but 10 days more.
We are strangers to many of 
you, but if you think this is only an
advertising trick,
Ask Your Neighbors!
who have looked into our faces, 
talked to us about our way of doing
business and bought our goods. As
k them if they really bought our
goods at half price. If they say 
"yes" come and see us; if they say "no"
we are not worthy of your 
acquaintance.
We are offering choice of any stiff bat i
n the house, including all $3, $3 50 and
$4 for $1 89. On all furnishing 
goods one-third off of regular p1-we.
J.H.Anderson&Co.,
Glass' Corner. Glass' 
Corner.
"IRISH FREE TRADE."
MEM Irma' Hard exposes • War Tariff
Prase.
In a abort and able article is The New
, 'York Wield Hon. Prank Hurd giros the
true history of certain events which have
been shamefully misrepresented by the
advocates of the war tariff. Their usual
stallimmt of the cam Is briefly this:
"Ireland ones bad many dourishing in-
dustries. hat Ragland forced free trade
upon her and reduced her people to
poverty ad misery."
There to not a word of truth In the
statement On the contrary, the whole
IW of the Irish patriots from TON to
11010 was fee freedom' in trade and r-
heas. Catholic emancipation and the re-
past of laws restricting trade went hand
in hand; the same men fought for both:
Bright. Cobden and their allies in Eng-
land. Daniel O'Connell and his colaborers
in Ireland. Every Irish patriot was and
is a free trader: every British friend of
Ireland was and is a true trader. The
first violation of the treaty of Limerick
warn in the psesaga of laws forbidding the
Irish to trad, with France and the Ameri-
can colonies. On this point all histo-
rians svea, though they differ as to al-
most swerything else, whether Celt or
Seems Oahe& or Protestant, from Ma-
caalar Pulii•rir•st, and from Froude t
o
father Tamilarke. The result was the
raft et Wool. And all those laws were
by -war tariffites" — that is,
Toriee—for it was before the days
et Adam Smith mid common sense and
Vithad no free trade policy.o American revolution broke
out, the French war followed and Eng-
land had to conciliate Ireland; an inde-
pendent Irish parliament was created and
a measure of free trade was secured.
Mr. Hurd states the result thus:
-In the sixteen years which followed—
from 1782 to 1790—the progress of the
Irishad 
wonderful 
under the new policy was
Lord Clare, not often ready
to speak • friendly word of Ireland, wrote
in 1718: 'There Is not a nation on the
habitable globe which has advanced in
maintain amikeommerce. in agriculture
and meenaandag, with the same rapid
ity in the OMIND al& Lila apparent that
this British 'filne trade' for which the
strop esilelea' On the contrary
Irish Z
tedi
mall ked asked did not 'de-
ft go the bet healthful impetus
ilimv:seSsimidoei for more than a century
Prima time 'Mtn 1846 the same laws
y governed both the Irish and
Eag ladestrice. But these laws were
avowedly peened fee the purpose of pro-
tection. Of manse the baleful influences
of this system were more serious in !related
than In England, because of the severity
of the repressive laws by which the for-
had been governed in the preceding
century. Thai the kith pie realized 
the hardens which protection imposed and
were hostile to the continuance of the
policy was shown by the position they took
with reference to the repeal of the corn
If free trade injured Ireland. whiz:
every Irish patriot a free trader?
Is no. an exception. Here is an extract
from the speech of Daniel O'Connell at
Covent Garden theatre, Feb. 21, 1844:
"If peoemialon were useful anywhere it
most be peculiarly so in Ireland. which
was nearly altogether an agricultural
country. But how had it operated on the
wages of labor there? Four pence a day
was considered good, six pence bountiful,
end the agricultural laborer was in ec-
stasy with eight pence. Such was the
effect of the coin laws in Ireland. And
even at theme prices there was
want of employment. Ireland. then,
wee with them heart and soul in the
maw She had always been with them
on this ipmetion. • • • Yes, Ireland
was with them, and the reception which I
have met this night, when heard in Ire-
land, would excite no Little sense of grat-
ification In that country. [Loud cheers.]
Oh, that shout—It will not be confined to
the walls of this theatre—ringing through
the metropolis, it will be carried over by
the eastern winds to Ireland. It will be
beard on the banks of the noble Shannon
It will mingle with the low of the Sore,
the Heir and the Harrow, and will bring
beck se its reopense an answer that the
=of Ireland will not endure to seefellow subjects of England starved
by the cupidity of the protectionists."
In 1848 the repeal of restrictive laws
began; by 1880 it was complete. Of
course freedom has not done as much for
Ireland as for England, because there is
not so mach of it; but here are some of
the events:
"In the linen mills in 1850 21.121 per-
sons were employed; in 1875, 511,342. In
1860 Ireland's exports were valued at
008.811. in 18'75- at £830,875. In 1850
vessels, with 17,878 tonnage, were
segistered in Irish porta; in 1870 there
were 174, with a tonnage of 58,245. In
1850 there were 18,108 vessels, with a
bootsmilfo of 2s358,188._ 
, 
engaged in trade be-
tween Ragland and Ireland and in 1890
there were 52,807, with 11,585,8'74 ton-
W The estimated capital in Ire
land in
yss £95,296,000, while in 1881 it was
crmsak000. The whole history of Ire-
land since 1800, as I-am able to state from
an examination of statistical tables to
which I have had access, ustifies the fol-
lowing remark of a distinguished ob-
server
" 'Throughout the whole country agr.
culture has made remarkable and felici-
tous program. Above all, the condition
of the poorer classes has passed through
a bapp change. The cotter class has,
In a large measure, been converted into
the agricultural Laborer, and the rate of
wages has ineremed eoormoual . Tried
by every conceivable economic law—
ammot of production, return of industry,
between the burdens of land
Multeka profits, remuneration of labor, ac-
contalatkin of all kinds of
land is vastly improved beyouI what it
was hi the hot generation.'
"Muck of course, remains to be accona-
=to make Ireland a prosperous. Triss prosperity cannot come
tea poop'e oppressed by a cruel land eye-
tem. which robe the laborers of their
earnings for absentee landlords, while at
the same time they are denied the right
of local self government But the im-
provement which has been commenced
under free trade will grow in steadily in-
creasing proportions under the same pol-
icy when landlordism shall have been
overthrown and home rule established_
'During the period which has elapsed
stnee the sdoptiov of free trade the polit-
ical condition of Ireland has been vastly
inapeoved. The emancipation of Catholics,
commenced at an earlier date, has been
fully soommIlabed. The Irish church has
been disestàhalshed. Rents have been re-
duced. The land lairs have been modified
ha the interest of the tenant, and an agi-
tation for home rule has been begun
which, I believe, will not end until
land has won her own parliament. Does
any one imagine that such measures could
have been adopted by the generation
which imposed upon Ireland the restric-
tions of the 8eveoteenth and Eighteenth
1111Nimiest Who shall say that all these
seta=are not largely due to that lib-
eled albeit which free trade always begets
sal llbich is ever at wer with the selfish-
▪ which would repress commerce and
pad thane upon the power of a man to
Miateel as he pleases his own toil and his
tam life.'
What Ireland needs is not less freedom,
but mom not • loss of commercial free-
dom. but a gain in freedom of land. How
- can It bmefit Ireland to fasten
mlies upon America? How can weal)crn
hind more effectively than by admitting
peolucts on fair and reasonable term)
In etheimeion Mr. Hurd says: "If the
Amadeus duties on Irish bums, laces,
peplos and certain kinds of woolens, the
manaraturtng of which can never be car-
ried on here, were removed, Americans
would get cheaper goods, the markets of
00,000,000 people would he opened to Irish
=product.,and a pionwAty would come towhich would termirate the sad
. 
which makesexiles of her peo-
ple 
 
ett°4 land tinder the sun. I know
of no way by which Irish-Americans can
Mom edsetively aid their kinsmen &cross
the seas than by rednig the duties upon
=In goods Imposed by the American
"Fourth—The Irish people ask the sym-
pathy of the world with their aspiration
to govern themselves. Their demand is
for a larger liberty and the better laws
which a legislature acquainted with Irish
local needs may enact. They ask for the
removal of restrictions, for the abrogation
of unwise laws and fer the enjoyment of
rights which power and prerogative have
Mitaa sway from them. In eta' respect
is the demisind of the tariff reformer dlr.
lariat from this/ Hs sake for the enjoy.
meet of his natural right to do as he
plisses with his own earnings, the re-
Mond of the restrictions which the law
boa Imposed upon him and the repeal of
the unwise laws which have interfered
with his liberty. How can bish•Amer1.
aim who ask for American sympathy for
their kiin refuse their assistance to
their fallow ;.•. iaen who are engaged
in a thallar
"The forme--.7roppeession are varied.
III gaits. wealth, monopoly and class
pursue different paths in dif-
ferent lands. But their aim and end is
the sane everywhere. The foe of their
tyranny in one land ought to be its foe in
ev other. The cause which in one land
help from • people struggling
to be bear in another is unworthy of the
401.41t of lovers of liberty anywhere,
which would boa enfleelera
elf ought not to Met filartaludee
et Amilia.•
• Weielha ireas.
fables this year, y dies hard and
There lien lausenee of war tariff
will evidently lie with the last gasp.—
Plushest Post.
lIsailhing !warden*
A very nieful polishing powder for
metals and le made of very finely
et taxis ash.
cowdesed seized with a email pro.
pardon 
THE WORK OF CONGRESS.
PROBABLE PROGRAM OF BUSINESS
FOR THE PRESENT WEEK.
Seierel of the Pending Appropriation
Hills Liable to Be Disposed of—Coafer-
essee Committees Heady to Report.
Other 11111s to Be Acted On If Posellble,
WASHINGTON, Sept 10.—The prospects are
encouraging for the disposition, this week,
of at least two of the four appropriation
hills pending in congress. The conferees
having agreed to the fortification bill, the
bone of contention in the army appropria-
tion bill—the heivy ordnance proposed by
Senator Hawley—has been removed, and the
adoptioa of that measure will quickly follow I
the pasiage cof the army bill. The senate I
ce committee on the fortification
may receive and adopt the report of the
confares 
ill
bill before it resumes consideration of the
• bilL
Following the disposition of the fortifica-
tions and Chinese bills the senate will con-
those consideration of the bills to make
states of Washinzton, Dakota and Montana
territories. It may also consider the general
deficiescy appropriation bill, which, with
the sundry civil bill now pending in the
home, will be the only regular annual appro-
priattoe measures unfinished after the forti-
cations and army bills are oat of the way.
This is Dioriot of Colombia day la the
house of representatives, but members of the I
committee on appropriations say they intend
to push the consideration of the sundry '
civil appropriation bill, which has been
pending for several days, to a finish. The
amendments relating to the irrigation of
arid lands, providing for the site an I
building for a city post office is Wash-
ington, and for continuation of the con-
struction of the congreesional library
building under plans already entered upon,
are the quatioas wide& provoke prolonged
debate and cause the delay. The conference
report on the fortifleatiozu bill is then to be
taken ap, and this may be followed by the
report of the committee on tile army bill.
The conferees on the latter measure have not
yet had a meeting, as they have been wait-
ing for an agreement by tin committee on
the fortifications bill, but since the latter
have reached an agreement, lb* ordnance
provision in the army bill w4.1 be stricken
out, the measure reported, and adopted with
but little debate.
Worts will be made to secure further con-
sideration during the week of the bill pro-
hibiting the transportation of convict made
goods thrm412 the regular channels of inter-
state commerce, and tun hill authorising the
secretary of the treasury to settle and pay
the claims of the state ..f Florida, on account
of expenditures made in supercooling Indian
leetalea„ which She elate has asked to have
adopted immediately, that it may procure
funds to maim it in Meeting the ravages of
yellow fever.
Mr. Springer will, if opportunity offers,
posh the Oklahoma bill, and Mr. Whithorne
intends to urge action upon his bill provid-
ing for the enlistment of naval militia and
the organisation of naval reserve forces, at
the earliest day possibra.
Congressman Scott was renominated by
the Erie district of Pennsylvanie, despite his
renioustrancea
she 3111llonalres Party.
There is at least one Republican paper
which speaks with more zeal than discre-
tion about its party's real candidate for
the head of the liovernment. In an article
lauding the "rich ancestral blood" of
James O. Blaine, The St. Louis Star says
that the "uncrowned king's" father was a
-high liver" and would have the "best
people" stop with him all night and "drink
some of his old Madeira or good rye
whisky." If reports speak trite and wrong
not the white plumed son, be is as fond
of good eating and drinking and as much
of a toady as his sire before him. His
jaunting round with millionaire Carnegie
and hobuobbiog with the English nobility
seems to prove it.—New York World.
The Paris census shows 0,915 Ameri-





This powder never ranee. A marvel of puri -
7, strength and whose...mem • mire ecoaono
teal than the ordinary km ls, and cannot Is-solo
in competition with the multitude of low test.
short weight alum co phosphate powders. Sold
• Le cows. ROYAL Mashie POWDSS CO , 10*
Wall Street, N.Y.
HNIFIKEOPIDENTES ATTINACTION!
U Ocer a Kabuli
LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY COMP'?
laoorporak d by the Legislature in 11-rei, for
il000tionaa Sad Charitable purposes. and it.
franchise made • part of the present State Con -
ail' atioa, la 1179, by an overw beim lag popular
vote
Its Grand Extraordinary Drawings take
place Semi-Annually, ',June and December'
and Its (,rant Nainber Drawings take
place on each of the other ten months In the
year, and are all drawn in public, at the Acad-
emy of Knelt, Now Orleans, La.
We 4o hereby certify that we supervise the
arrangements for all the Monthly and Semi-
annual Drawings of the Louisiana State Lot •
tery company. and in person manage and con-
trol the Drawings themselves, and that the same
are oosiducted with honesty, fairnesa, an.1 in
good fann toward all parties, ant we authorize
the Company to use this certificate, with fac-
similes of our signatures attached. in it. adver-
tisements."
C 111111111111111111•11rn e I e •
We the undersigned Banks and Bankers will
pay all Prizes drawn in the Louisiana State
Lotteries which may be preeente•1 at our coun-
ters
H. MI. WAL1111111LEW,
Pres. Louisiana :National Hank.
P. LANAUX,
Pros, State National Hank,
A.BALDWIN,
Pres. Now Orleans National Hank.
CARL KOHN,
Pres, Union NaSi•nal Honk.
Grand Monthly Drawing
In the Academy of Music, New Orleans,
Tuesday, October 9, 1688,
APITAL PRIZE $300.000.
100.000 Tickets at Twenty Dollars
each. naives $10: Quarters $S;
Tenths 02; Twentieth. Si.
unT or reizte.
I PIIIEE OP 9300.000 tauc,01;‘.
of .01%000 is itro,oie
io,11015 
I •• of II 000 is Iff
I PRIZES or 10.enu sre Si Cott
of 1.000 are skis.
15 " of 1,110o are  I4.000
loll PO are . Oo
100 " of Hoe are.... MON
300 1 of WO IC0,000
APPItOSIMAT1011
10 prime of MO are   tio.000
IN Prises of POO ato . ........ . 110,000
ite Prism of oleo are 90,000
rout feat num 




3,194 Prizes, amounting to  tioco,soo
Note-orickets drawing Capital Prizes are not
entitled to terminal prizes.
Vol. :lob Hates. or any further information
deAired, write legibly to the undermigned,
clearly stating your residence, with state,
County. Street and Number. More rapid re-
turn mail delivery will be enured by your en-
closing an envelope heart* your full address.
Mae Postal Notes, ExpvNis Money Orders, or
New York It:change in cfriligary letter Cur-
rency by express 'at our exp.susei addressed to
M. A. DAUPHIN,
New Orleans, Lilo
or M. A. DAUPHIN,
Washington, D. C
address Registered Letters to
SEW ORLItaNIS Pi•TIONAL HANK,
New (Means, La.
I MBE That She treneeElt eariOgarl
anMary, *hoar' in charge of the drawings
le a guarantee of absolute fairness and integrity.:
that the chances are all equal, and that no one
am possibly divine what uumbers will draw a
Prise.
HER among that the payment of Prises
Is OVAIWAISTICIRD '11,011111 NA.
THOM AL NAN KM of New Orleans, and the
Tickets are signed by the Preentent of an In-
stitution. whose chartered rights are recognis-
ed is the highest Courts; therefore beware of
say imitations or anonymous seMsOes.
••••
• ,"4 t47i-
This is the Chance of a Life Time !
MISS IT
Or you Will Regret It All Your Life.
This Week, Beginning To-day and for the
•
NEXT 10 DAYS I.
In order to get rid of our stock of
Clothing, Cloaks, Dry Goods,11W
BOOTS, SHOES, ETC.
ALL HEAVY WINTER GOODS,
$8.50. WE WILL SELL YOU PICK AND CHOICE OF $8.50.
Any Man's Suit or Overcoat for - $8.50
Any youth's Suit or Overcoat 14 to 18 years,
Any boys' Suit or Overcoat, 10 to 14 yeare,
Any child's suit or Overcoat, 4 to 9 years,
Any man's Cassimere all wool pants






$7.50 Cloaks! Cloaks! $7.50!
200 ladies cloaks, consisting of Jackets, Newmarkets, short wraps,
Redingotes, and other styles, your choice for
Children's and Misses' Cloaks from $2 to $5.
DRESS GOODS DRESS GOODS! DRESS GOODS!
At Less than New York Cost.
36-inch wide Cashmere. all colors, at •
32-inch wide Cable Cord "
30-1nch wide Cashmeres "
Single width Poplins
36-inch wide all wool Serges
Tricots, 38, 40 and 42 inches, all Wool
Pin Check Tricots, 40 "
64-inch Plaid Ladies Cloth
All Wool Albatross Cloth, all delicate colors •
Ladies' Underwear, regardless of cost.










Bargains in Lace Curtains, Ladies' Misses' and
Children's Hosiery at unheard of prices. Boots
and Shoes at less than manufacturer's prices.
We must get rid of this stock and the prices we
put on them are makingthem move. Sheeting's,
Table Linens, Domestics, and everything in the
staple goods line, will be sold in proportion.
Don't wait but come at once. We must sell these goods, and we will if prices have anything to
do with it.
. Frankel 451 Sons,
"The Old Reliable"
Our Entire Stock and Fixtures For Sale.
P. S.--Saturday, Sept. 1 5th, our house will be CLOSED on account of Holiday
until 5 O'Clock P. M.
Tr
•
